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GREAT HOLIDAY GIFTS ARE AT YOUR LOCAL HOBBY SHOP 
Pre-assembled and Fully Decorated Scale Plastic Airplanes Starting at $10.98 

Includes stand and workmg prop mechanism (warbirds) and retractable lanaing gear. 
~--------~----

1/72 

$15 

More Great Gift Ideas- Plastic Scale Model Kits 
Affordable - Fun To Build - Looks Great 

Scale:1:150 (approx. 20") 
#0901 

Scale : 1 :550 (approx. 19") 

Coast Guard 

Sca le: 1 :700 (approx. 12") 
#2104 

Destroyer 

Scale: 1 :700 (approx. 12") 
#1084 

Sailing Ship ,..........-------------, 

Scale: 1 :350 

English 
Sailing Ship 

Scale:1 :72 
Scale: 1 :350 #0 102 

also available: 
Chilean Sailing Ship 

Scale 1:330 

# 1 055 Esmerelda $9.98 

Other jet fighters available: 
Scale:1 :72 

USSR SU-27 Sea Flanker B $9.98 
U.S. YF-22A Lightning $9.98 
French 2000D Mirage $9.98 

Scale: 1 :700 (approx. 12") 
#2102 

Miss/e Cruiser 

Scale:1 :700 (approx. 12") 
#1085 

Other cruisers available: 
# 1 083 U.S.S. Bunker Hill $7.98 
# 1 087 U.S.S. Mobile Bay $7.98 
#1089 U.S.S. Vella Gulf $7.98 

A 
Scale:1 :72 

#0 105 
also available - U.S. Helicopter 

#0 1 04 "Longbow" Apache $8.98 

Sca le:! :600 
#3603 

Other Motorized Battleships: 
# 3601 U.S.S. Iowa $1 3.98 
#3602 U.S.S. New Jersey $1 3.98 
#3603 U.S.S. Wisconsin $13.98 

Scale:1 :72 
also available - Russian Helicopter 

KA-50 "Hokum" $8.98 

See our other ad featuring Aerotech International kits on page 59 scale·J·n 
If\\ IUI Q B ~ Direct orders add $4.00 per order · · L!::JARE Ln.J BY ~ISTRIBUTQRS P.O. Box521 , Cumberland, MD 21501 (800)578-3273 FAX(301)722-4115 



The~e Greilt Kits are available at your Local Hol?bf Shop 
Qiltrlbuted ~ DARE Hobby Distributt;ws, 551 N. Centre St. Cumbeliand, MD 21501 

ALABAMA, HOMEWOOD 

2830 S. 18th St. 

ALABAMA, MONTGOMERY 

1402 Madison Ave .. 

FLORIDA, PENSACOLA 

205-879-3986 5719 North W. St. 

FLORIDA, PINELLAS PARK 

334-262-8235 6050 PARK BLVD. 
----------------------
ARIZONA, GILBERT GEORGIA, MARIETTA 

E. Baseline & Gilbert 602·892-0405 1467 Roswell Rd. 

GEORGIA, MARIETTA 

MICHIGAN, MADISON HEIGHTS OREGON, LA GRANDE 

904-433-2187 32115 John R Rd. 810-589-8111 411 FirSt. 

OREGON, MEDFORD 

813-545-1251 

MICHIGAN, SAGINAW 

5620 State St. 517-790-0080 36 N. Central 

MICHIGAN, TAYLOR OREGON, SALEM 

404-971-2227 22661 Northline Rd. 313-287-7405 982 Lancaster Dr. , NE 
----------------------
MICHIGAN, WARREN PENNSYLVANIA, BATH ARIZONA, PHOENIX 

19401 N. Cave Rd. 602-992-3495 353 Patmell Rd. 770-333..0190 23326 Van Dyke 810-757-7160 514 E. Main 
------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------

800-963-9602 

503-779-9935 

503·588-9884 

610-837-6681 

ARIZONA, PHOENIX 

1-10 and Ray Rd. 

IDAHO, BOISE MICHIGAN, YPSILANTI PENNSYLVANIA, CARMICHAELS 

602·598·5282 10448 Overland Rd. 208-376..0027 4039 Carpenter Rd. 313·971·6116 100 Park Ave. 412-966-2726 

--------------------------
ARIZONA, TUCSON ILLINOIS, CHICAGO MISSISSIPPI, OXFORD PENNSYLVANIA, LANSDALE 

11 02 E. 22nd Street 520-882-8888 4718 N. Milwaukee Ave. 773·283-6446 110 South 11th St. 601-234-9170 837 W. Main 215-855-1268 

----------------------
ARKANSAS, MONTICELLO 

312 N. Main St. 

CALIFORNIA, ANTIOCH 

640 W. 2nd Street 

ILLINOIS, SANDWICH MISSOURI, KIRKWOOD PENNSYLVANIA, YORK 

870·367-5200 1950 W. Church 815-786-8553 301 s. Kirkwod Rd. 314-822· 1927 931 E. Market 

ILLINOIS, WAUKEGAN MISSOURI, ST. CHARLES SOUTH CAROLINA 

510-754..0829 37632 N. Sheridan Rd. 708-662-4544 1201 s. 5th 314-946-2816 1426 Laurens Rd. 

------------------------ ------------------------

717-843-8321 

864-235-8320 

CALIFORNIA, BURBANK !INDIANA, SOUTH BEND MISSOURI, ST. LOUIS SOUTH DAKOTA, ABERDEEN 
KLEIN'S BIG DOLLAR 

3512 W. Victory Blvd. 818-842-5062 2224 Mishawaka 219·239·8978 4206 Virginia Ave. 314-352-3750 406 S. Wilson St. 605-229-0661 

---------------------- ----------------------
CALIFORNIA, CAMPBELL IOWA, CEDAR FALLS NEBRASKA, OMAHA TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE 

96 N. San Thomas Aquino 408-379-1696 Black Hawk Village, UnitE 319-277..0211 13022 W. Center Rd. 402-691..0195 8903 Oak Ridge Hwy 615-927-2900 
----------------------

CALIFORNIA. FRESNO IOWA. DES MOINES >~EW JERSEY JACKSON TEXAS, AUSTIN 

4572 N. First SL 209-222-8988 7672 Hickman 515-276-8765 2275 W. County Une Rd. 732-364-3334 6929 Airport Blvd. 512-458-2324 

CALIFORNIA, LANCASTER '•E V MEXICO. ALBUQU ERQUE TEXAS, CORPUS CHRISTl 

81223 W. Avenue I 805-942~ 9577 Osuna Rd., NE #L 505-293-1217 1326 Airline Rd. 512-991 -71 61 

CALIFORNIA, MOUNTAIN VIEW NEW MEXICO, FARMINGTON TEXAS, DALLAS 

2550 W. El Camino Real 415-941-1278 8229 E. l(ellogg 316-683-7222 330 E. Main St. 505-325-5156 4822 Bryan St. 214-821-2550 
------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------ ------------------------
CALIFORNIA, NORTHRIDGE 

8941 Reseda Blvd. 

CALIFORNIA, SACRAMENTO 

2007 El Camino Ave. 

818-942-6984 709 David Dr_ 

LOUISIANA . SL..:>ELL 

916-649-3444 1065 Highway 190W. 

NEW YORK, ELMSFORD 

504-733-4629 262 E. Main St. 

NEW YORK, PATCHOGUE 

504-643-7176 240 Medford Ave. 

TEXAS, HOUSTON 

914-592-5176 5561 Richmond 713-977-8141 

TEXAS, HOUSTON 

516-475-8856 156-F 1960 East 713·443· 7373 
---------------------- -------------------------- --------------------------
CALIFORNIA, SAN DIEGO MARYLAND. BURTONSVILLE NEW YORK, ROCHESTER TEXAS, HOUSTON 

7750 Conway Ct. 619-560-9633 15751 Columbia Pike 301-421-5977 352 Empire Blvd 716-482-7850 1416 W. Alabama 
---------------------- ----------------------

CANADA, EDMONTON, ALBERTA MARYLAND, CROFTO NEW YORK, SYRACUSE TEXAS, HURST 

4211106th St. 403-434-9189 2431 Crofton Lane 301-858..0004 2 Dwight Park Dr. 315-453-2291 1309 N. Norwood Dr. 
----------------------

COLORADO, AURORA 

2350 S. Chambers Rd. 

COLORADO, AURORA 

804 S. Havana 

MARYLAND, LAUREL 

303-337-6887 354 Domer Ave. 

MARYLAND, ROCKVILLE 

303-341-0414 Federal Plaza 

NEW YORK, WEBSTER TEXAS, NEW BRAUNFELS 

301-725-0383 103 North Ave. 716-872-3670 676 S. Walnut Ave. 

NORTH CAROLINA, PINEVILLE UTAH, SANDY 

301-468-6330 8500 F Pineville-Matthews Rd 704-540-0311 9425 S. Union Square 

COLORADO, COLORADO SPRINGS MASSACHUSETTS, EAST FALMOUTH NORTH CAROLINA, VIRGINIA, FALLS CHURCH 

2813 E. Platt Ave. 719-634-7400 153 E. Falmouth Hwy 
--------------------------
COLORADO, DENVER 

1400 W. 70th Ave. 

MASSACHUSETTS, HANSON 

303-430-8828 830 Main 

508-548-1486 404 7th Ave., East 704-693-0038 6176 Arlington Blvd. 

OHIO, BERLIN HEIGHTS VIRGINIA, SPRINGFIELD 

508-293-2804 36 Center St. 419-588-2029 260-A Port Royal Rd. 
-------------------------- --------------------------

COLORADO, LAKEWOOD MASSACHUSETTS, METHUEN OHIO, MANSFIELD VIRGINIA, WOODBRIDGE 

8790 W. Colfax, Suite 100 303-233-6275 88 Lowell St., Rt.113 978-683-0885 15 N. Main 419·526-4426 2096 Daniel Stuart Sq. 

-------------------------- ----------------------
CONNECTICUT, YALESVILLE MICHIGAN, CANTON OHIO, TOLEDO WASHINGTON, LYNNWOOD 

314 Main St. 203-269-6761 42007 Ford Rd. 313-981-8700 Monroe St., Market Sq., Unit40 214-422-5386 19332 60th Ave, West 

713-528-5922 

817-268-0210 

210-625-7922 

801 -572-6082 

703-532-2224 

703-426..0700 

703-494·6658 

206-670-0454 
---------------------- ----------------------

FLORIDA, JUPITER MICHIGAN, GRAND RAPIDS 

1695 W. Indiantown Rd., #4. 407-744-3800 2055 28th Street SE 

FLORIDA, MELBOURNE 

631 Apollo 

FLORIDA, MIAMI 

1975 NW 36th St. 

FLYING MODELS 

MICHIGAN, JACKSON 

407-724-5257 3216 Wildwood Ave. 

MICHIGAN, LANSING 

305-633-2522 1609 E. Michigan Ave. 

OHIO, WESTERVILLE WASHINGTON, SEATTLE 

616-247-9933 562 W. Schrock Rd .. 614-899·6313 907 Northgate Mall 206-364-8212 

--------------------------
OKLAHOMA, TULSA WISCONSIN, MADISON 

517-796..0677 5241 South Peoria 918-745-0034 1769 Thierer Rd. 800-604-6229 

OREGON, BEAVERTON WISCONSIN, WAUSAU 

517-485-0700 12024 SW Canyon Rd. 503-644-4535 640 S. 3rd. Avenue 715-842-4371 
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On the Cover: Leo Loudenslager and his Laser 200 dazzled air show crowds for some 20 
years with his superlative flying and the plane's ability. We dedicate this issue to the man and 
his machine and the impact it had on our hobby. Photo: Rich Kolasa. Inset Photo: Brad 
Shepherd's .60 size Laser 200 gets ready for some more aerobatics. Photo: Brad Shepherd 
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lloday•s best kit engineerring takes you to 
the beginnings ol comme"cial light. 

\\ nen the Doug I 
193.:- . n m 
ommercial a' 1 Jon. u den!_·. flying 

was popular and ra ti a! . Produ tion 
ended II ~ ears later. but the DC-" live 

on in thi s Gold Edition ki t. If you ·ve ne er built 
scale or flown a twin. it's a great place to start! 

Top Flite ·s DC-3 handles like an advanced sport 
plane. with large aileron, rudder and elevator 
urfaces for easier piloting. Each engine functions 

independently and is aligned to help you stay in 
control if one eng ine quits-the right engine has 4° 
of right thrust... the left engine, 3° of left thrust. 

Even on the building table, this kit gives you 
amazing confidence . Though the DC-3 has a round 
fuselage, there's almost no time-consuming carving 
or shaping. Its interlocking frame builds fl at on the 
plans. Precision-formed ABS parts easily supply 
such scale details as tail cone, engine nacelles and 
wing fairings-plus a cockpit top that conceals 
on-board radio gear and comes off as one piece 
for quick access . 

Other impress ive touches can be added according 
to your skills and interests, such as split flaps or a 
scale rudder replicati ng the full-size plane's angled 
hinge line. And the photo-illustrated kit manual 
covers installation of Top Flite's optional, custom, 
semi-scale retracts. Prefer the look of the military 
C-47 version over the commercial craft? Decal 
markings are provided for it, too. 

Now that Top Flite's DC-3 is here, the time is 
right to try a twin . For a free brochure and the 
location of the dealer nearest you, please call 
1-800-682-8948 and mention code number 0523H. 

Whether you fly your Douglas DC-3 for fun at your local 
field--or fo r recognition at IMAA events- it always earns 
raves for its impressive performance and stunning realism. 

Wingspan: 82.5 in (2095mm) • Wing Area: 750 sq in (48.8 sq dm) • Weight: 8- 10 lb 
(3630-4540g) • Wing Loading: 24.6-30.7 oz/sq ft (75-94 g/sq dm) • Fuselage Length: 55.5 in 
( 1410mm) • Requires: 2-stroke .25-.40 cu in (4.0-6.5cc) or 4-stroke .40-.52 cu in (6.5-8.5cc) 
engine & 4-8 channel radio with 6-9 servos (2 micro) 

TOP FLITE is distributed exclusively through 
GREAT PLANES MODEL DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY 

P.O. BOX 9021 , CHAMPAIGN, IL 61826-9021 

www.top-flite.com 
© Copyright 1998- 3079116 



TIMERS NIGHTMARE 
OLD TIME REPLICA FREE FLIGHT 

BM J R • 97 Las~~~~;~=~ ~~~~s~~~;overing 
.) \. • Complete Hardware Pack 
_~AlA • • Photo Illustrated Instructions 

1 '-;;;:--;:;c~---=------' 30" WINGSPAN fo, .020 GAS/ELECTRIC 

$2950 plus $3 S&H BMJR Model Products 
FL res. add 6".'o tax. P.O. Box 1210, Sharpes, FL 32!:!·1210 

web site: www.bmjrmodels.com 0 (407)537-1159 ..:;::;:.. 
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BACKYARD MICROFL YERS 
PROFll..E SCALE· BUILD TO FLY OR DISPLAY 

Baba Priat Wood ModeWApproz. 6-lla. WID& Spau 

AlbatroaDD 
FokkerDVD 
Fok. Trlplaue Dr. I 
S.E.SA 
SopwUb F. l Camel 
SPADS.XID 
F4FWildcat 
F4U-1A Corsair 
B-17G Fly. Fortress 
C--46A Commando 
B-lSJ Mitchell 
C-119G Flyluc Boxur 

F6FHcllcat 
FW-190A 
Haw. Hurric .. t 
Heinkel H~lllB-2 
Juakcn Ju-IIA·l 
BF.l09Ll 
Mt261A-h 
A6MSZtro 

P-38J U&bmlD& 
P-39Q AJracobra 
P-40FWnlaawk 
P-47DT·boll 
P-518 Mutaac 
PT-17 Steumaa 
Spltftrc MK. V 
TBF-3 Aveaaer 
B-26B Marauder 
Laacuter MK.J 
C-41BIDC..J 

• NEW TO SERJESJ" l!f1!!J~~~:c:;!v=ii='!:~J 
Juakers 

J u.Sl/3 

Scbweiu:r 1-16 ws-11-1/4" Bryaa RP-18 wt-11-1/4" 
Schweizer 1-33 w•-11-114" Aero Tecb Zulli wt-U.J/8" 
Schweizer 1-35 ws-11-lll" Lockheed U-lA w.-11-318" 
Voyacer ws-15-1/4" Pterodactyle WJo-11-1/1" 
Mialmoa ws-11-1/l" ASW-17wt-ll-lll" 

All Model KHs - $1.50 u . 

~~=~~·~o~~;Yo~Z};~~oo•o Fantasy Flyers, Inc. 
NYS raid. add 8.ls•;. s1lu tn P.O. Box 430 
UPS delivery. SJ addJtioaal FlfmlartUe. NY 117J8.0430 
0 WGH ASPECT RATIO WINGED AIRCRAYI' 

INDOOR MODEL SUPPLY 

POLYMICRO .00285 Ol/100 Sq.ln.·15 11.·$12.00 I 
I • INDOOR BALSA PACK S11 .95 • P·NUT PACK $11 .95 

• JAPANESE TISSUE ·18"x22" 7 color roll · $8.95 
• CONDENSER PAPER $3.95 •12 FT. ULTRA FILM $7.50 
• RUBBER LUBE $2.50 • BALSA CEMENT $2.50 

• • THRUST BEARINGS Mini Dual or Dual $1.00 • 
• RUBBER .025 to .090, .DDS" increments each $2 .65 

• Pro Rubber Winder, Ball Bearing $16.95 
MINIMUM ORDER $25 + MINIMUM POSTAGE $5.00 
NEW 2000 1B·PAGE ILLUSTRATED CATALOG · $2.00 

editorial 
You can reach FM at 973·383·3355 Voice, 973· 383·4064 FAX, or E-mail us at carstens@nac.net 

PHOTO FRAI\o< n '•E-

Anyone who fo llows air shows knew this scheme, the fabulous Laser 200 in its Bud Light colors. It was the 
plane and e p ot v o helped popularize a whole class of models and style of flying . 

H
is ory is very rarely direct and 
made on purpose . It is so much 
more often the unique combina
tion of person(s) and ci r cum· 

stance. ometimes history is a bane, some· 
times it is a blessing. 

If this sounds somewhat cryptic, then let 
me explain. One of the most vital recent 
trends in the RIC segment of our hobby has 
been the ni.AC event, a marriage of scale 
airframes . Pattern geometry, and a dash of 
showmanship. But it might never have h ap· 
pened if not for a certain blessing of history. 

That ,·ery beneficial turn of history's 
wheel of fortune revolves around the Laser 
200. the ae robatic monoplane that Leo 
Loudenslager flew to fame and acclaim, and 
very justifiably so. If it were not for the 
plane. all tho e Extras, Sukois, CAPs, Stau· 
dachers. etc .. might not have been. If not for 
the man. the spark of inspiration he struck 
may not ha,·e created the inimitable style of 
flying so ,·ery imitated in this event. 

So we ha,·e dedicated this issue to the 

a P·NUT scale kit: spans 13" 
Designs by Dave "VTO" Linstrum 

D1 . Martin M0 · 1 
D2. Pilatus Porter 
D3. Curtis Jenny Mono 
D4. Kitfox 
D5. Kawasaki Komet 
D6. Ford AT 
D7. Farman F-190 

~~~rpaid • MODEL AIRCRAFT LABS. 
ALL $10 .00~ MFG.IlY 

Texans add !08 S. LEE ST. 
~.25% sales lax IRVING, TEXAS 75060~ 

man and his plane because of what he did 
for our hobby, and because of what he meant 
to anyone who ever thrilled in the ballet of 
an a ircraft in t he a ir. 

We give you several stories: the develop
ment of the plane, something of the man, a 
review of the enduring Y4·Scale Lanier Laser 
200, and the excellent plans for Brad Shep· 
herd's .60 size Laser . And last but not least 
a report on the Sussex Airshow and the 
Laser Invitational Model Fun Fly. These 
last ar e Leo's enduring legacy to the model 
and the full-size world. 

None of this would have ever been possi· 
ble except for another one of history's bene
ficial turns. It so happens that the Laser sto· 
ry a ll occurred in FM's back yard, Sussex 
Airport, where the Laser 200 was born and 
lived for 20 years. Some of the people who 
were instrumental in creating the plane still 
live right here. Some have moved away but 
were more than eager to help tell this story, 
and they are the ones who rea lly wrote it 

continued on page 8 

small Electric Flying 
Models Video 

$1 9.95 
plus 

$3.00 
Priority 

Mail 
shipping 

110 minute video includes: lnlroduclion lo Small Electric Models • Advanlages 
of Eleclric Power • The Hiune Motors • Sizing a Model lo a Molor • Propeller 

Selection for Electric Power • Designing and Building for 

I I
• n Eleclrk: Power • Batteries .and Charging • F~ing 

Eleclric Models • Thoughts on Electric Power 
RIC • Advanced Electnc Projects 
PO BOX 11558, GOLDSBORO, NC 27532 

:Z = Charge orders processed by Robin's View Productions 61H46-0106 
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Sure you 'd like a scale model with retractable landing 
gear that flies fast, but the Air Force doesn't start its 
new pilots out in an F-16, and you should take the same 
approach to learning to fly RIC. What you need is a 
model that is inherently stable, with true "hands off" 
flight characteristics, that flies slow enough to give you 
time to think and react. 

What you need is a SIG KADET LT-40! 

THE IDEAL RIC TRAINER! 
The SIG KADET LT-40 has all the features you need to 
successfully learn to fly RIC. The high-wing configura
tion, large tail surfaces, ample dihedral, and balanced 
proportions provide positive stability on all axis. Also 
important are the light weight balsa/ply/spruce struc
ture, a true Clark-Y airfoil for better penetration into the 
wind, trike landing gear for good ground handling, and 
"full-house" 4-CHANNEL radio control. They all com
bine to give the KADET LT-40 true hands off recovery 
from those scary situations every novice pilot gets into. 
If the student gets disoriented, merely let go of the 
control sticks and the KADET LT-40 will recover itself 
and return to level flight within 2-4 seconds. 

BUILDS FAST! 
The SIG KADET LT-40 kit comes complete with wheels, 
spinner, fuel tank, engine mounts, pushrods, control 
horns, hinges, and all the nuts, bolts, and screws that 
you'll need. The LT-40's die-cut Lite-Ply fuselage and 
simple wing design let you zip through construction 
with no hassles. It's easy to build a straight, strong 
structure, even if you've never built a model airplane 
before. CAD drawn plans and tooling guarantee pre
cise parts fit. A photo-illustrated instruction manual 
takes you through every step of construction, covering, 
and assembly - including the installation of the radio, 
engine, tank, pushrods, and hardware. A second book
let, called "The Basics of Radio Control" , answers all 
your questions about radio frequencies, engines, fuel, 
props, balancing, and includes a detailed pre-flight 
checklist. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
Recommended Engines: .30-.40 cu.in. 2-Stroke 

.40-.50 cu. in. 4-Stroke 
Wingspan: 70 in. Wing Area: 900 sq.in. 
Weight: 5.5 to 6 lbs. Wing Loading: 14 to 15 oz./sq.ft. 
Radio Required: 4-Channel 

SIG Manufacturing Co .. , Inc. Phone: 515-623-5154 Fax: 515-623-3922 

P.O. Box 520 Montezuma, lA 50171-0520 
Toll Free Order's: 800·247-5008 
E-Mail: mail@sigmfg.com 

Modeler's Hot Line: 800·524-7805 
Web Site: www.sigm1g.com 



rover25olffiTt1erentPaper 
28" ws, 3-0 scale 

VERY RARE 
KIT $85ea 

~~k~ 18" ws, 3-0 scale 
7T4 :33, VERY RARE 
" STATIC KIT $95ea 

- The Gliding Flight flying 
gliders $15ea, 21$28 

FlYING FORTRE S $2ea, 21$3 

. cp.,11\Pil\} ~ 1.,6,\)\IICn , , , 
AN~I GREA ~-., ,;_-------

WES -. _, 
$4ea, 2/$7 SPECIAL ·-- ' : 

$5ea,(~8) I 
NEON, FLYERS 

$4ea, 21$7, 3/$9 

~ CREDIT CARD ORDERS ~-~ 
~J CALL 800-297-4928 .... 

PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE • CREDIT CARD ORDERS BY PHONE OR MAIL 

PAPER AIRPlANE SOURCE BOO!(,tATALOG: Largesl source in the wond! 
Over 2500and growing I REG: $28 SALE PRICE: $19.00 plus $3.50 postage. 
FINDERS REWARD! Rnd a paper airplane !hat's not in our book, we'll send 
you one of your choice FREE! (Subject lo equal value & availability) 
BUY-SELL-TRADE! Send us paper airplanes you don'l need -~~we buy, sell 
or lrade depending on condrtion and ranity~ Fax 1-808/244-4667 

Paper Airplane Museum 
An IRS Non -Profrl Museum 

433 Nihoa St, Kahului, HI 96732 

Gift Shop 1-800/297-4928 1 
Museum 1-808/877-8916 I 

Office 1-808/244-4667 I 
I.. www.shaka.com/- edynray/pam/index.htm J 
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with their reminisces and shared photos. 
Susan Loudenslager, Leo's former wife, 

was more than gracious in giving some back
ground information on the development of 
the plane and how Leo got to his pinnacle. 
Jim Roberts, his very good friend and part
ner for so many years, was so very happy to 
help tell his story. Bud Storms, who helped 
engineer the plane, patiently sat with me a 
whole morning to tell me the story of how 
the Laser first came to be. Mike Stendor, 
Leo's mechanic for ten years, explained the 
perpetual task to keep the plane flying and 
improve it. 

The bane of history was the tragic acci
dent that took Leo's life last year. There is 
one other fact to history. A catalyst is always 
needed for its blend of people and circum
stance. And in all this story that very potent 
catalyst was the man himself, Leo 
Loudenslager. Certainly he wasn't a saint, 
but he was a hero. To so many he was Leo. 

In the Hall 
Through all the almost 25 years he wrote 

for this magazine, Bob Aberle achieved 
much. And it was recognized by the awards 
he received: the prestigious Howard McEn
tee award from the WRAM Club, the 
tongue-in-cheek but coveted Walt Billet 
Loving Cup, the induction into the Vintage 
RJC Hall of Fame. This past September, an
other award came his way, one that he real
ly hoped for and richly deserved: induction 
into the Academy of Model Aeronautics Hall 
of Fame. 

In a ceremony during the Gathering of Ea
gles affair at AMA headquarters in Muncie, 
Ind ., this past September, Bob and twelve 
other deserving members were officially pre
sented with plaques honoring their achieve
ment in the world of modeling and making 
them members of a prestigious group that 
include people like Dr. Walt Good, the father 
of modern RJC, Jim Walker, Earl Stahl, and 
others who made modeling history and help 
make aviation modeling itself. 

Bob was joined by George Buso, Maxey 
Hester, Joe Kovel, the late Vern Kriebel, 
Austin Leftwich, William Netzeband, Frank 
Parmenter , Len Purdy, Art Schroeder, 

WALSTON ~ 
RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS ~- ~ 

Tired of Loosing Models? Contact us NOW ••• ! 

~
\.). \. New Transmitters- New Receivers 
r'(\' Wn1e or call lor catalog 

Walston Retrieval Systems 
725 Cooper Lake Rd. S.E., Smyrna, GA 30082 

Phone 800-657-4672 770-434-4905 

SKY HOOiiS &. RIGGING 
Where the LlffiE BEE Slow Flyer lives 

Specializing in Electric Free Flight 
and Indoor Radio Control Systems 

Experience Radio Control Indoors 
Distributors for HACKER Model Production, the Paul Gar

rett radio receiver and WES-Technik products. 
We also carry VL Motors, Hi line Motors, 

Knight & Pridham, Peck Polymer and Litespan 

Visit Our Internet Store at: 

http://www.indoorrc.com 

In recent years, e lec t ric flight, with planes like his e
power pylon racer, has been Bob Aberte 's main focus, 

adding another facet to the long, illustrious modeling 
career that brought him into the AMA Hall of Fame. 

Keith Story, George Steiner, and Jack Al
brecht in receiving the award, and joins 
some other notable former FM contributors 
like Maynard Hill , Nick Ziroli, and others 
who are now in the HalL 

On the strength of all the technical arti
cles he wrote every month for FM during 
that time his recognition would have been 
well-deserved. But he a lso chaired the R/C 
Frequency Committee during a critical time 
for radio control, and guided the effort that 
brought us and protected the current 50 RJC 
channels we use today. 

As usual , Bob wasn't idle while there. He 
brought his camera as well as his plane, so 
look for a future article about the Gathering, 
and the new Celebration of Pioneers . For
mer FM Editor, Bob Hunt, was honored with 
one of the first, new Pioneer awards. 

Congratulations Bob, you have deserved 
it, we're glad you're in! And a very hearty 
thank you from all the readers you have 
h elped through the past.-FRA.'\K FANELLI a: 

For catalog. 
send$2.00 

u.s. to: 

Michael A. Morrow 
1327 44th Ave. S.W. 
Seattle,WA 98116,U.SA 

Tiny Propellers for small 
C02 Motors: 1-5/8 to 4" 

Special props for small dir ect drive 
a nd geared electric motors 3" to 6" 

Right or left hand. 

Free Info. Send SASE to: 
ED WICKLAND 

2412 Tucson Ave., Pensacola, FL 32526 
850-944-1972 .. 
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COLLEGE OF GLUE KNOWLEDGE 

~ 
House of Balsa 

House of Balsa 
1 01 01 Yucca Road 

Adelanto, CA 92301 
760-246-6462 

Robart 
P.O. Box 1247 

St. Charfes, IL 60174 
630-584-7616 

Frank Tiano Enterprises 
15300 Estancia Lane 

West Palm Bch., FL 33414 
561-795-6600 

The total adhesive system 

Proudly Made in the USA. 
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ALL 
NEW! GOTCf1pER 

5
STREAK 

SPAN- 48 in . 

WEIGHT- 24 oz. 

AREA- 500 sq . in . 
Phone (717)566-3810 6-10 pm EST 

T1--i E Send $1 for complete catalog 

COR E H O U SE 

TIMER's NIGHTMARE 
An Ehling design from 1942. 
replica or Pee Wee 30 competition. 

Computer Cut 
Foam Wing 

<< >> 

Great Stunt/Combat Trainer 

BMJ R-8101 30' $29.50 

P-30 T ORQUEMETER 

THE CURTISS "ROBIN" 
KIT NO. SS - 500 

1/24" SCALE (20.5" SPAN) RU BBER POWERED 
MODEL FOR DISPLAY OR FLYING. CONTAINS 3 
DETAILED PLANS, PRINTWOOD, STRIPWOOD, 
PROP. , RUBBER STRIP, AMPLE LIGHTWEIGHT 
TISSU E, WIRE & HARDWARE PACKAGE. $27.00 
PLUS S4.00 P/H. 
~LLUSTRATED CATALOG- $3.00 (#13) 

~0-~~~5~A~S~~2~~43 

MEMORIAL 
PLANNED 

t 

I t is still our desire to have a 
lasting memorial to Leo 
Loudenslager on the Sussex 

Airport grounds. We have been 
collecting donations for a year 
but are still below our $9,000 
goal. At present we are at $3,200. 

We expect the monument to 
be granite with a replica of 
Leo's plane, and a plaque of his 
accomplishments, etc. We had 
hoped to have this completed by 
now but just didn ' t make it. We 
hope all of you who remember 
Leo will help us complete this 
project proudly. 

Send/Make your donation to: 
Sussex Airport, Inc., Rembering 
Leo, PO Box 311, Sussex, NJ 
07461. Receipts will be is
sued upon re- ..., __ .,\,~ 
quest. \~ 
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fm 
CliniC 
If you have a question about flying models, we would like to help. We'll seek out the experts. Send inquiries to 
FM Clinic, PO Box 700 Newton, New Jersey 07860, FAX to (973) 383-4064, or E-mail us atcarstens@nac.net 

Line on Diesels 
Q: When using my small diesels in C/L 

there was no problem with fuel feed, but 
now with RIC models it would be ideal to 
use a plastic tank with a clunk. How can I 
accomplish this in a practical manner since 
silicone tubing is not right for diesel fuel 
and neoprene tubing is too rigid to move 
around with a clunk. I have used metal 
tanks with diesels, even self-built, but they 
were only used for high wing planes and 
smooth flying. Should I build a fighter, I'd 
like it to "rip up the sky" and I'm wondering 
if this is possible. - VI'ITORIO CAPPAGLI 

A: P .A.W. Diesels 
(913 Cedar Lane, Tul
lahoma, TN 37388; 
phone: 931-455-2256) 
has PAW fuel line 
(clear) especially for 
diesels. Highly flexi
ble, the tubing has an 
outer diameter of 
3/1s and an inner di
ameter of Vs, making 
it ideal for use in 
clunk style fuel tanks. 
Cost is about $2.00 
per foot . 

All Metal 
Aerobatic 
Fuel Tank 

REAR 

oped a series of all-metal RIC aerobatic 
tanks which have no moving parts (good 
old C/L technology). These work well 
inverted and can be fitted either way up 
(see illustration) . Three sizes are avail
able with equal dimensions in length and 
depth (2V2' x 1 W'), and vary in thickness 
for the % . 1 and 11/2 ounce versions of the 
tank. They will work with glow engines 
also, however they are made to suit the .03, 
.049/.061 and 0.9 diesel engines. Price for 
each tank is $7.00 plus postage and pack
aging. - ERIC CLU'ITON 

continued on page 12 

Filler or Vent 

FRONT 

Fuel Feed 

As an alternative 
to the smaller clunk 
tanks (up to .09 size) 
P.A.W. has devel-

Mount tan~ o g,t 17'00e as above. Rear wedge should be level with 
spraybar o e e ne s carburetor. Tank may be fitted either way up. 

SEA CRUISER 
AVAILABLE IN TWO SIZES 
60" Wingspan .40 to .60 PWR $109.95 
49" Wingspan .20 to .28 PWR $74.95 

Outperiorms Most .40 Sizes 
EASY BUILDING • SMOOTH FLYING 

KITS FEATURE: Cut/Sanded Parts, 
Complete Hardware Package, Rolled Plans 

Semi-Symmetrical Airfoil, Step By Step 
Instructions with Photos, 

Requires Standard 4 Ch. Radio 

ORDER YOURS TODAY! SEND TO: 

Include $5.95 S & H Each Kit 
Check or M.O. -U.S. Funds, C.O.D $5.00 Extra 

FLYING MODELS 

Intro VA .049, 
Mkll 

• Fine thread needle 
• One piece crankcase 

• ABC piston I cylinder 
• ?\elson plug head 

button 

$69.95 
Shipping & Handling- $5 

HANGAR DESIGNS 
2 Raccoon Court 

Jacksonville, AR 72076 
INFO: (501)834-8177 or send SASE 

ELFI ELECTRO ARF 
Wingspan: 40 inches 
Weight: 12.3 oz 
Length: 27.5 inches 
Power: Geared "280"(included) 
Controls: 3ch-rudder,stab,ESC 

$149.95(introductory) 

G-MOT C02Engines 
GM-63(20 in. wingspan planes) .... ...... ... $ 69.95 
GM-120 (28 in." ) ................ $ 49.95 
GM-120 FAI (for Intl.competition) ........ $ 59.95 
GM-120 Twin (35 in. " ) ...... .. ......... $ 69.95 
GM-300 (47 in." " ) ...... ........... $ 49.95 
GM-300 Twin Boxer** ......................... $109.95 
GM-300 In-line Twin** ........................ $179.95 
GM-300 RIC Throttle(47 in. "") ........... $ 89.95 
GM-300 Ball Bearing(47 in" ") ........... $ 79.95 
GM-500BB ....... $109.95 500 R/C ....... $149.95 
GM-63 Anzani ....................................... $229.95 
GM-63 Tri-cylinder norm ...................... $209.95 
GM-63 Five cylinder ............................. $299.95 
GM-63 Seven ...................... $449.95 

G1 .......................... . $699.95 
GJ ........................... $129.95 
G5 ........................... $115.95 
G6 ............................ $ 99.95 
G6T ......................... $125.95 
G10 ......................... $ 99.95 
G10T ....................... $125.95 
G24 ......................... $ 43.95 
G24T ........................ $ 79.95 
G24(9 cyl.rad) ........ $399.95 
G24(18 cyl.2radial)$799.95 

Call for a $3.00 catalog featuring ARF, ARC 
gliders & planes, replica engines, old timer kits, 

fiber & wooden props, diesel & gas 
C02• We ship worldwide. 

espanol. All major credit cards taken 
. ! 

We got the best ARF Piper's 
Super Cub, J-3 Cub & L-4 
Wingspan: 40 inches 
Length: 27.5 inches 
Weight: 11.5 oz 
Power: Geared "400" or .10 size gas 
Controls: Ail.,rudder,stab & Esdthrot 
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LIGHTING SYSTEMS 
THE ORIGINALS ... Still the Best! 

RAM 01 Adj. Flash. Nav. Lights, 9V, NEW to 94" span, wl wing light conn. $29.95 
RAM 02 Strobe Light, 9V, adjustable flash rate . . . . . .............. .. ... . 19.95 
RAM 03 Landing Lights, 4.8V, receiver controlled .. .. . ... ...... ... ...... 39.95 
RAM 04 Mars Rotating Beacon, 9V, adjustable rate ..... ....... . ........ 19.95 
RAM 06 Sky Lights, 18 Light Set. 7.2-9V, to 94" the best way to fly at night! .29.95 
RAM 14 Big Airplane Navagation Lights, 9V, to 168" span, nonflashing .... . 24.95 
RAM 15 Non Flash. Nav. Lights, 9V, NEW to 94" span wl wing light conn . ... 14.95 
RAM 16 Econo Landing Lights, 9V, servo controlled, the brightest! .. ...... 19.95 
RAM 23 Real Strobe Light, 3V, the brightest! .. .. .. . .. . . ................ 29.95 
RAM 65 T6 Lg. Scale Lighting, 7.2-9V, Comb. #'s 04, 14, & 16 to too·· span 59.95 

• SEE YOUR DEALER • SEND STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR RAM INFO 
If unavailable locally, send check, money order or full credit card info for the cost of e ite plus 

$4.00 ($5.00 foreign) for immediate shipment. Include full address for U. P.S . Sorry no C.O.D. 

CRam 229E E. Rollins Rd. - Round Lake Beach, IL 60073 

BIG CATALOG OF HARD-TO-FIND 
MODELER'S TOOLS AND SUPPLIES 

Micro·MariC 
ii:IWJ\f·IIMI·i·IWjijiii.tiJJJj 

OVER 2,500 TOOLS & ACCESSORIES! 
Brand Names .. . Unusualltems ... 
Exclusive Products - many at savings of 
up to 65%. All are designed to make your 
project easier, more enjoyable and more 
professional. 
Visit our Web Site: www.micromark.com 

NAME ____________________________________ _ 

TO ORDER: Send $1.00 with this 
coupon (or your name and address) to: ADDRESS ----------------------------------
Micro-Mark • 340·2543 Snyder Ave., 
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922·1595 CITY STATE ----- ZIP --------

~------------------------------------
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U.S. NAVY PATROL BOMBER 
CONSOLIDATED PB2Y-5 

CORONADO 

PB2V-5 CORONADO 1/24 scale • •••••• 58" 
PB4V-2 PRIVATEER 1110 scale •• ••••• 74" 
CULVER CADET 1/1& scale ••• • •••••• 54" 
KNIGHT TWISTER 114 scale ••••••••• 51" 
FAIRCHILD AMPHIBIAN 1112 scale •••• 74" 
SORRELL HYPERBIPE 1/4 scale • • • ••• 72" 
CASSUTT RACER 113 scale •• • ••••••• 68" 
DOUGLAS DOLPHIN AMPHIBIAN •••• 84" 

LARGE 55¢ S.A.S.E FOR INFO li LIST 
$35 PER SET, POSTPAID. 

IN TUBE, 1ST CLASS ADO $7 PliH 

ACME CONCEPTS 
4826 169th Ave. S.E. 

Snohomish, WA 98290 
-- --

TIRED OF P11YING $1.29 FOR 6 SCREWS? 
Our 4-40x1 /2" socket caps sell for $4.35/100 for alloy steel 
or $6.65 for stainless, or $7.50/50 for aluminum. 

For fair prices on sensible quantities of the 
fasteners you need for model building, call , 
write or fax for our FREE CATALOG! 

MICRO FASTENERS 110 Hillcrest Road, Flemington, NJ 08822 
Call1-800-892-6917 Fax 1-908-788-2607 

e-mail microf@blast.net internet http:! /microfastene rs . com 

1m 
CliniC 
Future friendly 

continued from 11 

Q: Are there any non-toxic or m ore "sim
ple" alternatives to using nitrate or bu 
tyrate dope on free flig h t m odels? I have 
heard that some modelers spray Kry lon TM 

clear as a tissue sealer (acrylic?). After re
turning to the hobby after 17 years, I am a 
little uncomfortable w ith using a product 
that says "Warning, this product contains a 
chemical known by the state of California 
to cause birth defects or other reproductive 
harm". di claimer printed on a can of 
Pac ra A.erogloss) . -VIA I NTERNET 

A.: There are no absolutely non-toxic coat
ings that will seal tissue. shrink it and also 
make it waterproof. However , Liquitex® 
Acrylic \-arnish i- water soluble and quite 
non-toxic. If applied carefully (spray very 
light coats and allow to dry between coats) it 
makes a fairly good tissue sealer. Liquitex® 
is available in most art stores and is made by 
Binney & Smith , the Crayola people. 

Other good coatings tha t are less toxic 
than dope but still contain solvents are: K.ry
lon™ Kamar Varnish #1312 (matte) and 
#1311 (clear). The best system when using 
any coating con taining solvent, either brush 
or spray, is to work in a well ventilated area . 
For apartments, open th e bathroom window 
wide, close the door and dope for only a few 
minutes at a t ime. For private homes, do the 
same in the garage. 3M makes some good 
masks for the purpose too. - DoN Ross 

BAlSA, RUBBER POWER PROPS 
Wide variety Sizes 8 Pitches 

: FREE WHEELING : 
right or leit hand; 3 a 4 blade 

:FOLDING: 
Coupe, Wakefield, Gollywock, 

Korda, more Montreal stops 
Available with Z Bar or 

Old Time Hardware 
Free info, send long SASE to: 

Superior Props 
6o37S W. Spruee Lane, Lacombe, LA 70445 

"fi" (S04) 88:Z -6535 

1. Rated 45Amps at 600 V.O.C. Electrical Resistance 
200 Microhms Resistance/250 Microhms Sliver 
Plating · $6.00 per packet 

2. Sermo 's Super Connector with Lifetime Guarantee: 
$5.00 per packet 

3. Sermos Super Charging Jack with Lifetime Guaran· 
lee: $5.50 per packet. 
4. Sermos Standard connector: $4.50 per packet. 
5. Sermos Standard Charging Jack: $4.50 per packet. 
6. Sermos Standard Arming Switch: $4.00 per packet. 
7. Sermos Insertion & Extraction Tool: $10.00 per tool. 
Minimum Order is $1 5.00 PLUS $3.00 for Shipping and 
Handling. Only Certified Checks and Money Orders 
accepted as payment on all orders. 
Distributors and Dealers Inquires Invited. Please call 
(203) 322·6294 for further information. 

s~s®R/C SNAP CONNECTORS, INC." 
Cedar Corners Station • Box 16787 • Stamford, CT 06905 
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DAVE BROWN PRODUCTS, 4560 Lay
high Road, Ham ilton, OH 45013, introduces 
their Vortech Spinners, a new line of alu
minum spinner s manufactured by Dave 
Brown Products right in their own factory. 

Using a unique CNC manufacturing process 
insures that every Vortech spinner is preci
sion machined. light-weight . and polished to 
a brilliant shine. The initial manufacturing 
of Vortech spinners will consist of I sizes
from 1%" to 3 ". These spinners will have 
styling referred to as - tandard-. desi ed 
to work with the majori _ of models on the 

kenway@ ~ Fax 1 908 
planet.net ~ 850 5024 

Actual size wgt.5 grams 

Motor with 5:1 planetary gearbox 
assembled w/2 props $19.95 

1 mm white foam sheet (11" x 17" ) 
10 pack $18.50 

3 cell 50 mA batt. (Sanyo) $5.00 

Motors and U-80 direct drive props 
S&H$3;Can/Mex$4; AIIolher$5 1. ,., 
Send S.A.S.E. for catalogue ~(!. 

1-908-850-9571 / ~.. -
orders only ·· ~ · 

N.J. residents add 6% sales tax \ ~ 

/ 

P.O. Box 889 I.;~ , ' 
Hackettstown, N.J. 07840 

market. As time and market demand devel
ops, additional sizes and styles will be 
added. Also available are matching Vortech 
prop adapter nuts which are available in 3 
lengths-short, long, and extra long. These 
steel prop adapter nuts, and the included 
prop washers, are also CNC machined. All 
three lengths of adapter nuts are available 
in 6 different crankshaft threads. For more 
information, please visit their web site 
(www.dbproducts.com) or your local dealer. 

BRODAK MANUFACTURING AND DIS
TRIBUTING COMPANY, INC., 100 Park 
Avenue, Carmichaels, PA 15320, is pleased 
to announce its AF-28 Grumman Guardian, 
a high-performance, semi-scale Navy Carri
er plane. The AF-28 Grumman Guardian de
sign reflects Brodak's co=itment to high
quality engineering, top-quality materials 
and attent ion to detail. It has a 421 z-inch 
wing span, a wing area of 401 square inches 
and an o\·erall length of 30 inches. This de
sign will acco=od.ate engines from .32 to 
.36. dependin on your performance prefer
ence. The AF- Grumman Guardian kit in
cludes a set of full -sized plans and illustrat
ed step-by-step assembly instructions that 

Electric Round the Pylon Flight 
Fun • Indoor • Outdoor 
Clean • Quiet 
+ Imports from BALLARDS' 
+ Power Supplies 
+ Scale Drawings 
+ Ducted Fans 
+ Controllers 
+Motors 
+Pylons 
+Props 
+Plans 
+Kits 

continued on page 14 

Write to: 
Skonk Works, 

1890 Forestdale 
Beavercreek OH 45432 

C9~ JOHN POND ~QJ 
Old Time Plan Service 

The largest selection of plans in the world at the most 
~ J reasonable prices. 
'r/J · CATALOGS· 

~ * OLD TIM ER I FREE FLIGHT NOSTALGIA 
RUBBER POWER I CONTROL LINE I RADIO CONTROL $5 .00 * FLYING SCALE $5.00 

FLYING MODELS 

P.O. Box 90310 I vJSK I 
San Jose, CA 95109-3310 
Phone (408) 292-3382 
Fax (408)292-3323 

VIDEO STOCKING 
STUFFERS 

from 
Robin's View Productions 
How to cover models with ... 

Japanese Tissue 
,------------------, 

How to G0¥4tl" moclela wttb ••• 

Japanese Tissue 

with 
Larry Kruse 

117 minutes. 

$19.95 

___ .,.. 
l.arey KMJse 

Fcatulnc the three mort po.-.Jar 
Jllet!Md.s .. app l;)tblc th1a Ucht. 
ctnaca and ba•dhtt material 

.. ...... ,...._l'lul 
plus $3 priority s&h __ .,. 

!•.o. n« ... ~·~ 
~t"" \' <)W• IR\.\t<,"» 

' '"" 
Detailed instructions for covering light
weight frameworks with this beautiful 
material , using three different adhesives. 

How-To Paint Pilot Figures 

with 
Don Typond 

120 minutes. 

$19.95 
plus $3 priority s&h 

Learn to detail skin tone, extremely lifelike 
eyes, hair, brows, lips and clothing. Video 
includes instructions for self portraits, 
female pilot detailing and pilot mountings. 

Randy Randolph's Texas Tips 
.K.aody Randolph's 

lexas l'ip s 

A w uecuoa ot C'lt:• er tl!l: Modt.Ubl!l' 
I!IOW40'& prestaltCIIll a ll"atalll)> 

4owa·ltonu: l'OG.IIt'TJ stylf' 

r,o, tlu). 1>8 

rhon&': 610-7<$6-0106 

with 
Randy Randolph 

57 minutes. 

$13.95 
plus $3 priority s&h 

A collection of clever and original tips 
show how to use common tools to 
produce useful fixtures and adapt simple 
hardware items for low cost modeling parts. 

Write or call for latest video catalog 

obin's P.O. Box 68 
,__.,...... Stockertown. PA 
~ 18083 

I VISA' I ll•tJ 610·746·0106 
FAX 610-746·9638 
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BROKEN 
INE? 
• Rebuilt 

Repaired 
Updated 

K&B can make your engine like new again ; all 
you need to do is send it to us. Your K&B engine 
will be repaired with orig inal parts. Service 
charges range from $7.50 to 520.00. 

K 8 520·453·3579 
MA NUF AC TU R I N G 

2100 College Drive , Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403 
Note: Some engines may not be servicibfe due to age or 

condition, so please call before sending your engine to us. 

MICRO DIGITAL 
MOTOR CONTROLLERS 

• SAFE, NO GLITCH 
POWER ON 

• SOFT, LOW TORQUE 
STARTUP 

•HIGH RATE 
•SMALL SIZE 
•LIGHT WEIGHT 

• SELF ALIGNS TO YOUR TRANSMITTER 
NO ADJUSTMENT NECESSARY 

MICRO DEMON 100 20AMP, 1-14CELL, 
1.2"x0.85"x0.39", 13g/.46oz with wires, 
4700Hz, includes setup LED ... $4 9. 9 5 
*NEW* MICRO DEMON 102 *NEW* 
20AMP 6-8CELL, BEG, BRAKE, 21 g/. 75oz 
with wires, 4700Hz, 1.8"x0.85"x0.39", 
includes setup LED . .. .. ... $59 . 9 5 
SPEED DEMON 200 35AMP, 1-16CELL. 
1.6"x1.0"x0.42", 26g//.92oz with wires, 
2400Hz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 8 2. 9 5 
VIPER MoDEL PRoDucTs 
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3475 Edison Way, Suite I 
Menlo Park, CA 94025 

1·800-592-8473 VISA MASTERCARD 

The No. 1 Choice 
of Competition 

Modelers 
Worldwide! 

include many helpful building tips. Like all 
Brodak kits, the AF-2S Grumman Guardian 
includes Select AAA balsa. The pre-shaped 
fuselage is made of 1/2-inch balsa stock and is 

complemented by a balsa canopy. die-cu 
rubs and tail surfaces. and die-cut ply,>ood 
doublers. Also included in the kit ar e a pre
bent landing gear and clamps, maple motor 
mounts , pushrod retainer , nylon control 
horn, and a complete set of fuel proof decals. 
This kit #CLP-39 costs $59.99 and is avail 
able at hobby shops near you. For more in
formation call 724-966-2726. 

ROBIN'S VIEW PRODUCTIONS, P.O. 
Box 68, Stockertown, PA 18083, has just re
leased their newest video entitled "Randy 
Randolph's Texas Tips." Randy's articles in 
FLYING MODELS, Model Airplane News, Mod
el Aviation and Radio Control Modeler have 
explained to modelers of all types how to 
construct simple fixtures , how to engineer 
strong and simple structures and how to 

.... ,~~\Gasoline Check Valve 
~ Great for Smoke Systems 

Flow In 

ONE 

Made from fuel 
proof Nylon, 

the Check Valve 
is excellent for 

use with 

Gas 
Kerosene 
Smoke Oil 

Diesel and Glow Fuel 
The lii1Saline C~ec• Uahre may be use~ in .any application tflat 

requirnaanewayvalve. 
The Gasoline Check Valve may be used in smoke syste11s and f1el 

systems that require the maintena1ce of tnk , resSIIre. 
Gasoline Check Valve Product No. FOR 150 

Size 1/16 inch 1.0 . Price: !1.50 

FOURMOST PRODUCTS 
look for this and all other great products from fourmon at your neamt hobby dealer. 

for direct orders indude $4.50 S&H to: 4040 24th Ave., forut Grove OR 97 11 6 

save money by adapting common househ old 
and hardware items for model building use. 
Through his monthly "Small Talk" column 
in FLYING MODELS magazine, Randy imparts 
all sorts of unique modeling information in 
a friendly and casual style. Now you h ave 
the chance to meet Randy and h ave him 
show you in per son some of his favorite RIC 

Randy Randolph's 

Texas Tips 

A cotlt ctioa. of clever R / C Modeling 
bow-to 's presented in a frieo.dly 

down-home country style 

Pr<.>du~l'iJ II\ 

t 1 ' \ i~w Produ,•tiom. LL.(" 
P.O. Bo~ (,8 

d~<'lii)WJl . PA 18{)8.,\ 

Phone: 610-746-0106 
Fu.: 610-746-9638 

building Texas Tips. These t ips range from 
making ,-ery simple but useful balsa squar
ing fixtu res to clever methods of fabricating 
your own formed windshields and low 
weight. low cost. custom wheels. Randy 
shows us how o · e Rare Earth magnets as 
cowl holddowns. and e:>.1Jlains a way to bend 
brass and copper tubing "ithout crushing. 
He shows us how to modify the common 
clothes pin for a ,-ariery of clamping duties 
in modeling. how to make your own ultra-

-}.· 

ENGLAND 

$27 
inc p+p 

Great New 21.5 " span model from Aerographics, kit 
features super plan & instructions, quaJity balsa, pilot, 
scale wheels etc. ) power options, A vintage delight! 

NEW HANDBOOK/CATALOGUE AVAILABLE! 
- $8 inc p+p. Send today to SAMS models. The Cha pel. 

Sandon, Buntingford, Herts SC9 OQJ. England 
US Checks & Stamps not valid in UK Send $ boll s 

(registered), Sterling Trave llers Checks or use AMEX 
Tel: +44 1763 288384 VISA or MASTERCARD. 

e-mail aeroplanes@samsmodels.demon.co.uk 

Competition propellers for the intermediate and advanced sport flyer as well 
as the competition community. Advanced designs using modern computational 
methods and materials . Over 300 pitch I diameters available rang ing from slow-flyer 
electric to High performance Giant Scale Unlimited Racers. 

A complete line of three and four blade props are being designed and then tested by 
Top-level Competition pilots prior to market entry. 

Visit the APC Prop Website for detailed information on product design and current 
product availabil ity or send SASE for detailed brochu re to: 
Landing Products, 1225 Harter Ave. , Wood land, CA 95776 

E-Mail: apcprop@aol.com • Home Page: www.apcprop .com/ 
Contact your local hobby deafer first. 

1-=1 - If they don 't have what you need, order direct from: 
Landing Products, ph: (530) 661-0399 or our conven ient web site. 

Overnight delivery is available and al l props are in stock. Hours: 6am- 2pm PST 
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sharp and inexpensive modeling knives; 14 
of Randy's favorite tips in all . This video has 
a running time of 57 minutes and is priced 
at $13.95 plus $3.00 Priority Mail postage, 
and is available direct from Robin's View 
Productions. For more information call 610-
746-0106; fax 610-746-9638. Visa and Mas
terCard orders are welcome. 

ART'S HOBBY, 42015 Ford Road #164, 
Canton, MI 48187, has eliminated trouble
some foam wing gear mount problems in
cluding cracked wing sheeting, foam soften
ing and gear shedding from poor landings, 
with the introduction of their Ultra-Strength 

Retract Mount System. System kits include: 
carbon fiber and fiberglass fabrics , aircraft 
grade plywood, hardware and step-by-step 
instructions. A system kit for a 15-pound 
plane is available at the introductory price of 
$15.75 plus S&H. Other kits are available to 
support up to 50-pound planes. Photo illus
trated. step-by-step instructions separately 
are S9.95 . For more information call or visit 
their Web site at www.art s-hobby.com. 

~mi£fv 
Radio Control Magazine 

The RC Flying 1agazine with 
quality reading on .\1ilitary 
Aircraft, Tips, Construction, and 
RC & Full Scale -:\ews in each bi
monthly issue Invoice with first 
issue . Only 14.95. Order so~ I 

FlightSmith, Ltd. 
PO Box 59905 

Chicago, IL 60659 

HARRY HIGLEY & SONS, INC., 433 Ar· 
quilla Dr., Glenwood, IL 60425, announces 
an early November release date for their 
lates t book entitled "ARFing". Volume I is 
115 pages, contains 850 photographs and 

A RE/6.fi 

r 
Volume I 

expla ins everything about Almost Ready to 
Fly airplanes for new and sport modelers . 
Eighteen modern ARFs were bui lt and 
flown for ARFing, and the book conta ins de
tailed surveys of these. Dozens of new ARF 
assembly techniques and tips make an ARF 
easier to complete, stronger, and fly better 
than a st andard kit . The la test and most 
popular models , engines and equipment re
ceive special emphasis. Improvements are 
also suggested for more traditional ARFs. 
More volumes to follow. For more informa
tion write to the address above or call 708-
755-8774. 

continued on page 16 

The First P 0 l A R I Z E D wraparound 
sunglasses by Solar Shield that fi t over glasses 
or can be worn seperately. Don't be fooled by 
cheaper non-polarized lookalikes. These are the 
ONLY Solar Shield POLARIZED Sunglasses. 

Ideal For All Model Flying Activities! 

Reg. 
$18.95 

$14.99 plus $3 S&H 
FREE CARRYING CASE 

SPECIAL: 2 PAIR I $34.00 Del. 
Club Discount Available! 

N.J res . 
add 

6%Tax 

mmedia e Delivery (Specify Color: Grey or Amber) 
To Order Send Check or Money Order To: 

RC INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISES 
46 Ronald Terrace, Springfield, N.J. 07081 

(973) 376-6258 

Jet.X 
is back ... 

FAIMOCEL 
SUPPLY 
FUN KITS 

SCALE KITS 
CONTEST KITS 

EXPANDED Catalog 
• Polyspan • Airspan • Litespan 
• Starspan • Mylar • Texas Timers 

trFAI TAN II RU BBERtr 
1/4" ,3/1 6", 1/8" ,3/32" 1/16", .042 THICK 

1 lb. box $18 .oo UPS delivered in US 
10 lb. box $13s.oo UPS delivered in US 

-:.'r -:.'r .:c:.7-:.7MADE IN U .S.A • .,hh'dd( 
PA Res . Add 6% Sales Tax 

KSB Fuel or DT T imers $19.oo 
Electric Lighters $&.oo 

• Front Ends • Winders • Stooges 
• Books • Czech P30 Props • Slick Lube 
CRoCKETT Hooks • ZoNA SAws 
CATALOG $2.00 
F-A-1- MODEL SUPPLY 

PO Box 366, SAYRE, PA 18840-0366 
PHONE/FAX: 717-882-9873 

I 
B E E A H E R Of Pledge to teach a kid to fly and get 15% off on 

..... 

--------

0

- • ·:-~c0 ;.·.· . '---------------...J any Clancy Kits you buy. Beginners love the _ B e A R o I e M ode I f Lazy Bee because it's so easy to fly. Even 
though the Lazy Bee is a great trainer, expert 

Small Plane Lovers: We have the pilots fall in love with Its up-close-and-person
smallest RC system 2.4 gram servo al style of aerobatics. We hope you will take 
$85. -3.5 gram 4-CH FM receiver d f h L B • 1 1 k 

40" LAZY BEE KIT- $64. $99 -.5 gram B. E. C. speed control a vantage o t e azy ee s stunn ng oo s 
48" LAZY BEE KIT- $69. $59._1 0 gram & 17 gram cobalt and ability to fly anywhere to entice newcom-

(Great for beginners!) motors and much more small stuff! ers to join us in this great hobby. It teaches 
40" LAZY BEE SPECIAL - $74. f"'"''"•"·'-·-== .. =•=""""'""'"''·····"" ·'···"'"""".'". science, craftsmanship, self-discipline, and 

~g: ~~~;~~:~~+~~~!~4. I etane'l au.latlo.n ~ ~~es~ ~~~~;~.~s~~~~yc~e;1~dFbJN~merica's 
TREXLER 3-WHEEL SET - $15 ~ P.O. Box 4125 Mesa • AZ 85211·4125 !! .-----:::---:--..--=-..,..,....__,-...,.----, 

~~~~~ a~l~v; (~~~)all above)- $29. I Tel: (602) 649-1534 ~ Get o~~~~~~r ~~d~oe~~~~~~~ $10. 
EASYTEX covering- $12.75 per roll ! We accept COD & Credit Cards , Free to Hobby Shops and Clubs 

~:....-.:-=-~·X~*-!<"":......:.:..~-:.»."«-.~:.:o»~:«•:>»>:~~:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:~.:.:.:.:-:.:.:..-.:-:.;.:.:.:.:.:,,:.-..:.:.:-:-:.:.:-.:-:u.:<·~: 
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They're Here!1 

Condenser 
Pl1ne 

y • 

MANY NEW 
AND UNIQUE 

ITEMS 

Catalog 
$2.00 

Caml)bell Model , 
Supply co DEPT F, 37742 CARsoN 

• fARMINGTON HILLS, Ml 48331 

I~{K&S}~ 
ALUMINUM CENTER 

STOCK NO. 3000 

K&S has added 28 new aluminum items 
to it's product line. 

Our Aluminum Center features round and 
square tubing, rod , and sheet all in 12" 
lengths. The round tubes, rods and sheets 
are a 6061-T6 aluminum alloy, very strong 
and lightweight. The square tubing is a 
3003-H14 aluminum alloy, very easy to 
work with. 

This carefully engineered line of aluminum 
products has unlimited uses in the 
development of all types of projects. 

SEND $1.00 FOR OUR FULL LINE CATALOG 

K&S ENGINEERING 
6917 W. 59th Street • Chicago, IL 60638 

(773) 586-8503 • Fax: (773) 586-8556 
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DUMAS PRODUCTS, INC., 909 E. 17th 
Street, Tucson, AZ 85719, introduces the 30-
inch wingspan laser-cut Stinson Reliant SR-
10 Rubber Powered flying model. The kit 
features over 80 laser-cut parts and has a 
suggested retail price of $36.95. Kit #301 in-

eludes color peel and stick decals , 9-inch 
plastic prop, F.A.I . Tan II rubber, vacuum 
molded parts, and light weight colored tis
sue. See your retailer or call1-800-458-2828 
for a complete information packet on their 
entire line of airplane kits. 

GREAT PLANES MODEL DISTRIBU
TORS, 2904 Research Rd., Champaign, IL 
61826, introduces the Top Flite Douglas DC-
3. This is an expertly engineered scale RIC kit 
that's ideal for the sport pilot who wants to 
get into twin-engine flight . Even modelers 
who have never before assembled or flown a 
twin-engine model will enjoy this plane. The 
interlocking frame builds flat on the plans, 
and the round fuselage requires almost no 
time-consuming carving or shaping. Preci
sion-formed ABS parts add such scale details 
as a tail cone, cockpit top, engine nacelles and 
wing fairings, and parts and instructions are 
included for impressive touches like split 
flaps and a scale rudder. The kit comes with 
%2'' wire landing gear, but will also accept op
tional semi-scale retracts that h ave been 
specifically designed for this model by Ro
bart. For military buffs, extra decal markings 
are included to create the C-47 version of the 
Douglas DC-3. Specs: wing span, 82.5 inches; 
wing area, 750 square inches; weight 8-10 

SUBSCRIBE TO FM 
We'll keep you on the right course 

And straight ahead. 

pounds: wing loading, 24.6-30.7 oz./sq. ft .; 
fuselage length , 55.5 inches; requires two 2-
stroke .25-.40 cu. in. or two 4-stroke .40-.52 
cu. in. engines, 4-8 channel radio with 6-9 
seiYos. uggested retail price of the Gold Edi
tion Douglas DC-3 is $349.99. Douglas DC-3 
Rerrac - retail for 159.99. For more infor
mation call 217-39 -6300 or visit their Web 
site at www.top- "te.com. 

CARL GOLDBERG MODELS, INC., 4734 
West Chicago A venue, Chicago, IL 60651, is 
pleased to introduce a new addition to its 
popular UltraCote® finishing system. Lltra-

Trim TM is an inexpensive way to add color
matched trim to your latest airplane. Ultra
Trim TM is a self-adhesive polyester film that 
exactly matches UltraCote colors . Available 

MODEL BUILDER MAGAZINE 
Complete collection of more than 800 plans 
from first through last issues of MJ! most 
with article reprints , now available. Order 
updated 20-page price list booklet, PPD 
$2 U.S., $3 Can!Mex. or $5 overseas. 
A/so 50-page Illustrated Catalog (prices 
and orderinng instructions not valid) PPD 
$5 U.S., $7 Can!Mex, or $9 overseas. 

SCRATCH BUILDER'S ALMANAC 
Over 75 scale plans (six boats) in 1/2-inch 
(1/24) to 4-inch (1/3) scale, in FF, CL, RC , 
gas , rubber, gliders , Bill Northrop and 
Charlie Smith designs, over 60 Vintage RC. 
Catalog: $2 U.S $3 Can/Mex, $5 overseas . 

Now accepting MasterCard & Visa 

BILL NORTHROP'S PLANS SERVICE 
2019 Doral Court, Henderson, NV 89014 
Ph: 702-896-2162 Fax : 702-897-7775 
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in 24 colors including pearls and fluorescent, 
it helps you turn "Plane Janes" into exciting, 
colorful show-stoppers. It can be applied di
rectly over UltraCote® or UltraCote PlusTM 
as well as wood, fiberglass and most plastics. 
UltraTrimT" is specially sized to work di
rectly in the Stika cutting machine. its 
3o/s"x39" size works great for even the most 
intricate trim schemes. Available at your lo
cal hobby dealer. 

HOBBY LOBBY INTERNATIONAL, 
INC., 5614 Franklin Pike Circle, Brentwood, 
TN 37027, has recently published its latest 

catalog for 1998, #32 . This full-color, 80-page 
book lists the thousands of quality modeling 
items that Hobby Lobby h andles , including 
kits , motors, gear drives, adapters. batteri :. 
chargers, props and many other accessories 
The cat alog sells for $2.50. Contact Hobby 
Lobby at their address above. or call 615-
373-1444. You can also \isit their \Yeb ~n; ar 
http://www.hobby-lobby.com. a:: 

~roda~ 
Mfg & Distributin Co .. Inc. 
The largest supplier of 
control-line airplanes 
announces publication of 

CATALOG NUMBER EIGHT 
Over 70 pages. Our biggest catalog yet! 

More manufacturers! 
Your complete source for 

everything from airplanes to advice 
including a new section with 

assembly alignment information. 
Send $3.00 to Brodak's 

100 Park Avenue 
Carmichaels, PA 15320 

Mention Flying Models whenever 
contacting our advertisers. You'll help 

make FM even better. 

FLYING MODELS 

Introducing 
30" Wingspan 

Laser Cut 
Rubber 
Powered 

Flying Models .....__ 
.....,.,._-=---

->~ ..___~.....:o~ 

GEE BEE ~IOIJEL E 

~IH. ;\ll'LLI G.\ :--1 

Kit =303 Over 75 LASER CUT PARTS 

A ood thing just got bigger! 
We are expanding our line of airplanes 
\,·ith the addition of our new 30" 
wingspan laser cut kits. 

Like our walnut series, this line is 
eared toward exciting subject matter 

that captures the best model aviation 
has to offer. 

Besides offering the cleanest laser cuts 
and the most comprehensive plans of 
any free flight kit we provide the 
following qual ity features: 

• Hand Selected Balsa 
• Color Peel & Stick Decal Set 
• g·· Plastic Propeller 
• Full Size Plan 
• FA. I. Tan II Rubber 

tep by Step Instructions 
• \"acuum Molded Parts 
• Light Weight Colored Tissue 

Call today 1-800-458-2828 Ext. 700 and ask 
for an information packet on the Dumas line 
of Rubber Powered Flying Models. 

du~ 
-rJlilrcraft 

DUMAS PRODUCTS, INC. 
909FM E. 17th St. Tucson, AZ. 85719 
Phone: 520-623-37 42 Fax: 520-620-1329 

E-MAIL: dumas@azstarnet.com 

Laser Cut 
Rubber Powered 

FlYing Models 
Senes IV 

FAIRCHILD FC-2 
Kit #216 Over 50 Laser Cut Parts 

1'-47 THl'NDEimOJ; r 
Kit #217 Over 70 Laser Cut Parts 

P-SIB MUSTANG 

Kit #218 Over 50 Laser Cut Parts 

CURTISS P-6E HAWK 
Kit #219 Over 90 Laser Cut Parts 

LYSANDER 
Kit #220 Over 70 Laser Cut Parts 

Introducing the fourth series of walnut scale (17-
1/2" wingspan) model airplane kits from Dumas. 
In the tradition of our first three series, all units 
feature: hand selected balsa, color peel and stick 
decal set, injection molded propeller, FAI. Tan II 
rubber, plastic wheels, vacuum molded parts 
and light weight colored tissue. 
Dumas now has 23 models featuring the 
industry's cleanest laser cutting and the most 
comprehensive plans of any free flight kit. 
Call today 1-800-458-2828 Ext. 700 and ask for 

an information packet on the Dumas line of 
Rubber Powered Flying Models. 

du~ 
~IJliTrcrafl 

DUMAS PRODUCTS, INC. 
909FM E. 17th St. Tucson, AZ. 85719 
Phone: 520-623-37 42 Fax: 520-620-1329 

E-MAIL: dumas@azstarnet.com 
www.dumasproducts.com 
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DIELS ENGINEERING, INC. 
P.O. BOX263 

AMHERST, OHIO 44001 
Featured Kit of the Month 

KIT #15 NORTH AMERICAN F-860 

1/24 scale 18.54" span. 
Rubber Powered Free Flight Scale Kit includes 
printed plans, printwood, strip wood, 4 color decals, 
Japanese tissue, plastic prop and hardware, rubber, 
and formed plastic canopy. Price is $27.50 for ea. 
kit plus $5 ea. shipping. 

Catalog $2 or free with order. E-mail AOL 
dielsengr, or dielsengr@kellnet.com 

"SCHOOLYARD" SCALE R/C 
I METER SPAN MINI ELECTRIC RC SYSTEMS 

POST OFFICE BOX 1249 
WESTMINSTER, CA 92684·1249 

Send $1.00 for Telephone 
Illustrated Catalog (714) 775-4153 

MICRO'YII Box 1063 Lorain , OH 44055 
• - -· •· ~ Phone (440) 282-8354 

Big Flying Scale Kits 
Over Two Foot Span 
*Piper Cub .. .... 19.95 
*Stinson 125 .... 19.95 
*Piper PA-16 .. . . 19.95 

'------'-'--...J * Jodel ....... ... 19.95 

Semi-Scale Kits 
C02 or Rubber Power 

\. 22" Span 
* Taylorcrafl .... . 12.95 
*Stinson Voyager 12.95 

Taylorcraft 
'-------..J * PC-6 Porter ..... 12.95 

Contest-Sport Kits 
* Bostonian Knight 12.95 
*Hornet Embryo .12.95 
* Hornet P-30 .. .. 18.95 
Fits P-30 & Pee Wee Rules 

Outdoor PeEnrt Scale Ki1s 
13" Span 

.__..._
1 

*Cub ..... ...... 10.95 
* Stinson ........ 1 0.95 
* Vagabond ...... 1 0.95 
* Farman ........ 1 0.95 Farman Mosquito 

* Jodel .. ........ 1 0.95 
* Fike . . .. .. ............ ... ......... $11.95 

1 /2 A R/C Gas or Electric Kits Fits Astra 035 
Taylorcraft ..... ... . .44.95 Stinson 125 ......... .44.95 
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HARD TO FIND ITEMS 
Over 20 Sizes of Rubber Strip! 

Japanese Tissue and Super Fine Balsa 
Sheets & Stnps 

Add 10% Shipping • $5.00 Minimum Shipping 
NEW! 1998 CATALOG - $2.00 

• 

Vogue scratch builder 
Thought you might like to see a snapshot 

of the Robin Hood I built from the plans you 
sent me a few months ago. 

With an old B.B .. 25 it really moves along 
and I have enjoyed flying it a lot. It has at
tracted quite a bit of attention in a club full 
of kit and ARF flyers with very few scratch 
builders. 

Cover girl 

R.N. BATIERSON, JR. 
Powhatan, Va. 

I am a retired photographer having 
worked in aerospace for fifty years plus. One 
of my pet peeves is the terrible photos that 
at times appear on model magazine covers. 

I just had to drop you a line on your Sep
tember '98 issue of FLYING MODELS. Without 
a doubt the picture of the little lady with the 

P.A.W DIESELS 
.03 TO .60, RC & STD 
SEND $1 FOR LISTS & 
USEFUL DIESEL INFO. 

ERIC CLUTTON 
913 CEDAR LANE 

TULLAHOMA, TN 37388 
Phone: (931 )455-2256 

DOCTOR DIESEL'S DIARY 
all about diesels, $11.50 post free. 

Introducing the 

Cruise 40 is the best model magazine cover I 
haYe ever seen. I am also amazed with the 
4 7 -inch length of the model and she is small
er. \\'hat a little dolL 

WHITEY PRITCHARD 
Boulder Creek, Calif. 

Buzzard's revenge 
Kudos for bringing Dave Thornburg back 

into model writing again! And in a review of 
the updated Bird of Time yet. Hope he will 
become a regular. I bought a kit when the 
new ver ion had been recently released 
and will follow the article in building it. I 
am still trying to use all the information 
from "The Old Buzzard's Soaring Book". 

No ifs, ands, or buts 

BILL BOW-
ERS 

via Inter
net 

Don Srull knows his stuff. He proved 
that in his article about Skipper II in the 
October issue of FLYING MODELS. Micro 
RIC is new, unknown to many, judged iffy 
by others. Don changes that. He says 
where to get the ingredients and tells you 
what they can do-as simple as that. A 
complete article, no questions left open. I am 
sure that many will build that plane. Tell 
Don that we want to see more articles like 

continued on page 22 

EASY TO APPLY 
TOUGH, PUNGURE RESISTANT 

TIGHTENS PERFEGLY 
$15 PER ROU + $3 POST 

STARLINE 
INTER NATIONAL 

Rocket Boy 

~ Peclt·Polymers 
Phone: (619)448-1818 

Fax: (619) 448-1833 

A simple catpult glider 
that can be built with 

JET-X assist. 

Fun for kids and adults! 

Quick assembly! Easy to fly! 

!~~"a/·-," · P.O. Box 710399-FM 
1"~-~.;l?"- Santee CA 92071 

Send $4.00 for full catalog. 
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Here's EVERYTHING you'll need 
except radio, nicad, and charger: 

IK001 EGO Electric Helicopter Kit .. .. .... .... ..... 5199.00 
IK0153 Sport Motor for EGO .. .. .. ........ ............ 574.00 
HLJE30HE Jeti 30 Helicopter 
Motor Controller ...... .. .. .. ..... .. ...... ...... .. ....... ....... 569.00 
IK001AP Accessory Pack for 8 Cel l EGO ....... 528.00 
Total regular price of above items .. ...... .... . 5370.00 

DD1 03 Nearly Ready Buil t and 
Covered Demoiselle "Slow Flyer·· .. _ .. _ _._..,... 
was $129.00 SALE ! 586.90 
DD111 Motor, Gearbox, Prop Drive . .. . ..... . . . 534.50 
You NEVER flew anything like Demo1se e -s ,•, <=1yer" . The model is very light, 
only 6 or 7 ounces, but it has a 47" i gs - ano uge 444 sq. in . wing area with 
a very high lift, low speed airfoil. Fly e e·s no wind or even indoors 
because flying speed is only about 4 mph1 I , 1es s slow that Demoiselle can eas-
ily land and STOP on a card table, and i ca around in flight in just 10 feet of 
space. Made of hand-cut balsa with light ab ic ering. About 5 minute flight time 
per battery charge. Rudder, Elevator, Thro le c ro1. 

SAVE $71.00 until Dec. 31 , 1998 on 
EGO Electric Helicopter outfit! 

IK001 ECO Electric Helicopter kit ... .. ...... $199.00 
Order ECO with what it needs to FLY 

and SAVE $71.00! 
EGO out-performs most glow powered helicopters! 
And , it's electric so you can fly anywhere, anytime. 
No noise, no pollution. EGO is a contest perfor
mance helicopter that is also the best helicopter ever 
for beginners because it's powerful, easy to fl y, and 
has the clearest assembly instructions you'll ever 
see! 
•EGO is the best choice for a helicopter beg inner: 
It flies better than other electric's, has longer flight 
times on a battery charge, is extremely durable, and 
it includes a mechanical mixing system that lets you 
use inexpensive RC airplane radios that have mini 
servos. 

Radio------
HTR971 D Hitec 
Focus 4 Channel 
FM, 2 HS-80 Servos, 
no rcvr. nicad .. . 
$131 .00 

Accessory Pack 
IK160AP Accessory Pack for 
Slow Flyer .. . $17.00 
(connectors, glues, solder) 

Motor Controller __ 
HLJE05 Jeti ...-;=-;a::~ 
Micro 
Controller ... 
$35.90 

N icad -----;;;:::==:; 
B110X6 6 [ Ji 
cell110mah 
7.2V nicad ... $28.00 

Charger _____________ ___ 

ARK320 Peak Field Charger ... $69.90 
(Use the lowest charge rate. Test hotness of 
battery with your hand. Stop charging to cool 
battery. Then re-start until battery is peaked.) 

Total price for the Entire Outfit- $403.20 
Order entire outfit- SAVE $34.20- PAY ONLY $369.00 

To order the entire outfit - order "SLOFLYDE" 

Hobby Lobby's CATALOG 32 will get you flying! 
PHONE ORDERS: 615-373-1444 9-5 Central Time, Mon-Sat. 

NEW! Our catalog is different ! 
When we show you an R/C airplane kit or ready
built airplane (or boat or car) we usually show you 
EXACTLY what you need to make it FLY
EVERYTHING you need, right down to the last 
screw. 
We are particularly good at showing you what you 
need to make ELECTRIC airplanes fly! 
Wait unti l you see everything that is on SALE! 
Catalog 32 has Hobby Lobby's LOWEST PRICES 
YET! And ... Catalog 32 
has a bunch of NEW stuff ! 

Name ____ _ 

Address 

City _____ _ State _ _ Zip 

Credit Card# _ __ _ Exp. Date 

FM 

Call (615) 373-1444 or use the order blank: 
Ask for Catalog 32! 

FREE by Bulk Catalog Mail in the USA 
(about 4 week delivery time) 

$2. 50 by Priority Mail in the USA 
(charge to your credit card) 

$5.00 by Ai rmail outside the USA 
(charge to your credit card) 

D FREE by Bulk Mail D by Priority Mail or Airmail 

INTERNATIONAL, INC. ® 

5614 Franklin Pike Circle - Brentwood, TN 37027 (615) 373-1444-
Fax: (615) 377-6948 - E-mail : 74164.2423 @Compuserve.com 

Visit our web site: http://www.hobby-lobby.com 



• AME .15 Dual Ball-Bearing 
with Throttle 

• Dual Needle "solid-body" carb 

• Over 19,000 rpm practical 

• Weighs just 6.9 oz. w/muffler 

The Art of Engine-ering. 
Appreciate it. 

The All-Aluminum Cylinder/Piston Set. 
A mass-manufacturing technological breakthrough. 
Makes every NORVELT ~ engine best in its class for 
power-to-weight ratio, the ultimate measure of any 
aircraft engine. 

The Cutting-Edge Metallurgy. Provides 
superior thermo-dynamic performance. Quick starts 
hot or cold. Throttle transition is instant. 

The AAO Ceramic Cylinder Coating. On 
our .15's and screaming new AME .25. Rock-hard, 
heat-exchanging, porous. Lasts longer, runs cooler, 
and reduces fuel consumption up to 25%. 

The Flexible Spring-Lok™ Muffler. 
Holds muffler firmly, but "gives" in a crash. Protects 
crankcase from serious damage. Eliminates mufflers 
lost due to vibrating, loose screws. 

The Micro Filtered Intake Venturi. 
Prolongs engine life. Facilitates optimal fuel-air mixing. 

The Stunning Style. Each line and curve in 
place. Dangling from the nose of your plane like a 
hand-crafted jewel. Beautiful work of a technical art. 

The Art of Engine-ering. Experience it for 
yourself. Call now Toll-Free (800) 665-9575 for a deal

order 



Deluxe Engine 
Starting Kit Includes: 

• One Quart NORVEL'" NVX25 Fuel 
• Du-Bro• Kwik-Start Glo-lgnijor w/Charger 
• NORVEL"' NO-RUB Fuel Filler 
• Head Wrench 

, Herr Star-Cruiser 
·LASER CUT 
·HARDWARE INCLUDED 

• Stable, Gentle Flight Great for 
Training or Easy Fun-Flying 

• 2-3 ch Radio Keeps Overall 
Cost Down 

Steerable Nose Wheel for 
Realistic Take-Off and 
Landing 

• Big 47 .5 Wingspan Handles 
• Easy for Beginners & Sport 

Flyers 

• Photo Illustrated Instructions 
and Speedy Assembly 

• Pictured Decals Included 

• Cute , too! 

HER13092 Star-Cruiser Super Starter Combo w/B6 .061 Engine & 2 ch Radio.$174.99 
HER13072 Star-Cruiser w/B6 .061 Engine & 2 ch Radio Combo.. . 129.99 

NVL 11092 1/2A Tutor Super Starter Combo w/B6 .061 Engine & 2ch Radio ..... $174.99 
NVL11072 1/2A Tutor w/B6 .061 Engine & 2 ch Radio Combo .. ... 129.99 

HER1304 Star-Cruiser w/B6R .061 Engine Combo .................... ....... 72.99 NVL1104 1/2A Tutor w/B6R .061 Engine Combo.. .. ... 73.99 
HER130 Star-Cruiser .049- .061 , 42".. .. 35.99 NVL110 1/2A Tutor .049- .061 , 47.5" .. .............. .............................. ............ .... . 37.99 

HER13093 Star-Cruiser Super Starter Combo w/B6R .061 Engine & 3 ch Radio. 239.99 NVL11093 1/2A Tutor Super Starter Combo w/B6R .061 Engine & 3 ch Radio ... 239.99 
HER13073 Star-Cru iser w/B6R .061 & 3 ch Radio Combo ................ .. ................ 159.99 NVL11073 1/2A Tutor w/B6R .061 & 3 ch Radio Combo ................................ .... .. 159.99 

• Detachable Landing Gear 

• Stable Low-Wing Design 
Makes This Cherokee a 
Terrific 2nd Airplane 

• Molded Canopy & Cowl 
• Tab & Notch Quick-Build 

Construction 

• Takes Off & Lands on the 
Smallest Bodies of Water 

• Wing Tip Floats Remove for 
Easy Grass Field Landings 

HER1104 Aqua Stari86R .061 Engine Combo... .. ............................................ $72.99 
HER110 Aqua Star .049- .061, 40.5" ......................................................................... 35.99 

HER1204 AT-6 Texani86R .061 Engine Combo ............................................................ 72.99 
HER120 AT-6 Texan .049- .061, 36" ........ ................ ........ .. .................. .. ...... .... ...... .... . 35.99 

HER1404 CherokeeiB6R .061 Engine Combo... .. ............ 74.99 
HER140 Cherokee .049- .061, 42" ...... .. .................. .. ........ .. .......... .. ...... .. ........ .. ......... 37.99 

• BigMig Sport Engines Are the 
Lightweight Rotary-Valve 
Powerhouses of Choice for 
Serious Small Model Pilots 

• BS4 & BS6 Include Spring 
Starter and Fuel Tank Mount 
-Conveniently Replace Your 
Weak Reed Valve Motor 

• America's #1 Best-Selling 1/2A 
Engines w/Throttle 

• improved Idle and More Power 
With Freedom XL'" Plug 

I@I•I;Jv E L 1· 
B4 BigMig Sport .049, 1.59 oz . . ...... .. ....... $33.99 
B6 Big Mig Sport .061 , 1.59 oz ..................... 33.99 

BS4 BigMig Start'up .049. 2.15 oz ................. 34.99 
BS6 BigMig Start'up .061, 2.15 oz ............... 34.99 

BigMig Sport .049 RiC Throttle, 1.77 oz. 39.99 
BigMig Sport .061 RiC Throttle, 1.77 oz. 39.99 

House of Balsa .J-3 Cub 

• Huge 52" 
Wingspan 

• Complete 
Decals 
Included 

• Photo 
Illustrated 
Instructions 

HOU11 092 J-3 Cub Super Starter Combo 
wiB6 .061 Engine & 2 ch Radio 

HOU11 093 J-3 Cub Super Starter Combo 
wiB6R .061 Engine & 3 ch Radio 

• Now Stock on All 
NORVEL .049 & 
. 061 Engines 

• Hotter Plug for Easier 
Starting 

0600 Deluxe Engine Starting Kit ... ........ .. ....... $24.99 
07~5 NVX15 (15% Nitro, 18% Oil), 1 Qt ............ 8.39 
0725 NVX25 (25% Nitro, 18% Oil), 1 Qt. . . ... 9.39 
0735 NVX35 (35% Nitro, 18% Oil), 1 Qt . ....... . 11.69 
0800 NO-RUB Fuel Filler Syringe ... . ........ 3.95 

DUBP666 Kwik-Start Glo-lgnitor w/ Charger ... ..... ... 15.99 
230131 Head Wrench ........................................... 2.00 

0506 Nylon Mount.... . .... ....... 2.15 
102100 Fuel Tank Mount (0.5 oz. capacity) .. . .. 4.50 
102105 Spring Starter. ..... . ....... ..................... 2.00 
110138 Freedom XL1

"' Glow Plug ... ..... ... ........ ... 3.95 
110131 Glow Head for XL Plug... . ................ .. . 2.75 

(F1rs All Norvel Plugs) 

AME .049 RIC Throttle Engine .. . 
AME .061 RIC Throttle Engine .. . 
Sport .15 C/L Engine .. . 
Sport .15 A/C Throttle Engine .. . 
AME .15 C/L Dual BB Engine .. . 
AME .1 5 R/C Throttle Dual BB Engine 



Repro Rubber Power Kits From The 30's & 40's 
Comet. Megow. Burd. Scientific . Jasco. 

Madison+ Balsa Props & Wheels 

g~~~~~rr.e~te~.f8·~~~~~Fro<;;gr;I~~!·r ~~~~~~~\ 
Golden A~e Repro , Herr, Mlcro-X, Peck 

Po!ycS'oe~~r~/Li n~~~'Q~~ 6ts%1;:;~~~~Ji'~ies 
Send S2.00 for listing and future mailings to 
Penn Valley Hobby Cent:er 
837-B W. Main St. Lansdale PA 19446 

215-368-0770 
www.pennvalleyhobbycenter.com 

email: pvhc1268@fast.net 

SUPER HAWK MK-1 
FIRST PLACE 1993 WRAM SHOW! 

THE NEW ERA! 

Eddie A. Aircrafl concepl of original scale classic designs 
moves inlo lhe second year of plan sales and growing. We 
are a dedicated and proud of product aircraft design 
company coming on strong offering the finest original new 
designs of any year, that is our goal! Super Hawk MK-1 , 
our bi-plane introductory classic is living proof of design 
perfection with a 76" top and 66" bottom wing with G·62 
power, weighs 23 lbs., simple keel construction covered 
with super shrink Coverite and painted with Hobby Poxy 
international orange paint. Call for photos -they are free. 
We have now upgraded black line plans to 5 sheets. Plans 
are $48.00 (includes tube for mailing) and $4.00 for 
shipping (U.S. only). Overseas shipping as per postal 
charge. 

Finally available - Hardware and soflware package which 
includes landing gear, cowl, cabane struts, canopy, 
designer tail wheel, ribs, bulkheads and graphics. Soon 
will have wheel pants, partial kit just around the corner. 

As the Nov. 1995 issue front cover Flying Models 
magazine stated I have 36 designs ready to turn into 
plans, and I am very happy to tell you that #2 is 90% 
complete and construction of #3 and #4 has already 
started. #2 soon to be flight tested , designed for land or 
sea flying-taking only minutes to switch from wheels to 
pontoons. Look for the up and coming esthectically 
magnificent early 1900 era 1/4 scale monoplane design. 
By the way, I call it JALOPAPLANE. IT'S FOR REAL! ! 
Who has more fun than us? Quality modeling is back on 
track!! Thank you again. 

Eddie Ajamian 
Designer and Builder 

Eddie A. Aircraft 
Original Scale Classics 

917 Marie Court, Franklin Lakes, N.J. 07417 
(201)337-5075/6159 FAX (201)337-6220 

A Keystone delight 
I am sending you a picture of my winter 

project (a year and a halO. I drew up the 
plans from a small three-view, using pro
portional dividers. The wing span is 80 inch
es. The powerplant is a Super Tiger 3000. 
The propeller is an 18-6, all-up weight is 25 
pounds. 

This aircraft is a highly modified .. Leaning 
Keystone Commuter" with a lot of my own 
modifications. The struts are all aluminum 
with hand filed end fittings. These are all 
riveted to the hollow streamlined tubing. All 
the wing wires are made up of Proctor Co. 
flat stock that I have had in my supplies for 
about a hundred years, at least! The ends are 
silver soldered in place. The ship has a com
plete cabin interior with instrument panel 
simulated roll and pleated upholstery on the 
four seats, seat belts, and buckles. The con
trol wheels are made up of aluminum and 
mahogany, and then turned. The ship has an 
adjustable stabilizer, ground adjustable. She 

uHave we got a motor for you" 
And other good stuff 

for small electric planes 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I E.M.P.S. INC., Dept F I 

1 
P.O. Box 134, Robesonia, PA 19551 

1 
L. __ s~s.: ~R!~~C~T~LOG __ .J 

is complete with seven lights, two in the cab
in area. A strobe, which the real and original 
aircraft would not have had, as strobes were 
not invented. 

All hatches work and are sealed against 
water entry. It has entry stairs, with anti
slip strips on each. The landing gear is only 
ground adjustable. However, the Olea is hy
draulic for shock absorption. The gear folds 
to the up position with the simple removal 
and replacement of a single lock pin on each 
side of the fuselage. 

The dummy engine is made up of 
·'Williams Bros." cylinders and attached to 
the nacelle and cowl with silicone rubber 
plus bolts. This helps to take care of some of 
the single cylinder vibration from the "ST 
sooo··. She looks great on the water taxiing. 

o far the take-off attempts have been foiled 
by rough water. 

A See for effort 

FREDRICK E. PIERCE 
Seattle, Wash. 

This is to tell you how much I appreciated 
the pictures of my Lazy Bee in the October 
issue of FLn:"G ).foDELS. and on the cover 
too. Your photography is no less than excel
lent. Anyone that can catch Keith Tucker's 
Lady Bug in flight has to be good, because it 
is only a 19-inch wing span. Four of the five 
Bee pictures on page 26 were from our club, 
so on behalf of them I want to thank you for 
the coverage. 

FLOYD HARP 

via Internet a: 

VINTAGE R/C PLANS 
(PREVIOUSLY SID MORGAN) 

FRED NOVAK 
5105 PINE HILL CIRCLE 

HOWELL, Ml 48843 

1935 
STINSON RELIANT SR-5 

PLANS $26.95 (PLUS $4.95 S&H) 
• 84" W-SPAN • 2" SCALE (ENG .. 60-.80) • 2 SHEETS 

OTHERS: PBY-5A • WACO • PIPER 
STINSON • FAIRCHILD • MANY MORE 
CATALOG $2.00 (FOREIGN $3.00 

The World's Best 1/2-A RIC Laser Cut Kits 
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Piper Cherokee 
Sport I Trainer 

#K-503 

Tab and Notch construction for quick and accurate assembly, 
pack, Computer drawn p lans and a Complete step by step instruction manual. 

Available at finer hobby shops around the world. 

Made in the U.S.A. 

Wingspan = 42" 
Area = 293.2 Sq." 
Weight = 19 oz. 
Wing Load = 9.17 oz 
.049 to .061 Engine 
2 or 3 Channel 

Herr Engineering Corp. 
1431 Chaffee Dr., Suite 3 

Titusville, FL. 32780 
(407) 264-2488 

The world's leader in Laser Cut 
model aircraft 

WWW.IFL YHERR.COM 
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Hi 

7 channel FM & PCM, 3 model memory, imer, mode 1 & 2 capable , 

adjustable flap settings, servo reversing, exponential, end point 

adjustment, dual rates, snap ro ll switch, sub trim, trim memory, 5 

different mixing functions, trainer switch, PCM fail-safe, & more! 

Los Angeles 

Hitec congratulates 
Ron Clem and the 
Pack Rat Racing 
Team fo r recapturing 
the po we red R/C 

Mt. Shasta 

I 
• 

aircraft, straight line distance world 
record with their remarkable effort of 517 
miles covered from take-off to landing. 

Ron trusted his Hitec Prism Radio 
System to "go the distance" for his record 
attempt and all the supplied Hitec 
equipment performed without a single 
glitch during the 11 hour and 41 minute 
marathon flight. 

This incredible achievement was 
accomplished using the Hitec Prism 
Radio, Supreme Receiver, HS-20588 
Mini, HS-8588 and HS-60 Micro Servos 
installed in the purpose built model the 
Avenger. 

Join the ranks of hobbyists all over the 
world who trust Hitec RCD equipment to 
"go the distance" for them. Buy and try 
a Hitec radio system today. 

Now, go have fun. 

For more information call (619) 258-4940 or write t o: Hitec RCD Inc. 10729 Wheatlands Ave ., Suite C, Santee, California 92071 

SEE OUR COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE ON THE WORLDWIDE WEB T http:/ /www.hitecrcd.com 



The Magnum .75 gives this 66-inch aerobat (above left) that extra umph for 
the unDmited vertical maneuvers. Simple cut-away cowl isn 't hard to fash-

ion. A " Y" shaped push rod connects the two elevator halves (above right). 
Rudder, in this case, is set up push-pul l. Tail wires are optional. 
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Brad Shepherds Laser 200 

Wing is initially framed upside down. Using a long metal ruler (above left) helps 
to check for straightness of the leading edge. Build ing of the removable cockpit 
can be completed after the wing is sol idly mounted (above right) . Va-inch balsa 

doublers stiffen the box sides. Individual aileron servos are mounted at about the 
center of each wing panel (below left). RadiO compartment area includes the receiver 
mounted in front of the servos (below right) while battery is secured aft. 

Building the Laser 
It is time well spent studying the plans af

ter receiving them and comparing them to 
the photographs in the magazine. It takes 
about three hours to cut out the parts. If your 
choice is to save the plans, make tracings of 
the parts, using light tack spray contact ce
ment, place the tracing on the respective 
wood and cut out. Lay out the engine mount 
on F-2, drill the mounting holes, and install 
6-32 blind nuts. This procedure is done first , 
as the position ofF -2 will be determined by 
the engine type and size to be used. Four 
strokes require a further aft position than a 
. 65-.90 two-stroke, so make this determina
tion now before the ply doublers are cut out. 

Wing. Since the wing is built in one piece 
and upside down , start by splicing two V. x 
x % x 36-inch pieces of ha rd balsa at the 
center line, using a 15° scarf joint. Pin down 
firmly over the plans as the top spar. Then 
pin 1/•-inch jigs in place. Pin the r ibs, top 
down, for one panel onto the spar, slip the 
%-inch servo lead tube into the holes. You 
can make these out of regular letter size pa
per. Pin down the ribs for the remaining 
panel, slipping the tube in place as you go. 
Check the fit of the bottom spars in the rib 
slots, and trim where necessary. 

If all looks well at this point, glue all joints 
with CyA. Check the trailing edge of all ribs 
with a straight edge, and trim any rib that is 
too long. Then glue the V. x %-inch trailing 
edge in place on the ribs. Cut two pieces 33 
inches long by 1/s-inch thick, that taper from 
% inch wide to % inch wide for the inner lead-
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ing edge pieces. Check the nose of the ribs 
with a straight edge to confirm their true
ness, and t rim any rib that is too long. 

Pin the Vs-inch inner leading edge to r ib #1 
and rib #10, then check with a straight edge. 
Pin the inner L.E. to rib #5 making sure it is 
still straight and glue it with CyA. Repeat 
the process with the other panel. Glue the 
3/a2-inch shear webs to the spars. Use a small 
plane and long sanding block to shape the in
ner L.E. to the rib curvature for a good fit of 
the 3/32-inch sheeting. Cut the %2-inch lead
ing edge sheet to shape leaving a little excess 
over the inner L.E. for removal later. 

Aliphatic glue in one of those Sig mini-glue 
guns comes in very handy when attaching the 
leading edge sheeting, and also the T.E. sheet 
over the ribs. The method of choice used on 
this sheeting is to run a bead of aliphatic on 
each rib, run a bead of slow setting CyA along 
the spar, then run a bead of this CyA along 
the 1/s-inch inner L.E. piece. Lay the sheet 
down at the spar juncture then roll the sheet 
over the ribs before the spar glue takes hold, 
pin the sheet to the Vs-inch leading edge, roll 
it back over the ribs and using the straight 
edge hold the sheet down over the spar for a 
few moments till the glue sets . 

Brad Shepherd's Laser 200 at a glance 

Wing span 

Fuselage length 

Airfoil 

Wing area 

Stab area 

Finished weight 

Wing loading 

Power required 

Radio requirements 
(ail , elev, rud, pwr) 

66 inches 

53% inches 

symmetrical 

709 square inches 

168 inches 

?V2 pounds 

24.4 ounces per square foot. 

.61-.80 two-cycle 

.65-.91 four-stroke 

4 channel minimum 
5 standard servos 
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Sand the v. x %-inch trailing edge piece to 
conform to the camber of the rib then glue 
the 3/a2 x lV2-inch T.E. sheet in place along 
with the cap strips and servo frame. Remove 
the wing from the bench, turn it over and 
pin it down at the center section. Shim the 
T.E. and tip ribs per the plan. Glue the bot
tom leading edge sheet, trailing edge sheet 
and caps in place. Relieve the Rl and R2 
ribs, 1/s inch behind the spars to install the 
long dihedral brace. Cut the 1/2 x 2-inch ta
pered trailing edge stock to length inside the 
ailerons, and glue in place. The L.E. of the 
aileron stock is trimmed to wedge shape and 
the hinges installed. Last, glue the outer 'Is 
x 5/s-inch leading edge and contour it to its 
proper shape. 

Fuselage. Lay the fuselage sides out on 
'Is-inch medium balsa sheet using the thrust 
line as a bench mark. A ball point pen works 
well for this job. When sides have been cut 
out, glue the doublers to them. Remember to 
make a right and a left side. Glue the %-inch 
square strips in place, and also the 1/s x V•
inch along the top edge as per plans. Pin for
mer F5 over the top view of the plans. Be 
sure you overlay the plans with wax paper. 

Lightly score the sides at former 5 location 
and crack, so the sides can taper to the tail. 
Pin the sides down at F5 and check align
ment. Insert F3 and F2 formers into the 
slots of the doublers, check the sides with a 
90 degree triangle, then pull together with 
rubber bands. Run thick CyA along formers 
where they meet the sides, and glue the tail 
post. Double glue the formers with epoxy. 

Install formers F6 and F7 and the Vs x v •. 
inch top longeron to the formers . Glue the V.
inch balsa horizontal stab anchor plate to 
the fuselage . Cut the 1/s-inch turtledeck 
sides and glue in place on the formers and Vs 
X v.-inch side longeron on the side. It will be 
necessary to sand the longeron slightly to 
get a good fit of the side sheet. 

Sand the top of the turtledeck side sheet 
flat on top to accept the %-inch (or two 1/ • 

inch) thick top of the turtledeck, then glue 
the top to the sheet and forme rs . Rough 
sand to a round shape, but leave the top flat 
at the juncture of the fin and do not sand too 
much from the side where the fin will go . 
That will be done later after the fin is fitted. 

Cut the side away in front of F2 to allow 
the engine to be installed. Install the engine 
and mount. Assemble your choice of tank 
and piping to suit your preference; glue the 
tank floor in place and install the tank with 
silicone glue. Install the throttle pushrod. 

Glue %-inch triangle stock in place, then 
the 1/2-inch thick top and bottom front 
planks. Sand the front of these planks 
square and mark center lines on the face of 
the planks, and then align and glue Fl in 
place. Glue F2-S and F3-S in place, check 
with a straightedge and trim where needed. 
Ch eck the fit of the V64-inch ply cowl skin 
pieces, trim it to fit over all the cowl form
ers. Take time to do a good job of fitting be
fore any gluing. You might want to try mak
ing paper templates before you do this. 

Brush slow dry epoxy inside ofthe 1/64-inch 
cowl skins and on the fuselage sides under 
the cowl and on the formers. Then pin the 
cowl in place, and repeat for the other side. 
Glue the wing hold down blocks in place. 

Place the wing in the saddle and drill the 
holes for the mounting bolts. Glue the 1/s x 
1/2 x %-inch lite ply hatch ties in place fore 
and aft. Place poly sheet over the wing in the 
fuselage, cut two cockpit doublers from 'ls-

FL YING MODELS 

Full Size Plans Available Through Carstens Flying Plans 
Order Plan CD070 
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Brad Shepherds Laser 200 

Laser in the bones details major points of construction and the finished shape of the balsa cowl bumps. Sig 
16-inch canopy is cut down to fit. Balsa and ply fairings cover the "As-inch music wire landing gear struts. 

inch medium balsa and glue in place along 
the inside of each fuselage side. Check fit 
them in place, and sand where needed for a 
good fit between the formers and wing cur
vature. Check fit the formers for the cockpit 
section, trim where needed, then glue the 
cockpit sides on. 

Glue the V2-inch top blocks in place and 
drill holes for the hold down screws; remove 
the cockpit section and install blind nuts on 
the hatch ties. Bolt the cockpit section in 

place and shape its top blocks with a small 
plane and 60-grit paper. Make a tracing of 
the side shape of the cowl at F1 and trans
fer it to the face of the cowl bump block. Use 
a gouge, or knife, to first rough shape the in
side of the bump to the curve of the cowl. 
Take 60-grit paper and place it over a round 
object with a diameter of roughly 1 V. x 1 V2 
inches and sand to fit over the location on 
the cowl side; this will take a little patience. 

The tail surfaces are built directly over 

This color scheme was the original paint that was 
applied in 1975 to the just finished Laser. Linck 
Models has a vinyl graphics package for this specific 
model , and also has a custom hardware package 
that takes care of the hard-to-do items like the 
bubble canopy, the landing gear, plus other assorted 
convenience hardware items. Check the text for 
Linck's address. 

the plans as shown. If the desire is there to 
build the model for Sport Scale competition 
it will be good to inlay the %-inch dowels at 
the location in the horizontal and vertical 
stabs. These will make solid anchors when 
installing the tail section wires. If the mod
el is to be flown as a Sunday flyer, or in 
IMAC competition , the tail surfaces are 
strong enough to eliminate the wires and 
make it a little easier to clean the surfaces. 

The canopy is cut from the front section of 
a Sig 16-inch canopy, the number is CS-016. 
Shape the fuselage top just aft of the canopy 
as shown on the plans to fit the canopy cir-

The all-wood cowl is simpler to build than it may appear. Once the cowl ring is 
installed, two layers of v .. -inch ply is attached to '/.-inch tri-stock and Ys-inch ply 
sub formers (above left). Then the 'h-inch balsa, top and bottom, fuse planking is 
blended into them. Referencing the plans, cowl bumps (above right) are shaped, 

and sanded out of balsa blocks. The trial and error technique is strongly needed 
here. Once the curve of the cheek is matched, both bumps can be rounded and 
smoothed to equal shape (below left) . The %-inch nose block is then glued to the 
nose ring (below right). Inner cowl shape is distinctive to the Laser 200. 
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cumference fairing the cut into the sides. 
Finish shaping all the top blocks referring to 
the pictures for final shape. Install the land
ing gear blocks and drill the holes to accept 
the gear. The gear is bent to fit the shape on 
the plans. Sheet the bottom of the fuselage, 
then shape the bottom. 

Install the front cowl blocks onto the F1 for
mer and carefully shape the blocks to conform 
to the pictures. Using a razor saw, cut away 
the removable portion of the cowl for engine 
access. A Williams V.-inch scale Sportsman 
pilot head is glued in place followed by gluing 
the canopy on. The prototype model shown is 
covered in Metallic Blue MonoKote and the 
graphics are from Kirby's Kustom Vinyl 
Graphics (available through Linck Models). 

The model was flown with a Magnum .75 
two-stroke engine which gives good perfor
mance. Some of the medium size four-stro
kers would be suitable for work in !MAC 
competition, so decide which engine is to be 
used before cutting the doublers from lite 
ply. A good .65 engine is satisfactory for all
around sport flying. 

Linck Models (141 Moulton Hill Road , 
Monson, MA 01057) has the graphics pack
age and a kit of hardware parts for sale to 
prospective builders, so give Steve a call at 
413-267-9545 or drop him a note requesting 
the "goodies" (email: MrLinck@aol.com). 

Flying 
After a wait of a few weeks for the weath

er to moderate from the above century mark 
that had been the norm for our part of the 
country (Texas), I arrived at the field at day
break. I unloaded all the gear, fired up the 
Magnum. 75 and did some taxi testing while 
waiting for good buddy, Gerald Merks. to 
show up for some flight shots . The model 
handled well on the grass, straight runs 
were solid, and the turns were easily made. 
So, I taxied back and shut down. 

When Gerald arrived and the camera was 
checked out, the engine was fired up again. 
Trying to get the wad of cotton out of my 
mouth and the butterflies in my belly settled 
down, I headed into the slight breeze and 
advanced the throttle. The model acted like 
it was on rails , and so far all was okav. I 
tracked about 100 feet and up it went. I -con
tinued the climb, and made a turn back. The 
controls were very responsive. but I had w 
trim a little down into the ele,·ator. I 
checked low speed with the thronle backed 
off, then made several passes doing some 
rolls, checked the loops and the snap on rop. 

The model is extremely responsi,·e in all 
attitudes just like the plane that Leo flew 
and will be a good candidate for IMAC fly
ing for fellers that don't fly giants. I made 
several passes for Gerald to get some flight 
shots and then put it in the downwind leg 
for a landing. The engine flamed out on base 
leg, and the model kept right on flying as I 
turned for final. The glide slope was gentle 
and positive, and the model touched down 
about 25 feet past us with a nice three
point. It was decided my old nerves had 
enough for one day, not wanting to push my 
luck any further. 

I would not advise setting the throws up 
for test flying the same as you would for 
unlimited aerobatics. Be conservative un
til a few flights have been accomplished. 
This is a model for those with experience 
flying advanced aerobatics as it will fly just 
as Leo flew the big one to everyone's de
light. Have fun! a:: 
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Full Size Plans Available Through Carstens Flying Plans 
Order Plan CD070 
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T
h e air show itself has always in
st illed a sense of awe and inspira
t ion , and is an attraction that for 
generations, and for generations to 

come, wi ll continue to excite and dazzle. 
Twen ty-six years ago, a tradition began that 
set a precedent for all other air show pro
ductions to admire. 

Nest led in the northwest corner ofNew Jer
sey is an historic and quiet lit tle town called 
Sussex. Out there it's mostly cozy villages, 
rolling hills, and farmland (yes, I am still tak
ing about ew Jersey). Within a valley just 
south of J ersey's renowned ski resorts is a 
modest 3500-foot runway at Sussex Airport, 
home of the Bigge t Little Airshow in the 
World. The late Leo Loudenslager , for nearly 
twenty years, called Sussex Airport his home 
base, along with other aspiring aerobatic com
petitors who continue to advance their skill 
and train others under their wing. 

Farmer Brown (a.k.a. Roger Lehnert) gets his first ride in a stock J-3 Cub (above), when all of a sudden the 
airplane gets away without its instructor. Air Combat Canada team of Paul Molnar (above right) and Paul Rans
bury put on an impressive display of combat tactics and aerobatic maneuvers in a pair of matched Extra 300Ls. 

It's an event looked fo rward to year after 
year , not just because of this publication's 
involvement with the R/C Air Show/Fun Fly 
that preceeds it , but because of the envi-

gges 

Jim Leroy in his 400 horsepower Pitts S2S Bull Dog 
(above) performed mind bending stunts in true show
manship fashion. Steve Coan , Sailplane Aerobatic 
Champion (at right), flew his custom made Windex 
Extreme, the world's fastest sailplane. 
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Aviation excellence unfolds at this country airport. The 26th 
anniversary showed it still earns its reputation as one of the best. 



Warbirds of the heavy metal era! Ed Shipley in his 
P-51, Steve Snyder in his F-86 and Dan Dameo in 
the FG-10, paraded together in a special tribute, the 
Heritage flight (above). Thousands of hours are de
voted in maintaining these nostalgic masterpieces. 
Boasting its massive radial engine and cavernous 
fuselage, Mike Schloss rides past show center pilot
ing the ever rarer Douglas Skyraider (at right). 

With it's freshly painted exterior, this Grumman TB Avenger rests on the tar
mac at show center. Pilot Gene Culp always thrills the crowd with this one. 

ronment in which the show is held. At this air show, aviation does
n't seem to be the intangible sport just for the rich or lucky. The 
compact arena of this little airport allows the entire audience to be 
right on center stage. 

Performers enjoy coming to the Sussex Air how because they re
ally get a chance to show off . . -\t shows hosted by larger airports, 
military demonstrations often can drown ou the daring and coura-

For a bit of interna
tional flavor, this Russ
ian L-39 Albatross jet 
trainer was demonstrat
ed by owner/pilot Allen 
Smith Ill. The plane was 
just recently restored , 
and did an impress ive 
job of displaying typical 
fighter jock maneuvers. 

geous routines of talented performers wheeling smaller aircraft. At 
Sussex, the playing field is leveled, and the stage is set just for 
them. Because of the unique terrain around the airport, fields, h ills, 
and nearby forests act as stage props which acrobats use to awe and 
thrill their audience. Performers have found a relaxed atmosphere 
at Sussex, and often take the opportunity to step out and try out 
some new tricks. 

It's good to get to these shows early. Before the performance en
tertainment begins, aircraft are constantly arriving. Support of the 
Experimental Aircraft Association is impressive. Aircraft literally 
flood the east half of the runway. Many of these aircraft are open 
for viewing, and nearly every home-built type of aircraft is repre
sented. From the state of the art in composite structured commuter, 
sport, and aerobatic aircraft, to the ultra simple wood and fabric 
designs; they are all on display to enjoy. 

For modelers, it's a rare opportunity to compare full size struc
tures and building techniques of these one-to-one scale replicas with 

reduced versions of fancy. Building t ech
niques are strikingly similar . Aside fr om 
metallurgy, it's interesting to find that our 
models haven't fa llen fa r from the tree. 

Mr. Airshow, Gene Soucy, rushed the Sussex Airport mechanics to put the new Pratt and Whitney (above) in 
his Show Cat. Li ke the barnstormers of old, Gene ro lls and loops the modified Grumman bipe with Teresa Stokes, 
America's #1 Wing Walker (at right), holding on tight. This year marked their tenth anniversary as a show team. 
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Biggest Little Air Show in the World 

Getting started in aerobatics certain
ly has its hurdles. It takes courage 
and focus, not to mention a dream. 

Angelo Cillaroto has a story to tell. He 
grew up in a house on a hill that has a per
fect view of the Sussex Airport. 
He couldn't help but be capti
vated and found himself spend
ing countless hours at the air
port. I'm sure Leo Loudenslager 
had a lot to do with his interests 
in aerobatics. 

In 1989 Angelo performed for 
the first time with his Pitts 180 
to great applause from the 
crowd. Since then Angelo has 
added a long list of accomplish
ments, including managing his 
own business, marriage, second 

An impressive air show team, Jack Knutson and 
Sammy Kademenos, per1orm synchronized routines in 
their Extra 300Ss as The Firebirds (above). Offered, 
as perhaps, a more economical aerobat, the 4-cylin
der, two seater Extra 200 has just recently become 
available (at right). Mersa Singl ordered hers sight-un
seen and thinks the roll rate is more than adequate. 
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officer flight status with a re
gional charter, plus the pur
chase of several aircraft, in-
cluding the Laser 230. 

He bought the airplane not 
long ago from Michael Goulian. 
The airplane boasts most of the 
philosophies behind the origi
nalLaser (lighter is better), but 
includes a few revisions to suit 
the builder's taste. The heart of 
this thoroughbred, apart from 
its pilot, is the Ly-Can 230 
horsepower 4-cylinder engine. 
The cowl has been modified to 
suit, but the simple fixed pitch 
propeller is retained. Its Excal
iber wing was built by Jon 
Staudacher, and it features a 
wood and composite structure, 
with large ailerons. 

How does it fly? It's a crisp 
ship with lots of gusto. In the footsteps of 
his mentor, Leo Loudenslager, and with 
the help of his coach, Angelo is looking for
ward to moving up to Advanced next year, 
and competing on a regular basis. History 
has a habit of repeating itself, and I know 
everyone at the Sussex Airport can't wait 
to rehang the banner that reads "Welcome 
Home National Champion". a: 

Wing-tip to wing-tip, potential aircraft to 
model abound. This is a great place to find 
an inspiring color scheme for a Bonanza, 
Skylane, or ... Nearly every warbird still fly
ing today h as at one time been represented 
at this show. The enduring pride and sacri
fice of the Yankee Air Force, Mid Atlantic 

O.K. it's not an airplane, but it sure tries to be. Ken
neth High Jr. , in his 25,000 h.p. Super ShockWave, '57 
Chevy, Jet Truck raced against airshow planes down 
the runway, belching smoke and flames all the way. 

Museum. ~ew England Air Force, and the 
individual owners preserving part of history 
have made it possible for these flying muse
ums to be on display regularly. 

Than ks to Paul Styger, Sussex Airport 
Manager. there are always lots of surprises 
throughout the three-day show. Military fly
by's are normal. This year , the Good Year 
Company helped open the show on Friday 
with their blimp. Though it was probably 
luck, no expense was spared in providing th e 
great weather enjoyed every show day. 

At one a·clock the show began , and the ac
tion was non stop. The aerobatic demon
strations are all original. Mixing up the full 
bag of entertainers land to just do a bit of 
paraphrasing). there was sky diving, wing 
walking, a Russian jet demo, knife edge 
spins , aerial combat. a \\"arbird parade, a 
400 horse power Pi u.s 2S (Whoa!), 300 mph 
flight speeds achieYed by a glider, a landing 
and take-off of a J -3 Cub from a moving ve
hicle, Farmer Brown·s first ride in an air
plane, opposing knife edge passes from take
off, and a drag race between a rocket 
powered truck and any pilot who would 
challenge it. An aerial artistry mecca. 

Still to this day. the Air Show is likely the 
most sensational display of human ingenu
ity available. A tremendous amount of effort 
is dedicated every year to making the Sussex 
Air Show a more precedented success every 
year. Much of its support is from within the 
community, and as modelers, we too are 
committed. Its future continually requires 
our nourishment. even though the Sussex 
Air Show is an event long looked forward too. 
See you there in ·99. a: 
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Laser Invitational 
Sussex Air Show R/C Model Fun Fly 

By Michael Ramsey 

John Tanzer took a break from his sport-scale Tanzer series to design and scratch build this Roper 3.7 powered, 
quarter scale Sopwith/Biackburn Baby. Word has it MAN got the scoop on this one. A dream to fly on land or sea. 

F
or the last fourteen years, Carstens 
Publications and FLYING MODELS 
Magazine, has been proud to sup
port the RIC Model Show and Fun 

Fly, held the opening day of the Sussex Air 
Show. With the help of the Top-0-Jersey RIC 
Club, the event continues to draw a record 
number of modelers to this weekday event. 

For the most part, Sussex Airport is closed 
for the day to usual airport traffic, so that the 
freshly paved runway can be enjoyed by the 
RIC pilots. Everyone is treated, however to the 
occasional pause in open model flying so the 
arrival of some full size air show performers 
can be accommodated. What modeler would
n't enjoy a front row seat right on the runway 
as a Yankee Air Force B-25 touches down in 
front of the RIC flight line. 

Except for the frequency pins and flight 
stations, the flying is pretty non competi-
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tive. More seriously though, a static compe
tition held at around noon time, offers mod
elers an opportunity to win one of four one 
hundred dollar prizes donated by Paul 
Styger, Sussex Airport Inc. Manager. 

The idea is for the modelers to come out and 
support the Air Show and have a good time, 
while welcome spectators watch the events as 
they unfold. Registered pilots are welcomed 
with a free pass to the full size Air Show, and 
perhaps even an opportunity to meet some of 
the Air Show acts that might be on scene. 

In fact, that is how the Fun Fly got the 
name Laser Invitational. Back in the days 
when Leo Loudenslager used to hangar his 
plane in Sussex, Leo would be thrilled with 
the model replicas of his aircraft, and en
joyed, for a change, admiring his Laser from 
the ground, rather than from his cockpit. To 
return the favor (or silence the crowd) Leo 

I MAC Northeast representative Marguerite Gargiu
lo and husband Vincent (above) performed a chore
ographed routine with their respective Cass Models 
V3 scale Laser 200's (at left). 

would hop into his bird and perform a spe
cial show. 

The weather for this year's modeling trib
ute was, to say the least, spectacular. As an 
annual courtesy and all day activity, teams 
of volunteers man a buddy box trainer to of
fer smiling newcomers a chance to fly an RIC 
airplane for the first time. 

In th e static displ ay competition , Best 
Sport Plane went to George Schmauch with 
his Pica Duellist. Best in Scale went to Mike 
Gar zi with his F6F Hellcat . Best Laser went 
w Gus Perez fo r his modified Lanier RC V3 

e La er 200. and Pilot's choice went to 
Tom Tesla for his AT-6 Texan. 

This year·s Fun F1y set an amazing atten
dance record with OYer 150 pilots represent
in a wide >ariety of model aircraft. ee you 
next year: _-\nd if you want. you can bring 
your La er. = 

A multitude of aircraft abounded at this year's Fun 
Fly. This pilot, more than once, performed inverted 
landings with his modified Tower Hobbies Uproar, 
powered wi th an O.S . .40LA. 
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By Jim Alaback 

Bill Noonan's original design Curtiss-Cox triplane shows the luminous, semi-translucent aluminum finish he 
achieves on white tissue. It's a mix of aluminum powder and dope. Text has more details. 

A
club newsletter that I have sub
scribed to and enjoyed for many 
years is Max-Fax , published by 
the D.C. Maxecuters of the Wash

ington, D.C. area. The club mixes old-timer 
and flying scale interests and lists some of 
America's outstanding modelers among its 
members and newsletter contributors . 

The July-August, 1998, issue of Max-Fax 
has a list of"Twentieth Century Classic De
signers" and their models. The list was pre
pared by Allan Schanzle, the editor for that 
issue. The list is based on designers having 
15 or more flying scale rubber model plans 
published in the model magazines prior to 
December 31, 1942 and, to some extent, 
their contribution to the spirit of the Flying 
Aces Club. Allan says that other designers 
perhaps could or should have been included. 
He also notes that the list is based on Allan's 
own magazine collection and is not neces
sarily complete. 

Th e eight designers on the list are: Alan 
Booton (30 plans), Jesse Davidson (15), Paul 
Lindberg (44), Earl Stahl (20), Henry Struck 
(19), Herb Weiss (18), Bill Winter (20), and 
Avrum Zier (18 plans). Each of th e design
ers' published flying scale rubber models is 
listed, giving the aircraft manufacturer and 
aircraft name, model wingspan , and maga
zine title and date. 

Looking over Allan's list I felt a sudden 
urge to build one of each. But it will take a 
while . Complete or not, there is a total of 184 
plans on the list! 

their bimonthly newsletter, send your re
quest and payment of $15 for one year, to: 
Stew Meyers, 8304 Whitman Dr., Bethesda, 
MD 20817. 

Loutrei/GHQ Sportster 
The Sportster was designed by Louis P . 

Loutrel. Its original power was an engine of 
his own design and manufacture. The engine 
was a contemporary of the first Brown Junior, 
and was about the same size and power rat
ing, Vs hp. Typical of the time, the Sportster 
was a big model with a wingspan of 75 inches 
and 960 square inches of wing area. 

The Loutrel Sportster became the third 
gas model plan ever published in the model 

PHOTO: HAL STEWART 

magazines. That was in the July, 1936, is
sue of Model Airplane News; the two earlier 
ones had been the K-G in April and May, 
1935, and the Turner Special in May, 1936. 
The Sports fer plan was drawn for Loutrel by 
Julius Unrath. The full-size plan is avail 
able from John Pond, P.O. Box 90310, San 
Jose, CA 95109. 

The Sportster was kitted by the G.H.Q. 
Model Airplane Company in New York City 
about this time in 1936. By coincidence, the 
Sportster was not only the third gas model 
plan to be published, but also the third gas 
model k it to be advertised in the model mag
azines; th e two earlier ones being the Cy
clone Chieftain and the Bunch Scorpion Ma
jor. The Sportster kit was still being listed in 
the 1941 G.H .Q. catalog. 

G.H.Q. also took over the manufacture of 
the Loutrel engine in 1936. Initially it was 
advertised as the "G.H.Q. Loutrel," but lat
er just "G.H .Q." It stayed in production un
til the early years after WW II. 

Dick Mayer at of East Aurora, NY, has 
sent the pict ure shown here of the uncov
ered structure of a Loutrel/GHQ Sportster 
he built several years ago. The model was 
set up for radio control and used a K&B 40 
glow engine. That sounds like a lot of pow
er. However, under radio control, it seems 
that antique gas models can be successfully, 
if not very r ealistically, flown with much 
more power than they had originally. 

Another Lout rel/GHQ Sportster, built by 
Don Blackburn of Amarillo , Texas, has 
demonstrated its ability to handle a lot of 
power (a hot Ohlsson 60) when flown with 
radio control. The picture shows Dan's 
Sportster model rotating out after take-off 
and on its way into a spectacular climb. 

Silver tissue paper 
At the present time I don't know of any 

Allan and the Maxecuter s have kindly 
given me permission to offer you a free copy 
of their "Classic Designers" list. Just send a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope with your 
request to: Jim Alaback, 12366 Nacido Dr. , 
San Diego, CA 92128. 

To join the D.C. Maxecuters and receive 
Hal Stewart's Hillson-Praga Air Baby is designed fo r the Society of Antique Modelers' Half-A Scale Duration 
events. Hal says he has had the model up for over ten mi nutes. Plan is available. See text for details. 
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supply source for silver Japanese tissue for 
models. But there are some options. 

Dick Mayerat of East Aurora, N.Y., wrote 
to call my attention to a silver tissue paper 
that is sold by Hallmark greeting card deal
ers. I checked local Hallmark dealers here 
and found the tissue available in many col
ors, including silver. It is sold in a flat, clear 
plastic packet about 5 by 11 inches which 
contains three folded sheets of tissue, la
beled size 20 inches by 2Vs feet. The list price 
for the three-sheet packet is $2.25. 

The Hallmark silver tissue weighs 1.8 
grams per square foot. (The old Japanese 
silver model tissue I had weighed 1.3 
grams.) The Hallmark tissue is domestic, 
not Japanese, but it has a more uniform and 
lustrous silver finish than I can ever recall 
seeing with silver model airplane tissue. 
Dick Mayerat says, "I did a test with the sil
ver tissue. It water-shrinks and ... I put on 
one coat of Sig Lite-Cote dope and am 
pleased with the results." 

Another option is silver-doping white tis
sue paper. Famed model designer Bill Noo
nan of San Diego uses a tiny pinch of alu
minum powder (you can get it in art supply 
stores) in clear dope which has been thinned 
to spraying consistency. Applied with a 
spray gun, the silvered dope dries to a 
translucent silver sheen on the model
more in keeping with the spirit of "stick
and-tissue" construction (if that is your goal) 
than any pre-colored silver tissue that I 
have seen. 

Hillson-Praga Air Baby 
Hal Stewart has now designed fifteen dif

ferent and interesting RIC Half-A Scale Du
ration models which meet the Society of An
tique Modelers' contest rules . This event is 
for models ofpre-1943 airplanes powered by 
any Cox reed-valve .049 engine, using the 
Cox fuel tank of nominal 5cc capacity, such 
as used on the Cox Babe Bee or Texaco Ju
nior engines. Unlike many SAM events. the 
model itself can be of either pre-war or cur
rent design. Flight rules are the same as for 
the SAM Half-A Texaco event. 

Hal's latest RIC Half-A Scale design is a 
1934 Hillson-Praga E-114 Air Baby- a rare 
bird that seems to have a lot going for it . It" 
a Czech design that was built in England in 
1934, using a license-buil t, two-cylinder 
Aeronca-type engine. The Air Baby bear a 
general resemblance to the American 
Aeronca C-3 Master , but has the advantage 
of using a cantilever wing which eliminates 
the Aeronca's profusion of wing bracing 
wires and the associated pylon structure 
above the cabin. 

Here is Hal Stewart's description of his 
model: "The Hillson-Praga E-114Air Baby is 
my latest Half-A Scale Duration model. 
Finding a picture, data and a small 3-view 
in Underwood's book The Lightplane Since 
1909, I kept looking at it and finally did 
some analysis and determined it had all the 
attributes for a good flying model. The maid
en flight of my model bore this out. 

"The configuration is clean, low drag, 
and the model steps along nicely under 
power, resulting in a good climb-out. It 
was a bit sensitive to the rudder under 
power, which is corrected by using a long 
control horn and limiting the rudder 
throw. The glide was very satisfying, the 
model easily controlled with trim only. It 
seemed to have no inclination to return to 
earth (with no thermals ). Unfortunately 
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Don Blackburn 's radio-controlled 1936 Loutrei/GHQ Sportstershows its climb-out when powered with a hot 
Ohlsson 60 engine. Even by Ieday's standards, it was a fair sized model at 75-inch span. 

we did not time the flight but it was up for 
a long time-way over ten minutes. Obvi
ously I am very pleased with my little Hill
son-Praga ." 

Hal scaled his model to a 45-inch wing 
span. which gives a wing area of 275 
square inches . The SAM rules require a 
wing loading of 8 ounces per square foot, so 
a minimum model weight about 151/ • 

ounces is required. 
Hal sells the Hillson-Praga plan for $6.75, 

postpaid. Hal also has a catalog of all 42 of 
his old-t imer type plans which costs $1.00 
postpaid. To order the Air Baby plan or a 
catalog, write: Hal Stewart, 8198 Speach 
Drive, Baldwinsville, NY 13027. 

Scientific Models and 
Walt Musciano 

Walt Musciano ofLodi, N.J., is known for 
his prolific output of model designs for the 
magazines, but perhaps less well-known is 
the fact tha t he was also the principal mod
el designer for Scientific Models after WW 
II. From his long association with Scientific 
founder J ohn Frisoli and his inside knowl
edge of Scientific operations, Walt has writ
ten an extensive illustrated article on the 
founding (in 1929) and subsequent history of 
Scientific. 

The article will be published in the De
cember issue of the Kits And Plans Antiqui
tous (KAPA) Kollector newsletter. A year's 
membership in K.APA includes four quar
terly issues of the Kollector, edited by Lou 
Buffardi. Dues are $8.00 per year in the U.S. 
(US $10 in Canada, US $13 elsewhere). 
Send your membership request with dues 
payment to: KAPA, 1788 Niobe Ave., Ana
heim, CA 92804. 

Like many old-time modelers, Walter 
Musciano continues his interest in model 
and full-scale aviation today. He is now 
working on plans for a Vs-size RIC Heinkel 
He.51 model for FLYING MODELS, and on a 
book about the full-scale bent-wing Corsair 
for Schiffer Publishing. His progress on both 
these has been slowed, however, by the long 
recovery period from a spinal injury received 
in a car accident. 

Walter Musciano is a member of the AMA 
and KAPA Halls of Fame. He has also been 
the guest of honor in 1997 and 1998 at the 
Musciano/Scientific Commemorative Contest 
sponsored by the Northern Virginia Control 
Line Association near Washington, D.C. 

Keep your letters, newsletters, and photos 
coming. For a reply, please enclose a self-ad
dressed, stamped envelope. Jim Alaback, 
12366 N acido Drive, San Diego, CA 92128. a: 

Dick Mayerat with his 1936 Loutrei/GHQ Sportster, when it was under construction, showing the antique gas 
model's framework. He eventually used a K&B .40 and R/C assist in the model. 
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By Randy Randolph 

W
hile shopping with my wife in 
the sewing/craft department of 
a WalMart store, I saw a 31/2 
ounce tube of cement called 

"Bond 527." F rankly, I can see no differ
ence between it and Duco or Ambroid (oth
er than the color of Ambroid). If you are 
like me and u se a lot of model airplane ce
ment in a lot of places where there is no 
possibility of contacting glow fue l , this 
stuff is for you . The price is less than half 
that of those mentioned and it is thick 
enough to need a little thinning with ace
tone, which makes it even less expensive! 
We old timers love the fragrance of model 
airplane cement in the shop. 

On the subject of old t imers: every so of
ten I mention the name Dereck Woodward. 
For those of you who are unfamiliar with 
Dereck, I thought I'd take a minute or two 
and tell you about him. He is a Brit, whore
tired from the RAF and migrated to this 
country a few years ago . Dereck is very well 
known as the author of the popular "Week
end Pilot" series that h as appeared in RC 
Model World for a long, long time, as well 
as other English and American publications 
circulated all over the world. The first three 

pictures represent some of Dereck's work 
and give you an idea of what kind of a guy 
h e really is! 

The good thing about Dereck, other than 
his funny accent, is the fact that he truly is 
a small airplane man! Even though he has 
slipped over the fence and built the occa
sional .40 powered airplane now and then , 
he is truly a died-in-the-wool small airplane 
m an. Some ten or fifteen years ago he and 
one of his fellow contributors, Peter Miller , 
started the Small Model Association (SMA) 
in Britain where it became quite popular. It 
was the SMA that prompted me, along with 
Joe Wagner to found SMALL, the Small 
Model Airplane Lovers League! 

Whereas the SMA is a "Non Organizat ion" 
with "Non Members ," SMALL is totally or
ganized, copyrighted and ruled by its by
laws which state that it will have no rules! 
Although it has no rules, it is governed by a 
Precept. That Precept dictates that any and 
all power sources may be used to power a 
small model airplane as long as such power 
source is no larger than a .26 cubic inch dis
placement glow engine. The single exception 
is .36 c.i.d. for Control Line operation. Now 
you know the true history of SMALL. 

A question answered 
A question about the PAW Texaco .09 was 

raised on the SMALLnet a while back and 
brought out a few words of wisdom from 
Dave Larkin (e-mail dslarkin@igs .net). 

''The 'Texaco' PAW's are available only (as 
far as I know) in .09 and .15 sizes. These can 
be ordered with and without muffiers. As far 
as I knew the only mod from a standard en
gine was the fitting of a (non-RIC) small bore 
carb-at least that was all I requested when 
I asked PAW to do these engines. However, 
the current Texaco engines I have in stock 
(0.09s) have a single ball race and a single ex
haust layout just like the 0.049 Joe described. 

"But that .049 is not a ' Texaco'. It is a 
'Classic'. As you recall SAM rule makers/ 
voters are not very flexible on the subject of 
allowing diesels in the half-A events, so if we 
fly those events we normally have to put up 
with cantankerous needle valves and Cox 
engines, in the interest of'leveling the play
ing field'. 

"The only exceptions of which I am 
aware are our 'Bob Gordon ' event at the 
Eastern Canada Open in Gananoque in 
August , and in Florida t hey have an Open 
V2A Texaco event. 

This is one of Dereck Woodward 's "simple models" (above left)! An O.S . . 25 
powers the 3-pound model. A bunch of Little Bits (above right) , one .046 pow
ered, and the 3f4 scales with .02s. Tony Mizzan's twin Lazy Bee (below left). The 

two Speed 280s were just barely enough to fly the airplane. Tony's 40-inch span 
"winter ai rplane" (below right) flies beautifully with an AP29 on six 600 mAh cells 
and a 6-inch prop in cold weather, but in the summer it needs a little more urging. 
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"The PAW .049 'Classic' was an engine de
veloped as a Mills 0.75 (0.046 cu. i.n) substi
tute. In other words it was de-tuned to make 
it as easy as possible to start and adjust, the 
attributes for which the Mills is so rightly fa
mous. Of course this does make it a very eco
nomical engine to use. And, as (unlike the 
Mills) it does not have sub piston induction, 
an RIC throttle can be fitted successfully. I 
have several of these, and those I sold are 
very popular with their owners, because they 
are such sweethearts to handle. 

"I brought some in with two ball races, 
just for the heck of it, and also had quite a 
few specially-made, bored-out 0.060 capaci
ty. I flew my water/land Tomboy for some 
time with a PAW 100 (0.060) Classic and a 
9-4 prop. It went well and was very quiet . 

"It would appear that the current Texaco 
engines (at least the 09) have the same port
ing system as the Classic. I don't have a 0.15 
in stock at the moment, so can't vouch for 
that, but I'll ask Gig Eiffiander or Eric Clut
ton at the next opportunity. As for a 0.19 
Texaco PAW-l've never heard of one . But 
that doesn't mean they don't exist. PAW is 
not very good about keeping their represen
tatives abreast of current de\·elopments, 
and there could be an 0. 19 out there that I 
don't know about. Again. r ll ask. (Inciden
tally they now make a stranded control line 
wire as well as engines. 

"It is sad that the 0.049 and 0.060 Classics 
are no longer made, though I might ha\·e one 
or two left, but it has to be said that the cur
rent PAW 0.049 and 0.060 :'.1k are so user
friendly that some of the rationale for the 
Classic has disappeared. When my Herr Aqua 
Star kit arrives, I intend to fi t a P_-\ W 0.06 .. ." 

An insidious phenomena 
Sooner or later everyone who uses 

rechargeable batteries will run into the 
problem of Black Wire corrosion. Here are 
some definitive answers about the problem 
from Red Scholefield (e-mail Red's RIC Bat
tery Clinic redscho@gnv.fdt.net): 

"The black wire syndrome is an occur
rence in battery packs (Ni-Cds) where the 
negative wire becomes corroded (turns from 
shiny copper to blue-black). This is the re
sult of either a shorted cell in the pack, the 
normal wear-out failure mode of Ni-Cds, or 
cell reversal when a pack is left under load 
for an extended period. 

"The sealing mechanism of an Ni-Cd cell 
depends to some degree on maintaining a 
potential across the seal interface. Once this 
potential goes to zero, the cell undergoes 
what is called creep leakage. With other 
cells in a pack at some potential above zero 
the leakage (electrolyte) is "driven" along 
the negative lead. It can travel for some dis
tance making the wire impossible to solder 
and at the same time greatly reducing its 
ability to carry current-and even worse, 
makes the wire somewhat brittle. 

"A switch left on in a plane or transmitter 
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A Pfeffer .06 cc side port diesel powers this Bee Tween. De reck says it is short of power, but a delightfu l en
gine anyway. Dereck, by the way, created Britain's SMA along with fellow conspirator Peter Mi ller. 

for several months can cause this creepage 
to go all the way to the switch itself, de
stroying the battery lead as well as the 
switch harness. 

"There is no cure. The affected lead, con
nector , and/or switch harness must be re
placed. This leakage creep takes time so peri
odic inspection of the packs, making sure that 
there are no shorted cells, insures against the 
problem. The cells should also be inspected for 
any evidence of white powder (electrolyte 
mixed with carbon dioxide in the air to form 
potassium carbonate). In humid conditions 
this can revert back to mobile electrolyte free 
to creep along the negative lead. 

"Some 'salting' as this white powder is re
ferred to, does not necessarily mean that the 
cell has leaked. There may have been some 
slight amount of residual electrolyte left on 
the cell during the manufacturing process. 
This can be removed with simple household 
vinegar and then washed with water after 
which it is dried by applying a little warmth 
from your heat gun .. . " 

Red is one of the real experts when it comes 
to batteries and his advice is always good! 

From the Alps 
This column has mentioned Tony Mizzan 

before and we like to think of him as our 
S'>';tzerland connection. Tony writes for the 
Italian magazine, Modelissimo, and among 
other things does kit reviews for that maga
zine. Like a lot of us SMALL members, he 
likes electric power and the picture of his twin 
Lazy Bee is an example. The one pictured is 
powered by two Speed 280 motors spinning 
4.5-2 Cox props . It is also powered by one 
Speed 400 motor with a 5-3 or 6-3 prop. He 
reports the performance is marginal with the 
280s but just fine with the 400. Overall 
weight is about 17 ounces. Tony also writes: 

" .. . I am partly known in Italy to be in the 
small model gang. I design and build small 
models of necessity-they do cost almost 
nothing and are quite inexpensive to fly . 
Some years ago I had to go small for the 
simple reason that I was bringing some 
models to fly at each of my work sites. If too 
big they were not allowed as h and carried 
luggage on planes, or could not enter into 
my Puch Haflinger 4-wheel drive field car. 
A Haflinger is the only non-amphibian car 

which can cross a rice paddy or a monsoon 
drenched muddy field! " 

Tony allows that they had a heat wave in 
Switzerland this summer! I wonder if it could 
have topped the weather here in Texas? 

Like minds 
A short while back I mentioned the fact 

that the old Goldberg Lil Rascal, scaled up 
a bit, would make a good looking small RIC 
airplane. It seems that Dave Thornburg had 
been thinking the same thing and sent me a 
copy of the original plans for that long out
of-print airplane. Dave is really one heck of 
a guy. If you didn't read his article about the 
Bird of Time in the September issue, go back 
and read it. While you're at it, pick up a copy 
of his book "Do You Speak Model Airplane?" 
too. Dave writes with a flair that is enter
taining, informative and very readable! He 
is one of the real pros in this field dominat
ed by us amateurs! 

One last thing 
Before leaving I must tell you of the fun I 

have been h aving with a Herr Aqua Star 
seaplane. It is a very nice, gentle and very 
controllable a irplane when flown from water 
with its wing floats attached, and a very 
clean and frisky airplane when flown from 
land with the floats removed. This is truly 
an all-terrain airplane! Herr's new Star
Cruiser for lfzA power looks like a winner 
too! Good for you, Tom! a: 

The new Herr Aqua Star is at home on land as well 
at sea. This one is sitt ing in the middle of a Texas 
lake that dried up in this summer's bl istering heat! 
Norvel's .061 Big Mig is a perfect power source. 
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By Dean Pappas 

H
aving just put a new plane in the 
air, a few things have come to 
mind, about the nature of "mak
ing friends" with a new airplane, 

and then trimming it out (first you make 
friends with it, then you try to change it!). 
To begin with, it takes a while to trim out 
one of these Pattern machines, even when 
working from other peoples' observations of 
the same design. Patience counts, and that's 
a problem when all you want to do is get 
back to solid practice. 

Secondly, a re-discovery: I really enjoy fig
uring out how to get the last bit of perfor
mance out of a new plane. Just this last Sat
urday, I found myself blotting out the entire 
world, just concentrating on figuring out the 
trim characteristics of my new Prophesy. It's 
going to be a good airplane. That part of 
trimming is a lot like serious practice. When 
you are doing it right, there is a high level 
of concentration. That kind of effort always 
pays off. An impeccably set up airplane is 
not only a joy to fly, it's also true that hav
ing such a plane is one of the things that sep
arate our precision aerobatics event from 
merely "3-D-ing'' about. 

So much for an opening observation. This 
month, I would like to talk about YS four-cy
cle engine setups, a little bit about their ex
haust systems, and then talk about the re
lationship between the judges' guide and 
maneuver descriptions. Judging by the talk 
that I have heard, the Pattern community 
and NSRCA are sneaking up on revising the 
way we train judges. It's exciting, a little 
confusing, and this Winter/Spring will also 
be time for almost everyone in the country 
to re-certify as NSRCAjudges, as a result of 
the new AMA rules. 

As you may remember from last month, I 
had been experimenting with a larger vol
ume pipe/muffler on the YS 140 four-stroke . 
As I reported, the results were favorable, 
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with the reduced back pressure improving 
throttle linearity, horsepower and noise 
quality. It seems that a few other experi
menters out there have discovered that the 
header pipe is also a major source of restric
tion . They had also reported a drop in run
ning temperatures with a bigger diameter. 
This was with the stock muffler/pipe. 

The drag racing experience says this: if 
you put bigger diameter exhaust headers on 
the engine, you may have to run the mixture 
richer (not a problem for us, we adjust it al
most every day) and you don't need as much 
camshaft duration in order to get horsepow
er. A bigger diameter header more com
pletely pulls exhaust gases out of the cylin
der, and cold mixture in. As a matter of fact, 
you may even throw away some fresh mix
ture with the exhaust. The exhaust valve 
likes the temperature reduction. The reason 
for describing this interaction is that the YS 
cam is, in general terms, a rather mild one. 
An exhaust header the same diameter as the 
exhaust valve is "about right". 

The experimenters were all in the five
eighths inch diameter neighborhood (for 
practical reasons). I suspect that a seven
sixteenths inch (11 mm) header will be just 
about right. The other thing that the race 
car taught us was the accordion style head
er material is bad. The exhaust wants to 
flow in a smooth piece of pipe. 

We will try to keep you all appraised as to 
what goes on on the exhaust front. Mean
while, Hattori has released a new pipe, very 
similar in appearance to the #675 item that 
was discontinued a year or so ago: the new 
#692 has a one and three-eighths inch di
ameter like the earlier "big" pipe, and has 
similar mounting lugs. The new item is 
longer than the old one, although I haven't 
seen one. I assume that most of the length 
is taken up in the first "expansion chamber". 
That should give the benefits we talked 

about without being a packaging problem, 
like the 140 two-stroke pipe I am using. 

According to Futaba USA, the new pipe 
should be in the country just about the time 
you read this. A Futaba part number (nec
essary for ordering) does not yet exist. Rick 
Mattie, at Futaba USA, also tells me that 
the copper washers that go under the head
er, in order to protect the cylinder head are 
now in stock. The other thing this washer 
does is help prevent breakage of the little 
flange on the header. 

As you may have heard, YS is introducing 
a new 140 four-cycle, the 140 "L" (for limit
ed). Word is that it will t urn the same props 
as the "FZ" about three-hundred rpm faster, 
and has the new YS soft mount built-in 
rather than included. Pictures, in the Euro
pean press from the European Continental 
Championship show that the center boss of 
the rear engine mount is cast directly into 
the carburetor housing. One supposes that 
the screws that hold the carburetor on are 
bigger, now. Also. the carb housing has a 
boss cast-in for one end of the damper. On 
top of all this, there is supposed to be either 
more compression. or more boost. Reports 
from the EC said that the engine was not 
temperamental. or harsh sounding. The 
price tag will go up. I guess it depends upon 
how well the Yen is defended in the mone
tary exchange market. 

The care and feeding of these engines (ex
hausts aside) is an area of needless mys
tery. The problem is that there is a fair 
number of people out there who have en
gines that run, and run reliably, but are not 
as strong as they might be, or that have in
consistent idle speeds. The scenarios that 
are the most important to address go like 
this: 1) The engine has a lways run well, but 
after half a season, or so, it is down on pow
er. You just can't get the same rpm numbers 
that others claim with the same props, and 

Here is the Y.S. 1.40 FZ with the optional vibe
dampening mount, as it was introduced at the '98 
Toledo Expo (at left). The shock absorber (above) is 
an integral component of the mounting system in re
moving the bang out of the tremendous shaking 
around these motors typically do at idle. 
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even if you do, the "grunt" in the vertical up 
lines just isn't there. 2) The engine runs 
great , but the regulator requires periodic 
"leaning out" and the transition gets rich or 
unpredictable especially when the engine is 
loaded with a big prop. 3) If you set the nee
dle valve a bit rich, everything is fine, but a 
little bit more, and all of a sudden , the fuel 
economy gets horrible, even though the en
gine runs just fine. 

Any of this sound familiar? The pressure 
fed YS has some unique characteristics. To 
begin with, as the piston and its ring wear 
out, a small amount of combustion pressure 
gets into the crankcase. Up to a certain 
point, the fuel pressure regulator can take 
care of it. Beyond that, things get silly. This 
situation can occur pretty easily if one of two 
things happen: the first is not enough lube 
in the fuel , the second is running lean er 
than necessary in order to get a tiny bit of 
extra performance. 

YS recommends twenty percent lubricant, 
and I am here to tell you that they are not ly
ing. Back when I ran the earliest "FS" ver
sions, and my modified "AC" versions, fifteen 
percent synthetic oil was good enough to get 
two full seasons of flying out of a piston. ring, 
and liner. Of course, this was accomplished 
by never setting the needle valve lean. My 
AC's were modified by putting the old FS pis
ton in them. The YS piston is hourglass 
shaped (Figure A). This mean s that the 
only areas that contact the cylinder wall are 
two narrow bands at the top and at the bot 
tom of the piston. That's not much area. com
pared to the earlier FS piston, with straight 
sides. This reduction is for good reason , 
that's how the crankcase volume was re
duced and the boost increased, but the price 
was the need for lots of oil , and a shortened 
wear life under certain conditions. 

Overly large propellers are a problem, but 
everyone seems to be apprised of that, now. 
The FZ 140 actually has camshaft timing 
that does not like to be run at less than 
eight-thousand rpm, on the ground. I am 
sure that this is intentional. Heavy loads 
lead to piston rocking. The rocking is what 
wears the bands at the top and bottom of 
the piston, and as a result, the ring does not 
sit squarely against the cylinder wall. That 
means compression loss. This is the reason 
that the "grunt" goes out of an engine, be
fore it can easily be determined to be worn
out. It is also the reason why the real good 
running compression does not come back, 
after many re-builds . Was the ring r e
placed, or the piston and the ring. You want 
to replace both. 

A lot of people set the needle valve by 
peaking and then opening the needle in or
der to back off a set number of rpm. I tend 
to hear two-hundred to three-hundred, for 
this figure. I suspect that this amounts to 
running leaner than necessary. I have al
ways started from a definitely rich setting, 
and worked in very slowly, until the rich 
gurgling h as stopped. I am sure that this is 
more than a quarter turn away from peak, 
and in most conditions, it is closer to half a 
turn open from peak. The reason that I 
avoid running anywhere near a peaked nee
dle setting is this: a glow-ignition engine 
does not fire at a well-defined point of the 
crankshaft rotation. It fires pretty early, but 
takes a while to get burning strongly. Every 
so often, the mixture fires quickly, or earli
er, because tiny temperature variations con
trol this behavior. 
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Leaning the Y.S. motor too much , or running fuel with less than 20% oil will cause the motor to break down 
sooner than you might think. Because the middle of a Y.S. piston is of a smaller diameter than the top, very 
little surface area is left to keep it stabilized during its ride up and down the sleeve. Rocking can occur causing 
the critical (minimal) areas above and below the ring to wear away, significantly reducing the normal life 
expectancy of the piston, ring and sleeve. 

If a glow-ignition engine is set anywhere 
near peak, and the compression is high 
enough , then there will be pre-ignition. Pre
ignition puts huge rocking loads on the pis
ton. and that's what leads to the short wear 
life referred to in scenario #1. The horse
power loss is perplexing, as the engine runs 
fine otherwise, and may even be its "old self' 
when the weather cools. Adding nitro in or
der to make up the deficit just makes the 
pre-ignition problem worse. I have heard en
gines with the "horsepower depreciation" 
problem referred to as being cooked . 

If the engine has been run gently, and 
the compr ession is at the end of its life, 
then scenario #2 will fit better. Scenario #3 
is just a fact of life with a crankcase pres
surized engine . The regulator m akes it 
much better than it would otherwise be. I 
can remember crankcase pressurized Fox 
.36 on Flite Streaks suddenly quitting be
cause I'd got the needle a few clicks too rich. 
They would quit as if falling off of a cliff. 
One click too rich ... 

I noticed the economy with my #1 engine 
reduce when I took it out of the ten-pound, 
fourteen ounce Ariel, and put it into a nine
and-half pound Prophesy. Of course I set 
the needle just a little richer, I didn't need 
that last bit of power! The result: an engine 
that used to barely finish two patterns on 
twenty ounces would burn fourteen ounces 
out of a sixteen-ounce tank. An eighth of a 
turn on the needle got the economy back. 
That's probably the ideal needle setting, be
cause it's where I had enough to pull the 
heavier ship . 

Running too close to peaked, on a regular 
basis, subjects the whole engine to "pinging" 
or pre-ignition. It is this writer's opinion 
that even the valve seats get beaten up, and 
don't seal under running pressure, as well 
as they might. The rear crankshaft bearing 
loosens up under this kind of shock loading, 
and that has to add a lot of drag to crank
shaft rotation. In extreme cases, the crank-

shaft moves enough to break teeth on the 
camshaft. Long before breakage, there has 
to be a lot of friction going on. 

Running the engine hard just "takes to top 
off' of it . I would r ecommend twenty or 
twenty-five percent nitro, and no more, with 
the stock compression . Try to keep the 
ground rpm in the mid eight thousands: this 
means a 15-12 or 15-13 narrow prop. Both 
props are big performers, without resorting 
to nitro. Enough about engines . 

A brief word on judging 
A lot of talk among those involved with 

the NSRCA Judge Certification Program 
centers on making the book more explicit, 
and relying less on the judge trainee "con
necting the dots" between the general sec
tion and the many possible downgrades for 
all t he many maneuvers. There are also 
missing pieces to that general section. A 
workable definition of what is recognized as 
the maneuver in question is needed. Anoth
er way of stating this: "How many points 
does an eight-point roll have to have, before 
it is no longer an eight point roll?" Hey! 
That sort of begs the question. The AMA 
rules for the Controline Stunt guys actual
ly recognize any break from level flight (at 
the a ppropriate time in the pattern) as a 
maneuver attempt, and reward it with a 
non-zero score. Out of forty, they would 
award a ten. I guess they would do the same 
with a flopped Stall Turn. Maneuver cen
tering falls into this category: the simple 
calculation described in the general portion 
of the judges guide is too much work for all 
but well-practiced judges, and as a result 
people are requesting guidelines for center
ing downgrades based on the individual ma
neuver descriptions. It sounds like a whole 
lot of memorization to me, but I'm sure it 
will also work. 

What's your opinion? Let us know, either 
here, at FM, or on the Internet Forum. See 
you next month . . . a: 
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T
hank a cracked spar for the Laser 
200. It was the monoplane that top
pled the almost complete dominance 
of the Pitts Special biplane in Amer

ican lAC (International Aero Club) competi
tion, and ultimately in air shows. It was the 
airplane and pilot that sparked aerobatic 
monoplanes of all types, full-size and their 
RIC counterparts in just about every size 
from freeflight peanut up to 40%+ scale. 

That fortuitous crack was discovered in 
the wood spar of Leo Loudenslager 's 
Stephens Akro, the plane he h ad been using 
in aerobatic competition from 1971 through 
1974. Pecking away at it in th e hope of a 
simple fix, he found that major surgery 
would be in order . The choice was a lmost a 
foregone conclusion. Build a new plane. 

He hadn't been that satisfied with t he 
Stephens' performance and response, even 
though he used it to fly to fi r st place at his 
first aerobatic meet, a local event flown in 
Brookhaven , N .Y. in 1971. Probably some
time during that 4-year period, he began 
concocting a formul a for the plane that could 
win him the National Championship. The 
failed spar gave him the excuse to try it out. 

One of the very first flights in the newly completed 
Laser(at right, top) sometime during the early Fall of 
1975. This was the original blue scheme, minus some 
of the detail added later. One of the rarest sights at 
any air show was two Lasers, periorming at the same 
time (below). It occurred on an annual basis at the 
Sussex Airshow, held at the Sussex Airport where 
both Loudenslager and his friend Jim Roberts based 
their planes. Roberts built his in 1978. He didn't use 
plans, but measured Loudenslager's inch by inch. 
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Written By: Frank Fanelli with Jim Roberts, 

Mike Stendor and Bud Storms 

It was a dream that came true, and in the process, 
had a profound effect on the world of modeling. 

After the crack was discovered in Febru
ary 1975, he brought together the crew that 
helped build the new plane by the summer 
of 1975, and baptize it with its first flight in 
September 1975. Jim Roberts had been his 
friend and partner in the Stephens, and was 
also competing. Bud Storms, a lifelong avia
tion enthusiast , modeler, and engineer, was 
recruited to draw up the necessary shapes 
and ensure the structural integrity of the 
plane. Joe Oshinski Jr. was the engine man. 

The formula went something like this. 
Keep the Stephens wing, with its NACA 
23012 airfoil, but modify it slightly by mov
ing the high point of the camber forward a 

little. Lighten , lighten. lighten , and lighten 
some more. Finally, modify the tail surfaces 
for some more muscle and stability. 

Some have charged that the Laser 200 was 
nothing more than the original Akro modi
fied. But the only thing that was used of the 
original10LL (the FAA aircraft registration 
Loudenslager used) was its tail cone, and 
even that was modified. His Akro now re
sides disassembled in John Neumeister's 
garage, ready fo r res toration. In fact, the 
first Laser 200 shared only the wing design 
of the Akro, and a portion of the fuselage 
frame, aft of the cockpit. 

The main design target was to literally 

A 'Ia scale Laser sits beside the real one at Sussex Airport. Though he wasn't a modeler himself, Leo did judge 
several TOG's. His wife, Susan, said that when he saw so many Laser models, he felt like he was being cloned. 
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Jim Roberts (L) and Leo Loudenslager (R) were 
good friends (above) from the time they met at 
Rochester Airport in 1968. They shared an interest in 
aerobatic competition and air shows and were at first 
partners in the original Laser until Jim built his own 
in 1978, and both started flying air shows (at right) . 

build the plane around Leo. With only the 
bottom half of the rear fuselage frame com
plete Bud Storms fashioned a fabric cockpit 
seat and sat Leo in it. Then they measured 
what it would take to put a canopy only an 
inch above his head, and the offset distance 
around his shoulders . With these measure
ments they were ready to fabricate the tu r
tledeck behind the cockpit. 

Storms drew up the top turtledeck former 
just behind the headrest , and figured the rear 
turtledeck former just forward of the vertical 
fin . Then he figured the intervening formers 
between them, much like you would do for the 
ribs in a tapered wing. He drew them on some 
plain wrapping paper, again not unlike what 
some modelers do. Aluminum angle was used 
to fashion the ribs. As he says, it worked like 
a dream because everything fit the first time 
and nothing had to be changed. 

By the way, if you ever look for the origi
nal Laser plans, th ere aren't any. Outside of 
the former drawings, everything else was 
sketches drawn primarily by Loudenslager. 
with some by Jim Roberts and Bud torms. 
As a matter offact, when Roberts decided to 

build a companion Laser in 1978, he simply 
measured every last detail on Louden
slager's plane, and wrote it down on a yel
low legal pad. 

Then they had to fashion the canopy. It 
started life as a pure acrylic bubble, but was 
sawn in half and a lightweight frame put 
around it. Compared to the bubble canopy of 
the Akro, the new Laser canopy was seven 
times lighter. The Akro canopy weighed 26 
pounds, while the Laser canopy was only 
31/z. And not to mention the cleanup in drag, 
so the plane won on both counts in this area. 

:'dore airfr ame dieting came in the form 
of the turtledeck for mers, th e fuselage 
tringers, the tail group, the forward fuse

lage, and most especially the engine. Each 
turtledeck former h ad lightening holes 
depth drilled only part way to shed a little 
weight, bu t not decrease strength. Some 
\·e ry thin, probably 0.015, 7075 T6 alu
minum skin was recruited to skin the tur
tledeck because of its hardness and strength 
compared to its light weight. But it wasn 't 
easy working with this stuff. It was so hard 
they had to anneal (soft en with heat ) every 

After the loops, snaps and rolls were over in late October 1975, 
these five men became the U.S. National lAC team {above) that 
went on to compete in Czechoslovakia for the world title. From L to R 
they are: Bob Carmichael, Leo, Kermit Weeks, Chip Melton, and 
Henry Haigh. It was Loudenslager's first national title, and he leads 
the team (at right) from Sussex Airport on their way to Kennedy. 
Weather detained them at Sussex until a break got them enroute. 
Once there, the planes were disassembled and shipped in a 747. 

FLYING MODELS 

spot where they had to drill for a rivet. In 
t ime each drill hole would re-harden. 

On t he Akro, the tail was 49 pounds . 
When the tail on the Laser was finished, it 
had been pared down to 21. And, it had also 
been reshaped. The vertical and horizontal 
stabs h ad more area added for more stabili
ty as well as maneuverability. Plus the hin
geline on the Laser was changed. Wherever 
possible, all over the aircraft, each frame 
tube was assessed for its load carrying re
quirement, and if possible, replaced with a 
smaller diameter , lighter tube. 

The engine was the biggest weight offend
er, and Joe Oshinski Jr. went to work on the 
Lycoming AEI0-320. First , all the optional 
engine accessories were deleted, like the 
starter motor and generator . Then every last 
piece of extraneous aluminum was shaved 
off. Lobes where accessories would be 
mounted were pared off. The oil sump was 
replaced with a flat sheet of aluminum. 

Aerodynamically the plane needed to be as 
clean as possible. The cowl area especially was 
a t arget for a makeover. Some nondescript 
spare engine cowl was located, and elected to 
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Leo Loudenslager:S Beautiful Obsession 

Loudenslager periodically tore down the plane in 
the off season to check it out. Mike Stendor came on 
board in 1982 as his mechanic (above) and designed 
the first Bud Light scheme he is applying. Mike said 
the teardowns were necessary because Leo went 
through a fa ir share of G meters. The Lycoming 
AEI0-320 engine (at right) was more than the ad
vertised 200 hp because it had been "tricked out". 

be the basis for the Laser's front end. The goal 
was to make the front area as small as possi
ble, and tightly wrap the cowl around the 
pared down engine. The only thing that didn't 
fit were the cylinder heads, which accounts for 
the characteristic cowl bumps. 

Even though the wing was sheeted with 
wood, th ere were very mild, almost unno
ticeable sags between the r ibs , something 
similar to the rib "bumps" on MonoKote cov
ered, unsheeted model wings. To fix the 
problem, a lightweight slurry of epoxy and 
microballoons were troweled on the wing 
skin between the wings , and then pared 
away with a large squeegee. 

Most of this transpired in the basement 
and garage of Loudenslager's Sussex Coun
ty, N.J. home. When things began to take 
larger shape, they moved to a hangar at Ko
belt Airport in Wallkill , N.Y. but unfriendly 
airport management forced them to consid
er another place, and so they ended up at 
Sussex Airport where the story of the 
Laser's rise in aerobatic history began, and 
contributed to what has also become proba
bly the best and most important small air 
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show in the country, the Sussex Airshow. 
By the time of the first flight in September 

1975, the plane weighed 840 pounds, com
pared to theAkro's 856-pound empty weight. 
It had a 100-square foot wing, with a loading 
of 10 pounds/square foot, and could cruise at 
170 mph compared to the Akro's 155. The 
first flight was almost anti-climatic, going so 
smoothly without any glitches. 

That last sentence is a gross understate
ment. The U.S. National Championships 
took place in Texas from October 22-26 that 
year, and with a plane only a little more than 
a month old, Loudenslager won the first of 
his seven National Championships, and 
launched the legend of the Laser and himself. 

It was intensive practice over the flat 
onion and sod farm fields of Pine Island, N.Y. 
that prepared him, as well as the coaching of 
Roberts and Storms who observed from the 
fields below. Sussex Airport was a short dri
ve away, and they would meet there after 
each flight to critique the performance. 

The plane continued to evolve, in a variety 
of ways, though nothing major. The aerody
namic aileron spade balances were added 

within a year and designed and built by 
Storms. Later on, Leo changed the ailerons to 
the configuration on Jim Roberts' Laser. 
They had a thick leading edge which pro
truded above and below the camber of the 
wing's trailing edge, and helped re-attach the 
airflow to the wing, besides rolling the plane 
much more quickly. Plus they were longer. 

Not long after the first Championship, 
wing tip smoke was added. Mounts for the 
smoke grenades were attached, and a lan
yard was run into the cockpit, to pull the pin 
on the grenades . The aerodynamic spades 
continued to evolve until the articluated de
sign of later years. Of course the paint 
scheme changed also from the original blue 
with gold trim, to the first Bud Light 
scheme, then to the later one. 

And how did the Laser 200 get its name? 
Well, the 200 is easy to figure, referring to the 
Continental 0-200 engine, but the "Laser" 
came from an early Canadian air show fan 
who remarked that the plane's flight and 
speed made it look like a blue light laser. The 
rest is aviation and modeling hsitory, much 
to the delight of millions of people. a: 

Rolled out of the garage at Loudenslager's New Jersey home in 1975 (at left), the welded fuselage was 
ready for covering. Maintenance was meticulous on the aircraft, because it was a literal question of life and 
death. Only the best methods like the multiple clamping (above) of glued wood parts were used. 
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Mr. Aerobatics 
- By Frank Fanelli 

with Susan Loudenslager 

T he road to World Aerobatic Champion 
didn't start where you might expect it 
to. It really started with yach t racing 

in Columbus, Ohio. 
As incongruous as that sounds, it was the 

racing that fired up the competit ive streak 
in Leo Loudenslager . And his father. so -up
portive of his son, nur tured t he spark. I 
seems that this supposedly land-locked area 
had a whole series of man-made lakes a 
fostered this race. Leo's whole family was lll 

volved, but it was his father who really ·ep: 
the fire stoked. 

From that point, the turn to a'iation p 0... 
ably occurred sometime during his stin · • e 
Air Force. He was a mechanic on B-525 dur
ing the mid-1960s, and caught the ~ing b -~ 
when he saw his first air show. He jomeci ±e 
base's flying club and started taking l = :JS 

From th at point on, his single-mi.I:idedness 
took over. His goal was to compe:e m aero
batics and earn a li'ing at a'iatio::. He too
over the graveyard shift. wor · g a: ::tgh;: 
on the B-52s. During the day he wor;.ed a: 
a local gas station to pay for ~in e and 
additional ratings. 

Somewhere along the line, he also man-

Nothing was left to chance before a performance, 
and Leo often walked through the entire sequence 
(above) in a rehearsal before he flew . The first aero
batic aircraft he competed with , a Stephens Akro (at 
right) just couldn't do what he wanted . This plane still 
exists but is in need of restoration. 

FLYING MODELS 

aged to find some time to work at the local 
base FBO. By the time he was 21-and now 
out of th e Air Force-he was pretty much 
running the FBO, had all his ratings, and 
was ready to get on board with an airline. 

Doing his research before applying, he 
discovered that college was a requirement, 
and though a very impatient student
school had bored him, and he left high school 
early-he went back to a community college 
to get his Associate's degree . 

You get some idea of the intense focus of 
the person when you consider this time in 
his life. School, still working at the gas sta
tion. still working at the FBO. 

At 22. in 1968, he applied to American 
Airlines, without the benefit of military pi
lot training and experience, but he was 
hired. probably one of the youngest pilots 
e\'er hired by a major airline. 

One goal was fulfilled , the airlines. But 
the other, aerobatic competition was still 
smoldering. He began talking with the late 
~Iargaret Ritchie, who with Clayton 
Stephens was developing the Stephens 
Akro. and eventually built the one he start
ed to compete with in 1971. 

During this same time frame he met Jim 
Roberts. a fe llow American pilot, and the two 
became partners in a shared goal of aerobat
ic competition. Jim picked up a Stits Play
bo). and the two of them, now based in the 
_ ·ew York area, moved to Greenwich, Conn. 

The planes were hangared at Waterbury
Oxford airport , in south-central Connecti
cu . but the flak started almost right away. 
_ ·ei hbors in this posh rural area began 
complaining about the noise of their practice 

·ghts . The airport management was none 
too friendly to their plight, and eventually 
told them to leave. 

That was 1973, and the search began for 
a friendl ier atmosphere. One place high on 
the list was the area just west of Warwick, 
~.Y. It was a very flat floodplain of the Wall
kill River, and grew onions and sod. Criss
crossed by the geometry of the fields , it was 
a perfect practice site. Sparsely populated, 
away from airways, and near several small 
airports , it looked like the ideal place. 

.-\nd it was. It was then that Loudenslager 
launched on the Laser 200 , met Paul Styger, 
:he owner of Sussex Airport, and based the 
plane there for almost 20 years until he 
mo,·ed to Tennessee. It was here that he 
helped Styger launch the Sussex Airshow, 

probably the premier small air show in Amer
ica. He helped Styger recruit the who's who 
of aerobatic aviation. 

Names like Scholl, Franklin, Poberezny, 
Hilliard, Hoover , Brown, Boesch, Roberts 
and so many other air show icons showed up 
here not singly, but as a group! A small air 
show like this could expect only one, maybe 
two at the most headline acts, but here 
everyone was a headliner. 

It was also here that the string of seven 
national championships, and the one world 
championship began. 

Mike Stendor came on board as Leo's me
chanic in 1982, and attests to the person. In 
Mike's words, Loudenslager was totally fo
cused, but that never detracted from his hu
manity. Despite that intensity he was never 
one to browbeat if things didn't work out. 
His only comment would be: "Well, we've got 
a problem, let's solve it." 

As long as you had his confidence, he ac
cepted and praised your performance. Sten
dor was the one who basically designed the 
first Bud Light paint scheme on the Laser, 
and had pretty much painted it before 
Loudenslager ever saw it. 

Walking into the hangar late one night, 
after an extended airline trip, Loudenslager 
saw the plane for the first time. His com
ment: a broad smile, and "Cool!" 

Air show demands put an end to his aero
batic competition, and eventually he bought 
his own airport in Tennessee, and moved 
planes and family there. It was a more cen
trallocation from which he could more eas
ily ferry the Laser to air shows all around 
the country. It was here that a new design 
started to take shape, something that would 
even more faithfully follow what he felt an 
airplane should and could do. 

Even there he always came back to Sus
sex, and missed only one year there, 1996, 
because the Budweiser sponsorship de
manded that he perform that same weekend 
at a much larger, major show. 

But, he was due back at Sussex in 1997 and 
was only a week away from flying his new 
plane, the Shark, when he had the traffic ac
cident that at first left him paralyzed, and ul
timately led to his death in August of 1997. 

Around Sussex, he was the hero, and for 
many good reasons. His accomplishments 
obviously, the person he was, and the enjoy
ment he brought to so many who watched 
his dance in the sky. a<: 
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F
unny how some things turn out bet
ter than you have any right to ex
pect. I mean considering where it all 
started, so I've got to tell you a story: 

Way back in the '30s, in the days when 
FLYING MODELS was FLYING ACES and 
Phineas Pinkham and Phillip Strange vied 
for attention with r ival aeromodel-fiction 
magazine Air Trails' hero Bill Barnes, an 
absolutely loveable little airplane burst on 
the scene . The brainchild of Henri Mignet, a 
clever French designer, Le Pou du Ciel cap
tured the hearts of model airplane fans and 
home-builders everywhere. English speak
ers quickly transliterated its name, liter al
ly, "Louse of the Heavens", to "Flying Flea." 

I had to have one. 
At fourteen, nothing is impossible. Work

ing only from magazine three-views I quick
ly sketched out how I'd go about building my 
own Flea. A trip to the sawmill up the road 
for basswood, spruce and plywood left me 
broke. Then , with no pocket money for 
movies or soda fountains in the near future, 
I had plenty of time to start building. 

Designer-builder Mignet had written a 
comprehensive book detailing exactly how to 
go about duplicating his wonderful machine. 
To me this was an unaffordable luxury. I 
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By Roy Clough Jr. 

Have your hamburgers and fly them too-their trays that 
is! This little electric freeflight builds from meat tray foam. 

Flea Flight at a glance 

Wing span top 

Wing span bottom 

Fuselage length 

Total wing area 

Wing chord , top and bottom 

Finished weight 

Wing loading 

Motor required 

Power required 

22% inches 

18 inches 

11 % inches 

163% square inches 

4 inches 

3 ounces 

2.2 ounces per square foot. 

Hiline Mini 6 or equivalent 

3 to 4 110 mAh cells 
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could sure as heck build model airplanes 
that flew. Something big enough for me to 
buzz around in was just a matter of nailing 
and gluing bigger sticks together until they 
matched the three-views! 

My version of the fuse lage was pretty 
much boxed in when disaster struck. It 
came in the shape of one of my Dad's bud
dies from WW I naval aviation days. Pete 
occasionally stopped at our garage on The 
Daniel Webster Highway. He would drink 
near -beer from the cooler with the bi 
chunk of ice floating in it and reminisce 
with Dad about F5L and HS2L flying boats. 
He showed immediate interest in my pro
ject. Flattered by his attention. I dragged 
out my sketch es and rattled on. I didn 't shut 
up until I noticed he was looking ,·ery seri
ous and biting h is lip. 

"What do you figure to use for power?· 

Power can come from a Hi line Mini 6 motor, or from 
one of Ken Bassett's little motors swinging a 6-inch 
plastic prop avai lable from Hiline (above). If any 
thrust angle is required for trimming, the motor mount 
can be til ted to the required setti ng. To help form the 
curvature of the bottom front end (at right) , the in
side surface of the sheet needs some triangular kerfs 
to allow the piece to bend more easily. They can be 
carefully cut in with a single edge razor, or they can 
be sanded in with a fine triangular file . 

FLYING MODELS 

I told him a friend was loaning me an Ex
celsior motorcycle engine. Somebody had al
ready fitted it with a propeller hub for an 
iceboat. I'd mount a surplus prop from Carl 
On's York , Pa., warehouse or whittle one 
out b,- hand. Pete shook his head. He turned 
to m;- Dad and said, "That damned thing 
might e\·en get off the ground. If it does it'll 
ei her spin or tuck under. Make the boy take 
an a-.;:e to it." 

\\"ell. got to tell you. When my Dad said 
-knock it off," you knocked it off. So much for 
the great Flying Flea project. A couple of 
years later-after le Pou had dug a few 
gra,·es across Europe-by tucking under 
just as Pete had warned, I felt better about 
Dad's judgment. 

till. the beautiful simplicity of Henri 
.lignet's concept always lingered some
where in the back of my mind. Once in a 
while I'd get the Flea hots and make a few 
sketches of alternate wing and control 
arrangements that retained the basic 
-right- look of that cute little original Flea. 

In th is right side view you can see the two charg
ing jacks on the side of the fuse lage (at left). To 
"switch" the motor on, one lead from the motor is 
placed over the rear jack to complete the circuit. Be
sides rounding the leading edge of the wings and a 
slight taper sanded into the trailing edge, the wing is 
essentially flat. The considerable dihedral is more no
ticeable in this head-on view (above). Despite its un
usual planform, the plane is exceptionally stable. 

One day in the 1980s, looking at a pictu re of 
an Easy Riser h ang glider I was inspired . 

Those of you who build biplanes are fa
miliar with the usual practice of rigging a 
degree or two more incidence into the lower 
wing. This different ia l, called "decalage," 
helps the tail surfaces balance out biplane 
thrust and drag forces. 

If h owever , we give a biplane considerable 
stagger, and reverse the usual decalage so 
that the lower wing operates at a negative 
angle to the upper, then the normal pitch
down moment can be nullified and a "tail
less" biplane becomes possible. 

With this in mind, I sketched out a Flea 
look-a like and assembled a non-flying mod
el to see how it felt in three dimensions . I 
used light and strong styr en e foam deli 
t rays to build my lit tle mock-up. A couple of 
control line model wheels were just the r ight 
size. Their weight was unimportant. It was
n't supposed to fly anyway. The finished job 
looked rather cute. I made a mental reser
vation t o get at it someday, set it atop the 
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Flea Flight 

bookshelf in my study and forgot it. 
A couple of years later, the roof leaked. 

Clambering around asphalting and nailing 
down shingles, I contemplated the gentle 
downward sweep of my back yard. When I 
went in out of the heat for a drink, I picked 
up the Flea ship, hefted it, and decided the 
heavy wheels made it balance about right. 
Why not? I took it up to the roof and not ex
pecting much, gave it a toss. Straight as an 
arrow, it glided the hundred-foot length of 
my back lawn. 

Well, it was no longer a mock-up, but a 
gliding model. If I swapped the weigh t of 
those heavy control-line wheels for an elec
tric motor and battery, it should fly just 
great. I did, and it did. 

- - ------ - - - - -

Construction 
Plans are pretty well detailed. That leaves 

mainly t ips for "how-to." Deli tray material 
is universally obta inable with your next 
pound of hamburger. You can wash used 
trays carefully, or maybe get a few clean 
ones for a smile and a thank you at your su
permarket meat counter. Trays come in sev
eral sizes and colors. Size codes like ("lOS") 
are often molded right in the center of oth
erwise smooth, flat areas of the trays. If this 
bugs you, razor-cut out the numbers, over
lay the hole on the smooth part of another 
tray, and cut a plug to fit . Color can make 
interesting color schemes with contrasting 
triangle, square, diamond or circle patches. 

If you are the patient type, epoxy, or some 

Before you finally glue the rear top wing cabane strut 
in place (at left) , test glide the plane and use the strut 
to adjust the model to a power-off, straight-ahead 
glide. Once you get that, glue the cabane in place. 
Lots of ways to set an adjustable rudder (above). Use 
aluminum hinges from soft drink cans, or some bell 
wire . Tweak the tab for a climbing counterclockwise 
turn under power. The tail skid is a teriyaki skewer. 

of the new "tacky" craft glues will do the job, 
but odorless CyA, which will not melt styro
foam , is neater and faster. When you need 
to splice between two pieces, say for a wing, 
you can get a rock-solidjoint by using a strip 
of %2 balsa in the seam and wicking in CyA. 

There are many small electric motors that 
will fly this 3-ounce, one square foot wing 
area plane. Use a battery of two to four 
75-110 rnA cells. 

Adjust for good straight-away glide, with 
just a hint of mush, power off, by moving the 
rear top wing cabane strut up or down before 
gluing it solid. Give the battery small charges 
at first. Tweak the rudder tab until, with a 
full charge, the plane climbs steadily in hun
dred-foot counter-clockwise circles. a<: 

Aliphatic or epoxy glues can hold everything together, but the foam compatible , odorless CyA adhesives will really speed building. 
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Styrofoam delicatessen trays make ternt•c ouuomg 

material for small models. Light, strong and easily 
worked with a sharp razor blade it sticks best with 
UFO CyA glue. 

The fact that some of these trays ho"e size codes 
molded r ight in the middle of them is no problem 

because i t is easy to cut the printing out and 
insert o smooth piece. 

Si nce the o;c t• oy1 t.t' '''" 111 vuttou , { o HJr s you 
co n work pol<. l• n ll In t o nil• u; ! PHI co lor sc hemes. 

Flea fli (jhl w ~l(l h lll ht u l 1 ,, .,m " ~ and it s 146 

squo ra ifl t h"" ut will !I •w hi{ c g•ves tl on 
envioblfl wt iiU lo tH iu• tJ dr1p•k it :t rela tively 

' h.,uvy' WHI I WJIJ" II t Wl 1 lru ( !1 0 11 . 

Taper troi ll nq t•dqt · • 

Note that rear 
cobone post is 
offset to clear 
wing joint 

'flea Flights' wing section is totally fl a t 

except for top - tapered trailing edge s 

and round noses. Cambered wing s 

might g ive a little more lift, but these 
flat sur! aces prove very stable for a 
'tailless' airplane that depends on 

'decaloge' -- -the difference in 
incidenc e o f the two wings to produce 
o nose - up dive recovery couple . 

Despite its more than somewhat 

resemblance t o the 'Flying flea ' of the 
30's, 'Flea Fl ight ' is much more closely 

related to the 'Easy Riser' hong glider 

whic h wa s la ter fitted with powerplont. 

[uPPI H WIN\; 1 -i r- 1 5/16 

Sec t ion 

There must be a dozen or more 
small motors suitable for this 

plane . Some ore sold as model 

ai r c raft powerptonts and some 
ore available a s 'surplus ' i tems 

Q) Then spring nose 

end t oge ther over 

bol:10 nose b lock 

lhtT 1eol ll t"H •e l t o 

s tro nq JO•nts bel wean 

ports modt" ol dell 
troya 111 o piec e o l 

1 like the Hiline Mini Si)(, but 

severa l o the r firm s offer --+--+-- 1-- ·-·,lc.<.•!L_. 
110 Mo. 

1/ J2 ba lsa in t he 

joint . 

IL--~~-~ 
1" 

Dihedral under 

each wingtip 

0, 2 3 . 56 

~ ~ ~ I I I 1 !!?I .j I I I I I I I I I a 1 2 r • t 7 8 9 10 , 1 12 ,J , .. 15 

Wheels ore plastic or balsa, glued too 

round bamboo terriyoki stick axle 
wh ich is free to rotate within o thinwolt 
plastic or rolled paper tube which is 
glued through fuselage sides . 

motors th a t will also do th e job. 

A good c ell siz e f or thi s plane is 
1 1 OMo. Use from 2 t o 4 o f them 

depending on your m ot or 

se lection . 

([> Flip over and cover fuselage undc rs •de 

Motor mount: 

1/8 x S/8 x 1 1/2 balsa 

CL~ 
15116 

( Note inside grooving of curved sec t• o n ) 

No le th at 

c ell s via alliga to r clips to 

chorgmg terminals u n til 

flight battery is perc eptib ly 
worm too fingertip . 

Full Size Plans Available Through Carstens Flying Plans 

Sides cut h om 1/Bttlick styrofoam. 
View f acing inside right Beve l 

2 X 2 1/4 

1/ 8 Styrofoam 

Bulkhead 

~ 

When set up, glue bulkhead between sid es. 

FLYING 
MODELS 

FLEA-FLIGHT El ectric Bipe 

Oe signCAO 20 drawing by Roy L Clough, Jr. 

Sheet 1 o f 1 J ORDER PLAN CF" 

Order Plan CD071 



A
s a power source for small freeflight 
models it's hard to beat a rubber 
band. The power to weight ratio is 
better than anything else. It's 

cheaper than anything else (except gliders). 
Its mechanics are easy to understand-you 
wind it one way and it unwinds the other. If 
it stops working there are only two things 
that can be wrong-it's bunched up or it's bro
ken. Only two things can fix it; un-bunch it or 
replace it. And there is a vast amount of col
lected experience on its use; there were rub
ber powered model airplanes before the 
Wright Brothers learned to fix bicycles. 

To put the rubber band to work you need 
a propeller (catapults and ornithopters are 
for another time). There are a large variety 
of inexpensive mass-produced plastic pro
pellers available, and for the most part they 
work pretty well. However, there are anum
ber of compelling reasons to make your own. 

You can make propellers any size or shape 
you want. You can make them short and fat 
to clear the floats on a seaplane, or shorter 
and fatter to make a ducted fan for a jet. You 
can make them curved to mimic the prop on 
a WW I fighter or square tipped for a modern 
turbo-jet. You can make them left handed for 
counter-rotating twins or right winding push
ers. You can make them high pitch or low 
pitch. And you can make 2, 3, 4, 6 or as many 
bladed propellers as you want. 

You can modify home made propellers in 
the field. If nose weight or down thrust won't 
get your model to fly , a smaller propeller 
will. You can trim a bit at a time off your 
home made prop with a scissors, or stick a 
different blade into the hub. 

Last, but hardly least: they're fast, easy, 
and cheap to make. And, I'm going to show 
you how. 

Plastic cups 
First, to make plastic-cup propellers, you 

need plastic cups. Originally they were 
made from yogurt or cottage cheese contain
ers. They still are. I prefer to use the 32-
ounce cups from the supermarket deli take
out. They come in clear or white, which you 
can easily paint or use as is. Some clear 
cups, notably the ones Chinese restaurants 
use for take-out soup, are much thicker and 
brittle and unusable for props. 

After my wife tired of buying a V. pound of 
potato salad in a 2-pound cup she offered to 
buy the cups, and they were glad to oblige 
her. Eventually she found a wholesaler that 
catered to small stores and bought a two
foot stack of cups for 6 cents each. 

An FM How-to: 

Mllte your own ... 

Plastic 
Propellers 

By Tony Peters 

Two-blade, three-blade, four-blade, or five, this easy method 
will give you the prop you want for your freeflight gem. 

Using th is method, you can also design a pusher prop like the four-blade on 
Tony's Dornier 00-212 (above left). The prop is set up "lett-handed" so it can 

be wound in the usual direction. The hub on variable pitch props can also be 
simulated, as on this Alexander Eaglerock C-7 Bullet (above right). 
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Blades 
Next you have to make a pattern on light

weight cardboard. I use the back of my old 
business cards since I seldom make a blade 
longer than 3¥2 inches. The widest part of 
the blade should be Va of the way from the 
hub, and any shape you like. If you h ave a 
picture of the full-sized plane you're model
ing, try and make an inflated "cartoon" ver-

sion of the prop. Figure 1 shows some com
mon sh apes. To make a symmetrical blade. 
first draw and cut out only h alf of the blade. 
Then, on a center line, trace both halves . 
and cut the complete pattern out (Figure 2). 

I write the name of the model on the pattern . 
so I can make a replacement or a new prop 
for a similar model. 

The blade is going to be cut from the cup 
at a 15° angle (Figure 3). To facilitate this . 

fig.3 

FLYING MODELS 

A clear plastic prop in the radome pulls the plane and is just about unnoticeable when the model is flying . 
The sca:e props are dummies, and set to an almost feathered angle to reduce drag. 

cut a wedge from the cup that runs from the 
lip to the base . (If you're going to make a left
handed prop, you'll need a wedge going in 
he opposite direction.) The ridged lips on all 

the cups I've ever seen are pretty much the 
same. and you can use the wedge-lined up 
<nth the cup's lip and base-to draw the cen
erline fo r the prop on the cup with a water-

ba ed pen. Now lining up the line on the cup 
";th the center line on the pattern, trace the 
outline of the pattern onto the cup with a 

(30TTOM 
OF' 

PROP 

permanent marker (Figure 4). The hub of 
the prop should be at the bottom of the cup, 
which is the thickest part. This makes the 
hub stronger and concentrates the weight 
closer to the prop's axis. Cut the prop out, in
side the marker lines, with a scissors and 
clean up the edges with a sandpaper block. 

If you're going to spray paint the prop, 
leave some of the cup at the hub so you can 
tape it to a piece of cardboard (Figure 5). 
Before you spray the props, wash them 
with soap and water to remove the center 
line (that's why you drew it with a water
based pen) and any oil from your fingers . 
You can spray them black, brown for wood, 
or silver for metal. Masking off the tips will 
leave them white, and you can add colored 
stripes with strips of colored tissue stuck 
on with a water-based glue. A spinning 
prop with white or colored tips looks lovely 
in the air. 

This General Aristocrat needs a short fat prop to 
clear the floats . The clear acetate sub-rudder com
pensates for the additional side area of the floats. 
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F/F Plastic Propellers 
Hubs 

Now we have to attach the prop blades to 
the model. Making your own propellers al
lows you to mimic the wide variety of hubs 
that are used on full-sized airplanes. From 
everything I've read and heard, the jury is 
still out on the advantages of free-wheeling 
props for small scale models , and they are 
certainly unnecessary indoors. So, beyond a 
simple ramp where it's convenient, I don't 
bother with them. If you enjoy fiddling with 
that sort of thing see Don Ross's "Rubber 
Powered Model Airplanes" Chapter 9. (If 
you don't have it, FM will sell it to you. See 
page 76 for the Book Hangar ad. ) 

Figure 6 shows the simplest hub, which 
I use on "propless" (like jets) models with 
clear plastic blades. 

To make a spinner I assemble a stack of 
balsa discs on an Va-inch dowel drilled to ac-

commodate the prop shaft (Figure 7). You 
could use a metal or plastic tube. After sand
ing to shape, cut off the excess dowel, cut a 
slot for the winding hook, and slots for the 
prop blades. 

Figure 8 shows a hub for a simple prop, a 
wooden one or an early metal prop without 

f1g.8 
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pitch control, cut from a hardwood dowel. 
Hubs for "controlled pitch" propellers 

(Figure 9) can be made from dowels of var
ious sizes, to be chosen on the TLAR (That 
Looks About Right) principal. For a two
bladed prop, the prop end and hub are 
drilled as shown. The top of the hub is 
notched for free-wheeling and the base is 
sanded concave and glued to the prop end 
using the wire prop shaft to align the two 
parts. For multiple blades the prop ends are 
sawed or sanded to the proper angle (120 de
grees for three blades, 90 degrees for four ) 
and the hub is added at the junction. 

Pitch 
Adjustable pitch props aren't difficult to 

make with plastic blades. However, a prop 
that is easily and subtly adjustable is very 
likely to become easily and subtly unadjust
ed, and little by little your model flies worse 
and worse. Who needs it? However, if you 
want to try it, Chapter 8 of Dan's book will 
tell you how to make adjustable pitch props. 
The same chapter will tell you how to deter
mine the exact proper pitch for your prop. 

I usually set the pitch of my props at 35° 
or 40° at the hub: 35 degrees for smaller 
props and 40 degrees for bigger ones. Occa
sionally I change the pitch by cutting new 
slots in the hub, usually as a last resort when 
I'm reducing the size of the blade. I have 

tried any number of fixtures for placing and 
cutting the slots in the hub, and looked at 
many more. :\one of them are simple to 
make. flexible. and easy to use. (If you have 
designed a better mousetrap, please share it 
with us. ) I use either of two methods. 

For spinners. I cut a wedge of masking 
tape on a pro ractor and use t he tape to 

fig10 
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mark off the an le on the hub (Figure 10). 
For a two-bladed prop. line up the tape with 
a line drawn through the prop shaft hole. 
For a multi-blade prop, draw three or four 
lines on a piece of paper, center the hub on 
the inter section of the lines with a pin 
through the prop shaft hole, and mark the 
hub as in Figure 11 . 

For "metal" propellers, I pin the hub 

Plastic props can be doctored with paint to make them look more scale as with this Farman F-370. The 
spinners on these models are made from balsa, that is chucked in a drill , and sanded to shape. 
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Nice thing about this method s ::-ai olades like those on this WW I Albatros B-11 can be cut to a scale type outline. 

down-make certain that the pin i.E a: ri)1: 
angles to the work surface-and u.5e a card
board wedge to mark the angle Figure 12 . 
The line must pass through the center of ;:he 
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~ 
hub. I've made a simple device to find the 
center of a dowel. It's a small plastic trian
gle with a triangle cut out of the center. I've 
taped a piece of plastic bisecting the inner 
triangle on the top (Figure 13). With the 
dowel under the plastic and against the in
ner triangle, draw two lines in two different 

FLYING MODELS 

directions. The lines will meet 
at the center of the dowel. 
Cut the slots with a fine saw 
or, for the balsa hubs, a razor. 
Try and get the cuts straight, 
aiming at the prop shaft. After 
15 or so years of making my 
own props, I've gotten pretty 
good at it, but I don't always 

get it right. Even if the blades 
a ren 't perfectly in line, the prop 

will probably work okay, and you'll do 
it bener next time. 

Finally 
I don·t permanently glue the blades to 

the hubs. I like to be able to get them out 
to change them (by now I have an enor
mous collection of blades in my flight kit to 
try out ), or to replace them if they tear or 
bend. Indoor flying isn't for sissies! Rough
en the ends of the blades with sandpaper 
and glue t hem into the hubs with thick 

white glue . It takes a little while for the 
glue to dry, but you brought more than one 
model , didn't you? And with your handy
dandy home made props you have all sorts 
of fancy propellers to pull (or push) them 
through the air. 

Keep 'em flying. .. a:: 

Here's the P5M·1 Marlin in flight. Note the function
al prop with the clear plastic blades is unnoticeable, 
while the dummy scale props are clearly visible and 
spinning. 
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F8l1 
~cts ________ __ 
By Ivan Munninghoff 

S
ince this issue of FM should be hit
ting the stands in early November, 
there's still time for you to make 
plans to attend the tenth anniver

sary of the Arizona Jet Rally. As I said last 
month, this event draws jet guys from Cali
fornia to Colorado to Texas and the excellent 
facilities make flying any sort of jet a plea
sure. This year's event promises to be not 
only longer (November 20 through 22), but 
there will also be a special period set aside 
for electric jets-each morning from 0700 to 
0900 they'll be the only ones allowed to fly. 
Noise problems, you know! And of course the 
electron-burners will be allowed to fly the 
rest of the day as well. I already know near
ly a dozen EDFs are planning to be there. 

Charging ahead 
I've been pushing the issue of electric jets 

(EDFs) over the past year, and for those of you 
who have maintained an interest in this new 
and rapidly expanding portion of our hobby, 
you'll be glad to hear that the January issue 
of your favorite airplane magazine (no, this 
one, FLYING MODELS, silly! ) will be a special 
edition emphasizing electric jets. Stand by! 

As a sneak preview of what's going to be in 
that issue, I've included a photo of my Robbe 
Gnat, which has already flown (and very well, 
too! ) and will be a major kit review/bash in 
that issue. There'll be an article or two on the 
excellent Kyosho T -33, as well. And who 
knows what other pearls might be in there. 

So, EDF fans, prepare to enjoy. 

Electric Turbax 
Robert Wagoner of Tucson, Ariz., has found 

a way to put a big Aveox motor in one of Jet 
Hangar Hobbies' Turbax I fan units . On twen
ty-one cells, the five-inch fan turns almost 
22,000 rpm, which is very close to the perfor
mance with a glow engine. The system is cur
rently flying, and Bob Ruff, one of the lucky 
folks to have flown it, says it burns up the sky. 

On the other end of the spectrum, Robert 
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A new EDF Fan! Our author's successful Robbe F0141 Gnat has logged time aloft. Features all molded, mod
ular foam construction. Kit includes detailed instructions, plus a stock fan and motor. Flies on three channels. 

has also found a tiny fan (less than two inch
es in diameter) that'll generate six ounces of 
thrust on a Speed 300 motor. Indoor RIC jets 
are just around the corner. 

Robert is also the proud owner (and dis
tributor) of a really cool Rafale. It's designed 
around two of the small but potent 
WeMoTec Minifan 480's. I have not person
ally seen one fly , but I'd guess the perfor
mance will be excellent with two ofthese lit
tle fans screaming. 

Robert's projects (and there's a bunch of 
'em) can be seen at www.ejets.com. 

On-line jet stuff 
One of the reasons folks read model mag

azines and jet stuff in particular, is that 
they want to know more. Knowledge is pow
er , they say, and a fan enthusiast can never 
know too much about the intricacies of our 
great hobby. Therefore, it's time to pass on 
some worthwhile advice. I've mentioned this 
before, but it's worth repeating. 

Everybody knows the Internet is a verita
ble gold-mine of information on lots of sub
jects, and about the best place I've found for 
information regarding RIC jets is one called, 
cleverly enough, rc-jets. It's a "list," which 
means that you subscribe to it (by simply 
sending an e-mail to rc-jets-on@lists.kid
source.com), and the system will hook you 
up and send you a copy of the guidelines), 
and then you're in constant touch with a 
couple of hundred kindred spirits, some of 
whom know a lot about jets. The current 
main discussion topic has to do with trying 
to get good performance out of a smaller fan 
system (like about four inches) and what 
that fan's design ought to be. It's fun, and 
it's informative. Of course, like any forum, 
there's useless stuff there, too, but there's 
good stuff for everyone. 

I know of no sites or lists specifically ori
ented to electric jets, but there is one list 
that caters only to electric airplanes and 
which contains quite a bit of useful EDF in-

Robert Wagoner, of the Electric Jet Factory, is introducing many pioneering ef
forts in the EDF realm. One of his products is this dueled fan unit designed for a Speed 

300 (above left). On twenty-one cells, Mr. Wagoner has found a way to get 22,00C 
rpm out of a JHH Turbax 1 fan unit (above right) powered with an Aveox motor 
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Old adversaries! The F-86E Sabre Jet (above left) gave the pe ormance edge in 
speed and performance that aces in the Korean conflict were loa ng or 1n order to 

compete against their foe flying MiG-15s. You can tell this MiG-17 (above right) 
apart from a MiG-15 because the "17" has three wing fences, over the "15's" two. 

formation. That's the E Zone, run by Jim 
Bourke in Dallas. You can go to their web 
site, www .ezonemag.com, for instructions 
on how to get on the list. Again, there's lots 
of good information there. 

Small fans 
One of the current hot topics on the rc-jets 

list described above is the issue of high-per
formance small-diameter fans. There's a lot 
of discussion about how the new K&B .48 
DF engine is going to work. Larry Wolfe, of 
Jet Hangar Hobbies, has a prototype, and he 
says that he's getting nearly two thousand 
more rpm out of it than out of the standard 
K&B 7.5 in the same Turbax I setup. Thafs 
the equivalent of almost two more pounds of 
thrust! If the new .48 is willing to tolerate 
even higher rpm , perhaps a shortened fan 
(Turbax, Dynamax, BVM, or other) might 
actually put out yet even more thrust and be 
able to do it a smaller airframe. The con
sensus on the list is that .91-engine perfor
mance should be available in the smaller 
planes with the smaller stuff. 

Cavanaugh jets 
peaking of Dallas, I had the opportu

nity o ,-isit the Cavanaugh Flight Muse
um there. They're on the Addison Airport 
(45 72 Claire Chennault, Dallas, TX 
75245. 972-380-8800). This is a neat little 
museum a few more than thirty air
planes _ but a ll the planes are in great 
shape and well presented in a clean and 
well-lighted fac ility. 

They\·e got ten jets (an F9F -2B Panther, 
an F-56E ~abre Jet, an F-104A Starfighter, 
an F-~C Phantom II, an F-105 Thunder
ch;"- parked outside), a MiG-21 Mongol , 
wo .liG-1/s. a MiG-15 UTI, and a TS-11 
I~kra ~ me of these are not the typical jets 
you :oee e,·ery day, and you can get close 
enou~h to them that you can get some pret
z:-- ;;-ood detail pictures, should you be con
:o:denng modeling one of them. 

r""e museum's lobby also has a better
na.::-average collection of aviation reference 

ooo -- - so you might find that hard-to-get 
~c- e documentation there. I'd recommend a 
\'-"I' -o Ca,·anaugh Flight Museum, if you 

happen to be in the Dallas area. Enjoy the 
pictures. 

Soapbox 
Do not relax your vigilance concerning 

what tricks the AMA might have up its 
sleeve regarding all sorts of jet issues. You 
never know .... 

Wrap-up 
I'm not so proud th at I'm unwilling to 

beg for input to this column. One of these 
days, faithful readers, you're going to tire 
of reading about my exploits, and you're 
going to want more . And one of these days, 
I'm going to run out of exploits to report. 
To forestall either of these events, I will re
peat my request for tidbits of information 
from you to include in this column. Even a 
picture of your la test jet would be appreci
ated. Good grief-didn't your mother ever 
tell you to sh are? 

To shamelessly steal a phrase I found on 
the net-may all your jets avoid "sponta
neous disassembly." a: 

Jets worth modeling! The hangar queens get to h1de no- -sa; --e Cavanaugh 
Air and Space Museum. This cherry MiG-15 UTI (above left) s-.s ·aa close to the 
ground. A model of this , or of the TS-11 Iskra (above right) ,\O a a e good 

grass field flyers with short rugged retracts. Outside Cavanaugh, what a monster. 
The F-1 05 Thunderchief (below left) had lots of guts in the Vietnam era. The little 
F-1 04A Starfighter (below right) didn't see much action, but she sure did move. 
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By Don Belfort 

Walt Bub and Bill Griggs prepare to launch Walt's MiG-15 EDF (above left). The 
prototype launcher uses four bungee cord strands and pulleys to catapult the ship 

to light (flying) speed. Chris True's MiG-15 (above right) gets flight times over 
three minutes. Modified Offshore Electronics plans; WeMoTec 480 and Astra 035. 

S
ince I won't have the chance to wish 
you Happy Holidays next month, let 
me do that now. The best to all of 
you. This installment will be my sev

enth, which in the bi-monthly game, is the 
start of my second year. I thank everyone for 
their contributions and ask you to keep 
them coming. 

Safety note: The use of a cooler to help cool 
down a battery pack is not new, but use a 
cooler without any conductive objects inside. 
I recently experienced a situation where an 
exposed strap-soldered seven-cell pack lay 
on top of a soda can in a cooler. A shorted 
pack could ignite a car or camper on fire in 
an instant. 

New project 
I always like to have some type of project 

going for those rainy days when suddenly 
time avails itself. Gus Morfis Plans (4709 
Green Meadows Avenue, Torrance, CA 
90505-5507) has the Batty, an Me-163look
a-like. I chose it as a chance to try the 
elevon feature of my transmitter. This is a 
very quick building design which would be 
a good, first scratch-building project for 
those experienced with fast aileron and el
evator ships. 

Mine has been hand launched but a 
bungee hook was installed from the start for 
reliable and fun launching. Some of you may 
have seen its drop-off undercarriage which 
has worked all but one time. Locating it at 
the e.g. made the flight survivable (at Mid
America). Lastly, with the CD's permission, 
a 15-second smoke bomb lights off as the 
bungee does its thing. 

Flight speed is high, rolls are fast and 
loops big but she slows down for landings. I 
know I'm always making Speed 400 projects 
but this design could easily be scaled up to 
something big that would darken the sky. 
The vitals on my version are: wing span 28% 
inches, wing area 179 square inches, weight 
16.5 ounces, 6-volt Speed 400 on 7-cell 500 
AR's spinning an APC 5- 5. 
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Mid-Ame rica Electric Fly 
It happend July 11 and 12. Mother Nature 

smiled down on the CDs, Keith Shaw and 
Ken Myers, for a perfect weekend ofE-flying 
at the spacious facilities provided by the 
Midwest RIC Society. This year's registra
tion swelled to over 80 pilots with vendors
a-plenty ready to outfit you for your next 
project. The biggest limiting factor for the 
pilots was a five plane maximum in the air 
at one time. 

The skies were filled day and night. 
Awards were given for a wide variety of 
models ranging from most beautiful to best 
jet. The only requirement for the competi
tion was to complete a flight . Chris True 
continues to pursue EDF models with his 
scratchbuilt MiG-15, which is bungee 
launched and was flown many times over 
the weekend. Keith Shaw and Dave Griffe 

performed demo flights at lunch break with 
each of their new giant scale WW I projects 
completing flawless flights . It was interest
ing to note how quiet Keith 's Fokker D-VIII 
was running the new Max Cim one-quarter 
scale brushless motor turning a 26-16 prop 
direct drive. 

As the formal flying for the day ended, 
the traditional pot luck picnic began with 
plenty of good food . The winds became 
still , and slow fliers and F/F models took 
to the air. When the sun went down, the 
lights and glow sticks came on. The night 
sky was filled with models past 11:00 p.m. 
A gas .60 powered helicopter, totally light 
equipped including the rotor, gave a 3-D 
acrobatic demo by Howard Kendall in to
tal darkness . Telling you this guy is good 
would not be doing him justice-he was in
credible . 

David Elias of Jupiter, Florida was the man to beat this year at the Nats. His flap-equipped Foote Weste,-
er 750 is powered by an Aveox Flo competition motor, geared 3. 7 to 1, drawing 65 amps on zapped cells 
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It was my all-time longest flying outing 
and a great time. Sunday's weather was a 
picture perfect repeat of Saturday. All fl iers, 
both novice and expert, foll owed the safety 
rules perfectly and it was commented about 
how few mishaps occurred. Over upcoming 
issues we will bring you photos of many of 
the models. 

Voltaire's Fun Fly 
Voltaires of Central :-.'ew York 11th An

nual Electric Fun Fly took place July 1 and 
19. This had been my home club before I 
transferred to Ohio. Lucky for me my \\ife·s 
family is still living in town. which makes 
the 600-mile trip possible. 

The meet is hosted by the Grenadiers F1y
ing Club and includes both paved an c.ose 
mowed grass runways with abo,·e aq:-rage 
air space. The meet events were bo h ·e
manding and fun. Going one-on-one 1:b 
other fliers for most loops or roll can eaci: 
you how to fine-tune a model to a spec1.i:'.e 
task by changing your prop or battery. f or 
those less adventurous, the chicken e,·en~ 
may be for you. Trim your plane for an or· 
biting flight path and put down the trans
mitter until you h ave to t ake it back: longes 
hands-off time wins . Winds kept chic ·er: 
flights in the 2-5 minute r ange. 

Demos on cell soldering and pylon racing 
were conducted. About 75% of the aircra.~ 
were larger than Speed 400 , with large. 
brushless equipped scale models filling the 
sky. I'm always opened to new launch meth
ods and Walt Bub's launch r ail system uc· 
cessfully launch ed his MiG-15 and Tony 
Fiore's T-33 from Kyosh o. 

Lu nch was provided both days and ice 
water was available free all weekend. O,·er 
the years the Voltaires h ave put on a very 
good fun fly , but this year it should be not· 
ed how many Voltaires flew and competed 
in events with many new projects being suc· 
cessfully flown . 

E-Nats 
If you want competition, this is it . :\o 

throwaway rounds, just three fligh t s per 
event and the competition is fier ce with 
many places being decided by a point. It all 
happened August 2-4. Model A viation will 
have a complete list of the standings. 

If you're planning to get involved with this 
type of competition, the sailplane e\·ent 
seems to need brushless power while O.T. 
can get by with a light weight design and a 
hot cobalt motor. This year's O.T. event had 
some new ideas put to work. David Elias of 
Jupiter, Florida decided to add flaps to his 
Foote Westerner. This gave him the spot 
landing bonus most of the time. His ship was 
brushless powered which never left him low 
on altitude. 

Dave is meticulous on the care and han· 
dling of his equipment, which adds to the 
repeatability of his performances, some
thing we should all try to follow. Dave re
ceived the Grand Champion award for his 
efforts. 

Speed 400 pylon had nine entrants , which 
was up from last year. It was conducted af
ter the second day's flying was over , led by 
Tom Hunt. Most aircraft were S witchblades 
or Skats with pilot skill being more of a fac
tor than the plane. This year, races were 
close with planes changing the lead in many 
races. Pilots were pushed to the edge and be
yond. I never flew so low. 

A thank you to all who helped run this 
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Gus orfis Plans' Batty is a great "stand way off scale" project good for the first time scratch builder who can 
-.=.--:: e e 'as ship. Note the smoke bomb fuse at rear. Launched via bungee, the gear is designed to drop away. 

e ·e- - where each racer needs three support 
?""' r::.;;. \Ye were there past 8:00 p.m. 

5;:>eed 400 scale: there were six competi
: ~ m his new Demo event. It should be 
;:; -eC. ~at 50-60 spectators made the early 
=: !""::110!! event to cat ch some stills and 

't-=-es. I did fly the BV-141 twice, in
c _ · -,loops. V2A sailplane and Texaco O.T. 
co:: .1.: · ed the ats in fairly breezy weather . 
A· E :hank you to all who made the E-Nats 
!;.a;);>en. ~~AC and AMA. I wish the best of 
.:. . : :o the new president and treasurer of 
_ T...-'I.C Ralph Weaver and Glenn Poole, two 
~a: people who will do a great job. 

Watts new 
_-\PC Products , 1222 Harter Ave., Wood

:a..u.C.. C\. 95776, 408-654-9227, h as Speed 
.; -- p~·.on props in sizes 4. 75-4. 75, 5-5 , 
.5 ~ . .5. They fit t he Graupn er spinner/ 
p. p :::ub without modifica tion. The weight 
an· amp draw of the 5-5 is almost identi
c :o ~he Graupner 5-5 with excellent per
ior.::::.ance in my Skat . AP C has a lso re
leasee a line of slow flyer props sizes 
: :1-!nch diameter with pitch sizes 
3.~ ; . These a re super light weight and 
may o. er improved performance over gas 
pro_ s which you may be using on geared 
Spee<i .wo·s and smaller set ups. 

I ned he 9-4.7 (9.5 g) instead of an AP C 
gas prop (18 g) which I normally use. 

The amp draws were very close together at 
I .- amps each , but performance with th e 
g_.; _ I slow flyer yielded longer flights and 
roc · steady landings and take-offs. This 
es was done on a 7.2 volt Speed 400 mat -

ed o a Graupner 2.33: 1 gear drive on a 7-
cell 500 AR pack. The best n ews of all? The 
abo,·e mentioned APC electric props go for 
~3.9" each list, which makes experiment
ing ,·ery reasonable. Fred Burgdorf of APC 
welcomes comments and su ggestions 
which you may have after using these new 
products. 

A word of caution: whenever changing 
prop size or pitch, please use an amp meter 
to verifY that you are staying within the mo
tor's operating range. 

Great Planes Kyosho T-33: current street 
price $159 .99. I mentioned last time this 
model was seen at Toledo but there was a 
lack of information available at that time. 

Heather Rose of Great Planes made good on 
her promise to send the r undown on the 
Shooting Star. 

Specification s: wingspan , 46 in . (1170 
mm); wing area, 302 sq. in. (19.5 sq dm); to
tal weight, 2.3 lb. (1040 g); wing loading, 
17.6 oz./sq. ft . (54 g/sq dm); fuselage length,: 
35 in . (890 mm); includes: LeMans AP29L 
motor , ducted fan unit. Requires: 3-channel 
radio w/mini servos, small Rx, Ni-Cd, speed 
control w/30A (min) capacity, 8.4-9.6V, 1700 
mAh Ni-Cd battery and ch arger . 

Any flier with a few ARFs under his belt, 
and who is intrigued by the excitement of 
ducted fan flight, will enjoy the ease of as
sembly and stable fligh t of the T-33 Shoot· 
ing Star. Electric power makes this plane 
easier to h andle and less expensive than 
glow engine-powered ducted fan models . 

The tough , light styrene foam wings and 
fuse arrive vir tually prebuilt, with a special 
smoothing process that enhances their ap
pearance. The wings also feature a durable 
plastic coating. 

Dummy wingtip t anks and "Thunderbird" 
decals help to capture the look of the USAF's 
original T-33 (note: tanks should be removed 
before flight). This kit cuts customer costs 
by including a motor and a ducted fan unit. 
Both are a lso available separately. Light 
wing loadings and a Clark Y airfoil deliver 
smooth, st able flight, without the need for a 
high-start or catapult for launching. 

Fly safely, Don Belfort, 8250 Twin Cove 
Ct ., West Chester, OH 45069 . a: 

APC Pylon and Slow flyer props. Many sizes for 
Speed 400 and smaller setups. All list for $3.98 each . 
These props are usually found to be more efficient 
than glow props. RPM's and current draw are about 
the same, but flight performance is much improved. 
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F
irst on the agenda this month is 
Peck Polymer's new catalog. Most 
of you know Peck's fine Peanut 
scale kits. My own Andreason 

BA4-B has survived about ten years of bang
ing into walls and ceilings in a variety of in
door sites. It still does 30 seconds of knife 
edge turns off an ROG. Sandy Peck has con
siderably expanded her line to include just 
about anything the small scale or sport mod
eler needs to complete a project- kits from 
West Wings, Aerographics, RIN and others, 
C02 and electric motors as well as tools ma
terials and plans. 

The Rocket Boy is Peck's own 14-inch span 
design for Jet-X. It's an all-sheet, simple 
glider that can be flown catapult as well. 
With 51 pages and hundreds of items, you 
won't go wrong sending $4.00 to: Peck Poly
mers, P.O. Box 710399, Santee, CA 92072. 

Jake Larson writes that 56 years ago he 
built five or six Comet Phantom Flash mod
els and none flew. Now he has returned to 
the scene and built the Flash at 16-inch 
span and the Firefly at 25 inches. This time 
he dry covered and did not shrink the tissue, 
thus avoiding warps. Both planes flew "right 
off the board" making Jake a very happy 
camper. The Flash is $9.98 and the Firefly 

Notes from the workshop By Don Ross 

is $14.98, both with $4.50 S&H from Camp
bells Custom Kits , 7233 Signature Lane, 
San Antonio, TX. 78263. Send Lee $2.00 for 
a complete catalog. 

I'm going to write a bit more about indoor 
flying in future columns and :.1ichael Mor
row's line of plans is a good place to start. 
Mike has de,·eloped a series of more than 
35 ::-.lo-Cal plans including many WW II and 
Golden Age racers . These are ,·ery light 
model that utilize rolled tube motor ticks 
and light construction to stay in the 4- 5 
gr a m range. Many can exceed 3-minute 
flights if built carefully. His P -39Q unlim
ited racer has done 5:58 at the Kibbie 
Dome. Mike also offers set s of "you-paint
em" and full color decal sheets to really en
hance scale appearance. He carries Peanut 
plans, scale drawings and materials. Send 
$2 .00 to Michael Morrow, 1327 44th Ave 
SW, Seattle, WA 98116. 

The old Megow Pirate is our report for this 
month. No kit available but plans for the Pi
rate (cabin) and the Prowler (stick) available 
from Aerodyne, 1924 East Edinger, Santa 
Ana, CA 92705. Plan #146 @ $5.00 + $2.00 
S&H. The Pirate is a neat, twin tailed, sin
gle wheel, 31-inch span sport model. Easy to 
build with sheet ba lsa fuselage sides, con-

PHOTO: COURTESY PECK POLYMER PHOTO: JAKE LARSON 

AI lidberg continues to produce some small , nifty 
Old Timer kits. His latest, the Viking kit, is a sure win
ner for any of you nostalgia buffs who want to get into 
small electric R/C. 

stant chord wing and stab, sheet rudders 
and flat bottomed airfoil. 

The original plan calls for the stab to be 
slung under the fuselage but this makes a 
DT hard to install. Just cut the fuselage 
sides to accommodate a top stab and elimi
nate the cutout on the bottom. Make sure 
the stab bottom is parallel to the thrust line 
when cutting. The model weighs 85 grams 

Peck Polymer's Rocket Boy (above left) brings back memories of squadrons 
of Jet-X models zipping skyward. Jake Larson's Phantom Flash and Firefly from 
Campbell (above right) are a cinch for rubber to electric conversion using a rub-

ber band transmission.The appearance of Mike Morrow's P-390 (below left) 
certainly improves a lot with panel lines and tail ID. Just switch fuselages to 
change the Pirate (below right) from cabin to stick. Note all the lightening holes. 
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including 25 grams of rubber (eight strands 
of %2 x 26 inches long) and a Superior 12- 15 
free wheel prop. It will probably fly even 
better with a folder. Covered with t issue 
with the e.g. about 1/s chord and a bit of 
down and right th rust, this one flies right 
off the board . Rich Gorman h as lost h is 
twice OOS so far . 

Remember the J ack Armstrong card mod
els that appeared during the 30s and 40s? 
Phil Koopman h as greatly improved on the 
idea. He offers beau t iful CAD designed WW 
II flying models in full color in both "Dime 
Weight" (comes from the nose weight need
ed) at about 8-inch span and Micro Models 
at 5-inch span . These are "cut and fold" and 
include the P-40, Dauntless, Japanese Aichi 
Val and the Nakajima besides the Zero and 
Hellcat shown. 

He also has monochrome sets of the well 
known "Rigby" series from the same era. 
Most ofthese models actually fly and the in
terest ing thing for you computer buffs is 
that you can down load a sample from Phil's 
Web site. If you like the sample and order 
the full book, Phil will send you a code that 
will unlock the pages for down loading. 
What won't they think of next? 

For us retreads, SASE to Phil at: Phil Koop-

Look at that crisp graphic detail on Leo McCarthy's Pitts Special. He uses a mix of photo copy and ink jet 
printing on !issue to get it so precise. Really adds a lot of pizzazz to the models. 

man. 2 05 Hunt Club Lane. Orlando. FL 
32826. for a price list. His web page is: 
http://users.aol.com/pkaeronaut/pkaero.html. 

Next month Leo McCarthy will report on 
his Herr Pitts Special with lots of scale de
tails. Leo uses a mixture of direct photo
copying on to tissue for the B& W stuff and 
drawn , colored, copied, cut and glued for the 
multi colored company logos and such. 

Jake Larson sends us a pic of the bare 
bones Rich MacEntee's 54-inch span Taylor-

PHOTO: DON ROSS 

craft. Weight is 72 grams with Trexler 
wheels. Looks like it's going to be a real 
floater at that weight. I'll have a pic of the 
finished model in next month's column. 

\\nile at Geneseo for t he FAC Nats , I 
stopped by at the Golden Age display. They 
are still putting out very light scale kits of 
many favorites. The bare bon es Me-109 
shown illustrates their "Engin eered for 
Flight" philosophy. Spans of their 33 k its 
range from 18 to 30 inches and th ey have 

Phil Koopman's paper Zero and Hellcat (abo e le ) e fcom CAD layouts, 
far superior to the old cereal carton models. e sasse::·s RS2 (above right) has 
been scaled up slightly from the FM plan o a ate electric power. The 

bare bones of Rich MacEntee's 54-inch Taylorcraft(below left) show the skill lev
el of a real craftsman. The Golden Age Me-1 09 (below right) is a sure flyer with 
generous dihedral and stab area. Light wood will make flight trim easy. 
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Cross Files 
many rare ones. If you are looking for a 
Vickers Supermarine Schneider Cup racer 
on floats or a Lockheed Vega, they have a 
plan or kit. Their catalog shows pictures of 
each model to help you choose. Send $3.00 
to Jim Fiorello at P.O. Box 1685, Andover, 
MA 01810. 

Our Maestro of Miniatures, Ken Bassett 
of Micro Flight, has Air Hog compressed air 
motor kits at $32 + $3.95 S&H. The kit in
cludes motor and tank, sheet foam model 
and pump ready to fly. The motor and tank 
detach easily for mounting on your own 
model. Ken's RS2 , blown up to 19 inches 
from an FM plan, uses the KPOO from K&P 
which Ken also handles along with winders, 
adjustable nose buttons and his own line of 
Kenway motors and accessories. Send an 
SASE to Micro Flight, P.O. Box 889, Hack
ettstown, NJ 07840 for Ken's catalog. 

I'm sure there are some of you out there 
who remember twin pushers. Loren 
Deitrich is shown winding his Don Burn
ham design with a special stooge he de
signed for that purpose . This design won a 
national contest in 1930. Loren has also 
been reducing some classic rubber flyers 
like the Earl Stahl Hi Climber to 24-inch 
span for backyard flying. He reports that 
these are perfect for those twilight sessions 
in the backyard. Models this size are good 
candidates for conversion to electric power 
with a Kenway or KPOO motor. On two or 
three cells of 50 mAh capacity, they will cir
cle overhead for about a minute and land 
almost at your feet. 

An " A" -frame twin pusher model like Loren Dietrich's goes back to the beginning of model aviation. He is 
winding both motors at the same time with a modified egg beater and his special stooge. 

AI Lid berg has considerably expanded his 
line of fine flying, scaled-down OT kits in
cluding favorites like the Buzzard Bomb-

shell and Brooklyn Dodger. All are 19-23 
inch span with both mini sets and full kits 
for C0 2 , rubber or electric power. AI sells 
three kits in a set, $21.00 PP for a semi set 
and S35.00 PP for a full kit set. He has just 

ARTWORK: ANTONY PETERS 

ToNY:S liPS 
Mass Production Cowl Bumps 

(or air scoops, or gun breech blisters ... ) 

1. Cut a strip of balsa the width and thickness 
of the plan view of the cowl bump. 

2. Sand the strip to the plan view shape. 

3. Round the top. 

4. Cut off the finished bump. Go to step 3. 
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added the scaled down OT Cleveland Viking 
for F AC electric replica. The Viking has a 
29.8 inch span and can be flown with a Hi
Line Mini-6, VL HY-70 or 120 size C02 mo
tor. It is $24.00 PP and, AI says is easy to 
trim and can reach 250-300 feet on a 60-sec
ond climb. Send $2.00 to AI at A.A. Lidberg 
Plan Service, 1008 E. Baseline, Suite 1074, 
Tempe, AZ 85283 or check his website cata
log at http://members.aol.com/aalmps 

Bill Northrup, former Model Builder mag
azine publisher sent me his listing of more 
than 800 full size plans from the magazine, 
most with article reprints. The 20-page price 
list is $2.00 PP. For $5.00 you can get an il
lustrated catalog and another $2.00 will 
bring Bill's "Scratch Builders Alamanac" 
with more plans for planes and boats. This 
is worth it just for the nostalgic read. Bill 
Northrup's Plan Service, 2019 Dora! Court, 
Henderson, NV 89014. 

Another swell collection of plans, pies and 
stories has just arrived from Bill Hannan. 
His new, Volume 2, International Models & 
Modelers is 26 pages of plans and 3-views of 
some favorite oldies like the Velie Mono
coupe and the Miles M-18 or the Dornier Li
belle 1 Flying Boat (a great small electric 
F/F project). At $10.95 + $2.50 P&H this is 
a good deal. Send a buck to Bill at Hannan's 
Runway, Box 210, Magalia, CA. 95954 for 
his complete catalog. 

Tony's tip this month is a big help for any
one building a golden age cowling with those 
great rocker arm bumps. His technique will 
allow you to make the bumps to exact scale 
by just choosing the right size strip. Use V1s 
x 1fs for peanut scale and 3/32 x 3!Js for 24-30 
inch span. 

Rumor has it that a certain sun belt re
tirement community much frequented by 
model flyers is considering changing its 
name to Viagra Falls. a: 
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We have a vast range of kits to suit most tastes. Sports & Scale Aerobatic, Control line, Sailplanes, Trainers 
and World War II famous fighters & bombers, Profile Warbirds and Ducted Fan profile jet fighters! 

Aerotech "Quick Build Kits" 
have been developed for 
modellers who prefer time 
spent In the air rather than on 
the ground building. From the 
Initial design work and the 
selection of materials to the 
final production and 
packaging of the kit, care Is 

taken to _. each kit 
meets the hlllt standards 
demanded bJ discerning 
model leis, 
Construction utilizes premium 
balsa and ply which is 
precision ' Jig Cut' t o an 
exacting tolerance making 
assembly fast and accurate. 

Obeche sheeted foam core 
wings are factory built to 
achieve a perfect airfoil 
section. Most kits also have 
preformed Obeche sheeted 
foam core elevator, stabilizer, 
fin, rudder and fuselage 
decklngs. Each kit comes 
with a vacuum formed cowl, 

canopy and fuselage parts 
together with detailed 
Instructions and plans covering 
every stage of the assembly. 
Vacuum formed parts are "Hith 
Impact Plastic", not ABS. 
With ABIVC8c:h you get a premium 
kit at an affordable price which 
Is a pleasure to build. 

FOR THE LOCATION OF YOUR NEAREST AUTHORIZED DARE/AEROTECH DEALER CALL 800-578-3273 

Scale: 1 :12 EnCIM: 4x25 (2st) Wine Span: 102" 
l.enlth: 59.5" \Yelllllt: 12·131bs Contlol: Min 4 

Span: 51" WeiCht 5-S.Sibs 
l.enlth: 39" En&lne: 40 (2st) 

FOCK-WULF FW190 ~ 

Span: 56" WeiCht 5-S.&Iba 
...._, 43" Enetne: 40 (2st) 

825 MITCHELL 
Span: 71" WeiCht 8-S.Sibs 

l.enlth: 54" E!Wine: 2x30-45 (2st) 

P38 LIGHTNING 
Span: 74" Wef&ht: 8-8.51bs 

l.enlth: 50.5" Enlllne: 2x30-40 (2st) 

THREE PRICE RANGES 
engine kits $189.95 each 

Twin engine kits $259.95 each 
Lancaster & 8·17 kits $489.95 each 

ZERO SEN 

Span: 71" WIIIM: 8-8.51bs 
IAoiCib: 58" ._._ 2x40 (2st ) 

v HURRICANE 
Span: 57" \Yelllllt: ~-Sibs 

...._, 42 .5" Elrelne: 40 (2st) 

HAWKER SEA FURY 
Span: 52" --= 11-&.&lbs 

l.enlth: 43" ....... 40 (2st) 

P-510 MUSTANG 
Span: 55.5" Weflllt: 5-S.&Ibs 

l..enlllh: 48.5" ........., 40 (2st) 

ALSO AVAILABLE 
Full Accessory Packs 

Fuei-Proffed scale decals 
Air Retracts 

Functional landing gear struts 

SPITFIRE MK IX 

P4 7 THUNDERBOLT 
Span: 50" ---= 5-5.51bs 

IAoiCib: 41.5" ......... 40 (2st) 

Full colour catalogue available from Dare for $3.00 Aerotech kits are distributed exclusively through: 
Dare Hobby Distributors, P.O. Box 521, Cumberland, MD 21501.0521, USA 



With this deadline fast approaching, and 
the kit still unbuilt, FM asked Vic 

Macaluso to work the magic of his quick 
building skills and put this Laser together. 
Vic obliged, and when done turned it over to 
Frank Fanelli to set it up and fly it. Here are 
Vic 's comments. 

L
anier's 1/ 4 scale Laser 200 is defi
nitely not a new kid on the block. It 
and its bigger Vs scale sibling have 
been around for years, now one of 

the few Laser kit offerings still available. 
Once upon a time Laser kits of all sizes 
abounded, but these two still endure, very 
much a testament to their excellent quality 
and their original designer, Bob Godfrey. 

The kit is primarily wood, with some plas
tic parts to ease construction. Its design, 

PHOTOGRAPHY: VIC MACALUSO & MICHAEL RAMSEY 

Flying characteristics of the model (above) are as 
crisp as the real aircraft. Tracking is excellent, and the 
corners on a square loop are extremely tight. With the 
Bisson Pitts style muffler there's little power loss, and 
cowl cutouts are minimal (at right). TruTurn's 3-inch 
C031 00 spinner was used over the Menz 16-8 prop. 
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An FM Product Review: 
By Vic Macaluso, with Frank Fanelli 

Still one of the most potent aerobatic models around, despite 
its age. Perfect for IMAC competition with the Webra 1.20. 

based on its competition heritage, follows 
the philosophy of the real Laser 200: keep it 
light. The fuselage is not even a complete 
box. For sake of easier construction, the 
wings have foam cores and are sheeted with 
1/1s balsa. An 11-page instruction booklet, 
with step-by-step construction sequence is 
provided. Though there aren't any construc
tion photos, the two plan sheets a re both 
very well drawn, with plenty of text that 

provides all the information you will need to 
build and set up the plane. 

All the necessary wood is provided in the 
kit, as are the plastic parts. These include 
the two-piece cowl, the one-piece turtledeck, 
the landing gear cuffs, and the canopy 
frame . Hardware is not supplied, but the 
plans clearly specify almost every nut, bolt, 
and hinge you'll need. Don't forget the flying 
wires for the tail surface also. They are r e-



The fly ing wires are critical on the Laser (at right) , 
and cannot be left off. Sullivan's #546 cable system 
provided all the fittings and cable necessary for wi res 
above and below. Mounting the ABS wheel pants is 
relatively easy (below). The DuBre #140 axle goes 
through the bottom hole, and a small 4-40 screw 
above it goes into a blind nut to keep the pants from 
rotating. Works well , even on a rough field. 

quired! Sullivan Products has a good wire 
set, their S546. 

Since the wing is a foam core, that is pro
vided. It is also a plug-in style wing so the 
only real hardware provided is that for the 
aluminum spar tube, and the fiber wing 
socket tube . Thankfully the socket tube 
holes have been pre-cut, so that won't be an 
issue. Holes for the aileron servo cables are 
not pre-cut so you'll have to drill (I used one 
of those long 1/•-inch drill bits, did it by hand , 
then progressed to a % bit, and finally a 1/2-

inch bit) out to the servo bays (also pre-cut). 
Though I didn't line these tubes, you might 
try some plain white paper, rolled into a 
tight tube, then slid into the cable tunnel. 

This plane has been engineered to be built 
light. There isn't a whole lot of sheeting. 
with the exception of the foam cores . The 
fuselage could be best described as an in
complete box structure with some elemen ~ 
of stick frame construction. Let me elabo
rate only a little, but let the pictures really 
tell the story. 

The fu selage can best be de cribed as a 
central "box" structure open on the top. I 
then has a bottom fuselage and a top -e
lage structure built onto it. F rom the fire
wall back to the trailing edge former F3, the 
central "box" has the two ply sides and a ply 
bottom. But, the top is open right from the 
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firewall back to the beginning of the tur
tledeck. The plastic engine cowl seals the 
top of the fuselage back to the cockpit area 
a t f · . Then the cockpit/canopy seals th e 
\\ing spar radio compartment. 

It brin " up the issue of fuel-proofing the 
for<"<'ard open -box- of the fuselage. Back to 
F2. all the wood. inside and out should be 
fuel proofed. wi th eit her pain t or thinned 
epoxy. The engine cowl piece will sufficient
ly : al the front area from the radio com
partment area. It wouldn't hurt, though , to 
stuff: me tissue around the fuel tank, since 
the tank protrudes through a cutout in F2 
bac - into t he radio area. 

_-\ft of the cockpit, the fuselage translates 
o ply side , the plastic one-piece turtledeck 

on op of the sides , and a frame/longeron 
consrruction on the bottom. It is important 
to the integrity and strength of the structure 
tha joints mate well here. Sloppiness will 
weaken the structure. In the case of the tur
tledeck. make sure the fit of the mating sur
face to the top of the fuselage sides has no 
gaps. Best choice of adhesive, by the way, for 
these plastic to wood joints is Pacer's 
Canopy Glue. This turtledeck will give the 

True Red UltraCote covered most of the model and 
was matched pretty closely by the new True Red 
UltraPaint (above). Model Graphics' Rapid-Tac and 
plastic squeegee were invaluable for applying the ex
cellent Model Graphic vinyl details (below). 

rear fuselage plenty of strength and rigidity 
only if it fits well. 

There isn't much of a saddle for the hori
zontal stab to sit on, and the vertical stab is 
butt glued to the horizontal. The end of the 
plastic turtledeck slips around the leading 
edge of the vertical stab and gives some sup
port, but it's the flying wires that really add 
the strength to this tail group. 

Continuing on the same issue of strength, 
it's time to look at the nose section. The fire
wall is sandwiched between the ply sides, and 
bottom of the forward fuselage ''box". It's the 
usual butt glue joint, with some triangular 
stock as reinforcing gussets. But, as in this 
case, there will be some hefty powerplants 
hung on that firewall, and the instructions call 
for pinning the firewall. This is a reminder not 
to overlook this step. It's important. 

With the plug-in wings, alignment is crit
ical. The ply fuselage sides come stapled to
gether, with the tube holes cut already. Be-
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Lanier Laser 200 

Key to the Laser's performance is its lightweight 
construction. All that open framework on the tail fol
lows the philosophy and also shows why the flyi ng 
wires are so necessary. 

fore you separ ate the sides , you'll have to 
drill the seven lightening holes aft of F3. I 
left the seventh one, by the tail, out because 
I was concerned about its strength. A 2V.
inch hole saw will make this step easier. As 
long as you build that central fuselage box 
square, the tube, guaranteed, will be accu
rately aligned in all axes. 

More for the sake of convenience (I had one 
hanging around) I used a large Klett (from 
Carl Goldberg, 4734 W. Chicago Ave., Chica
go, IL 60651; 773-626-9550) tailwheel in
stead of the arrangement shown on the plans. 

The engine cowl pretty much shapes the whole front of the model. It's made from two pieces of thick ABS 
plastic and is secured to the airframe with four 6- 32 socket head bolts. Cockpit and turtledeck are also ABS. 

They call for a tiller arm strapped to the bot
tom of the rudder. I feel that will tear out too 
easily in any hard landing. I do have to ad
mit, though, that the Klett is way out of scale, 
and leaves the plane sitting on its gear in an 
almost nose level attitude. But, I feel it will 
save the t ail and stand up to some of those 
rough field , less-than-perfect landings. 

Having mentioned landing gear, it's a 
good time to say it was easy to install , and 
so were the plastic wheel pants provided. 
These are not quite scale. The back end is 
squared off, and the real Laser had pointed 

ends on the pan ts . Plastic cuffs, purely cos
metic, were provided as a scale item for the 
place where the gear meets the fuse lage. 
These didnl fit the gear. The opening for the 
gear leg was much too wide, so I left them 
off. I suspect that these were intended for 
the la rger V2 scale Lanier Laser. 

In the interest of lightness, the wood 
parts of the model were covered in Ultra
cote . Your major investment will be for 
three rolls of Tru Red UltraCote. That wi ll 
t ake care of the majority of the airframe. 
The under s ide of the wing will require 

Lanier's kit of the %-scale Laser provides everything to frame the plane (above 
left) , minus any hardware. The phenolic wing tube socket is glued into the 
predrilled tunnel in the wing (above right). Tunnel for the servo cables must be 

drilled. With the wing plugged in , and the anti-rotation pin allowed to float (be
low left), the incidence is set, and the disc is glued in to lock the setting. Length 
of the firewall can be adjusted to suit the engine used (below right). 
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either black or Corsair Blue UltraCote. 
Obviously, the plastic parts needed paint 

and Carl Goldberg now has Ultra Cote match
ing spray paint. Application ofthe new Ultra
Paint paint is easy. Lightly, and I do mean 
lightly, scuff up the plastic with some 400-
600 Wet-0-Dry paper (you know, the black 
stuff for automotive and metal use) in prepa
ration. Color match of the paint to the cover
ing is fairly good, though the red I used was 
slightly darker than the UltraCote film. 

The one problem that cropped up was the 
incomplete cure of the paint on the plastic 
parts. It was still soft two days after paint
ing. This, I discovered from Larry King at 
Goldberg, was due to the cat alyzing process 
of this epoxy paint. I painted the plane in my 
air-conditioned workshop, and it just so hap
pens that ambient moisture in the air is the 
catalyst for this paint. That accounts for the 
very slow cure. You ar e much better off 
spraying two light coats of this paint, to let 
the first coat cata lyze and cure, before 
spraying the second coat. Goldberg says that 
the second coat can be applied about 2-3 
hours after the first. 

You won't need much since UltraPa int 
has a lot of pigment and is very opaque. 
You can spray it over other types of paint. 
And also you don't really need a primer be
cause it is so opaque. 

Part of the attraction of the Laser 200 are 
the very colorful paint schemes that adorned 
it in the 22 years it flew. Since FM splurged 
and provided the Model Graphics (121 CO\·e 
Drive, Hemphill, TX 75948; phone 409-7 7-
2875) Bud Light scheme for this V.. scale Laser. 
I was only too happy to spend the extra time 
to apply them. Don't get the idea that apply
ing these excellent graphics is quick and easy. 
It is work, because it demands careful atten
tion to placement and laying them dov.rn. Bu 
they are a wonderful product. The adhesion t;; 

excellent, they don't have to be fuel proo ed. 
and they have some stretch for very sligh: 
compound curves. They are also very 
only 0.002 inch (2 mils) thick, lea'in em 
hardly not iceable. Model Graphic"s Rapid T
fluid really helped in positioning the graph: -
before squegeeing them into position. 

Can't forget Scale Model Research 31·..;, 
Yukon Ave. , Costa Mesa. CA 92626 . wi::o 
supplied the documentation pho os or ~ 
pa r t icular scheme. It might help yo· ·o 
know tha t there are three paint scher:c ::for 
Leo's plane, and one for Jim Robert"s La<£T 
Leo's started with the original blue : erne. 
then went to the fi rst Bud Light scheme in 
1982, and ultimately the last Bud scheme 
painted in 1996. The photos they supplied 
h elped immensely in supplementing the 
Model Graphics placement sheet. 

Over to Frank 
Vic did a superb job building and finish

ing the plane. He also installed the serYo 
and some pushrods. It was my job to set up 
the gear a nd fly the plane, so let's get to the 
setup first . 

Lanier supplies the Laser with I/•-inch bal 
sa st icks fo r the pushrods, and Vic had in
stalled them. Don't even think about using 
them unless you intend to wrap them with 
fiberglass to stiffen them. Dave Brown Prod
ucts' fiberglass pushrods were substituted. 

Since separate servos were used for the el
evator halves and for the ailerons, a com
puter radio was about the only way to go to 
facilitate the mixing required, and JR's 
XP8103 system proved itself again in this 
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A closer look at the Webra Speed 1.20 

T he advantage that this 
Lanier RC '/•-scale 

Laser 200 will h ave, will be 
that it will h ave power to 
spar e boasting the Webra 
Speed 1.20. We've always 
thought that the Laser 200 
h ad crisp aerobatic quali
t ie above any other design 
that proceeded it, and with 
that, the Laser has re
mained competitive in the 
lAC contests, and now 
with the latest R/C craze 
Il'llAC pattern aerobatic 
competition . This is an air
frame that deserves and 
will well manage the pow
er of the Webra. 

The cast a luminum en
gine comes out of the box 
,-ery clean. Casting of the 
aluminum parts is quite 
smooth. exterior machin
ing is fine, bright, and very 
smooth. ince this engine 
has -uch a wide range of 
applications (sport, scale, competition, 
etc .. it comes without a muffler, though 
there are many aftermarket mufflers 
available, from pitts style, to pipes. The 

n end of the engine is matched with a 
Prom.ix Competition, twin needle, carbu
re or. The sleeve and piston set-up uses 
an aluminum piston with a cast iron dikes 
rin . that rides inside a steel sleeve. The 
instructions with the engine deal with 
!reneral safety rules, starting and run-in 
proced ures, and general tuning tips for 
adjusting t he wide variety of Webra car
buretcrs available. However vital infor
ma on such as recommendations for pro
peller. fuel, or glow plug to use are not 
li.sted. As it turned out, finding a good set
up came fairly naturally, as the engine 
pnr.-ed t{) have no bad habits. 

For the init ial run-in, the 1.20 was 
mounted to a American Hobby Products 
engine test stand, upright with the fuel 
:an.k set at the carburetor center line. A 
Han ar 9 standard two-stroke (hot) glow 
plug was secured, and a Menz 16-8 pro
peller was used to start. 

The fir t five minutes were run at 4,000 
rpm set r ich at three turns out, at low 
;:hroule. Second tank, with the throttle 
fully open, was set rich at 8,200 rpm for 2 
minutes, then run at a peak needle setting 
for 30 seconds at 8,900 rpm, then turned 
bac · tc rich again for one minute to cool 
down. then shut off. This procedure was 
repeated until the lean run time was in
creased to 11/2 minutes. After burning 
about 30 ounces of fuel, the engine was 
ready tc fly in the airplane. 

The low speed needle was adjusted, and 
it idled all day at 2,100 rpm. The transi
tion from low to high was very good. The 
engine burbles a bit in the mid-range, 
even with the low speed needle tweaked as 
much as possible. The high speed needle 
could be set between 21/ • and 21/2 turns out. 
With the Hangar 9 glow plug,. the motor 
seems very happy. An O.S . #8 (hot) was 
tried but seemed to weaken the high speed 

perfromance. Any long reach, hot style, 
two cycle plug would work fine. An O.S. 
type F, and K&B's new FS p lug wor ked 
well. All testing was done with a Bisson 
Pitts style muffler installed . 

After a little over 45 minutes of bench 
time, the engine still wasn't qu ite broken
in. Complete break-in wouldn't be expect
ed for another hour or so of running. In the 
air is the best place to finish the break-in 
so that it can unload, and the piston could 
be polished to a perfect fit . 

The engine hand started right out of the 
box, and every time afterwards. Even at 
the flight line an electric starter was al
most never used. There didn't seem to be 
much kick back in the engine so h and 
starting was very comfortable. 18% to 20% 
oil mixture in the glow fuel is recommend
ed, and nitro content up to 15% is probably 
overkill. For one of the 10-ounce tanks, 
burned on the bench, Sig F AI fuel was test
ed, and the engine really seemed to like it. 

A Menz 16-8 propeller used during the 
bench run was the only prop tested, most
ly because the results were so satisfacto
ry. Best max rpm on the ground was 
tached at 9,000. · 

With the engine mounted in t he air
plane, running was more of the same plea
surable experience. During the first 
flights, Sig FAI fuel was used. Though the 
airplane is significantly over powered, a 
concerning rpm drop was noted in the ex
tended vertical lines. Bumping up the ni
tro content of the fuel cured the motor 
straight away. a:: 

BASIC SPECIFICATIONS 
Bore(mm) : 30 Stroke(mm): 27 

Disp. (cc): 20 Weight w/o muffler (oz): 31 .7 
H.P .: 3.2 Prop thread: 8x1 .25 

RPM range: 2,000-11 ,000 
Normal propeller: 16-8 

Glow plug: K&B 1 L, Enya #3, O.S. type F 
Rec. Fuel : FAI , and up to 10% nitro 
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Lanier Res Quarter Scale Laser 200 

Use good stiff push rods! Since the elevator push rods cross, one elevator servo (at the left) is shimmed high
er than the other on the far right, so there isn't any interference. Note difference in arm angles for equal throws. 

capacity. This is the fifth plane on this very 
versatile transmitter. For sport applications 
there's no reason why a single elevator ser
vo couldn't be used with a "Y" pushrod (see 
Dean Pappas' column on these in the April 
'98 FM) . The aileron servos were hooked up 
with a "Y" harness. 

JR's new 2721 UltraTorque metal gear, 
ball bearing servos were used for the eleva
tor, and are mounted at the outer sides of the 
servo rails. The right elevator servo was also 
mounted a half inch higher so that the two 
elevator pushrods can cross. The rudder ser
vo, a JR9011, sits on the rails between the el
evator servos, and runs a single pushrod. 

In mixing the elevator, Flap (Channel6) and 
Elevator were used. Since the 8103 has six pro
grammable mixes, you have to select one that 
will allow the master channel trim to direct the 
slave channel. On the 8103, only programma
ble mixes 5 and 6 do this. Slave channel rate 
also has to be adjusted on the mix so that you 
get matching throws on the elevator halves. 

With the mechanical setup I now had (out
er hole in the servo arm, third hole from the 
control surface on the horn), elevator throw 
was about 1 v. inches. This was in excess of 
the recommended one inch. Bubba Spivey of 
Lanier says it's best not to exceed that di
mension, so I dialed down the throw on the 
elevator dual rate to 73% in the high rate po
sition to get the one inch throw, and then to 
be conservative on the first flights, dialed 
down the low rate to 55%, which gave about 
% inch throw. 

arm. Simply wrap some string around the 
tubes to keep the canopy on the wing in the 
area of the cockpit and hold the plane up. Bub
ba Spivey says to make sure the nose drops 
slightly. If it seems level, it may actually be a 
little tail heavy. In any event, it's a good, con
servative place to start, and as it turned out 
later, didn't hurt the flight performance. Lat
eral balance required an ounce of weight stuck 
to the left wingtip and it balanced perfectly. 

With all this taken care of, it was time to 
fly. The Webra 1.20 started easily, one or two 
reverse flips , and the Menz 16-8 prop was 
turning. Problems with a muffier continually 
coming loose were traced to the exhaust gas
ket. It would crush more with the heat and 
vibration of the engine and the retaining 
screws kept loosening. The cure was to elim
inate the gasket, and the screws stayed tight. 
Other screws came loose also, so it is wise to 
Loctite everything you can up front, even the 
wheel pant anti-rotation screws. 

With mixture set properly, all screws 
tight, and rates set at low, it was time for 
the first flight. Taxiing in high grass was a 

bit of problem with the small (2%-inch) scale 
wheels. Use a larger size. Moving onto the 
freshly mown runway, the Laser tracked 
fairly straight, though some right rudder 
was required. Because of the stance of the 
model , with the Klett tailwheel, the plane 
literally flew itself off the runway. I didn't 
have to use any elevator. And it did it at only 
half throttle. 

There were some minor trim adjustments 
a few clicks of left aileron and a few more of 
up elevator before the plane flew straight 
and level, hands off. The Webra pulls the 
plane very well at only half throttle, and 
many of the preliminary maneuvers were 
flown at that setting. Full throttle was used 
only for "ertical maneuvers. 

How did it fly? It is one of the best I have 
e\·er flown. It tracked without correction 
through inside loops. Rolls were fast, axial , 
and required little or no elevator or rudder 
input. Snaps were fast. and ended as soon as 
the sticks were released. Stall turns were 
towering and positive. The real gem was the 
square loop. The corners were so tight and 
quick, you could have been drawing them 
with a triangle. There wasn't a burble from 
the wings, and the fuselage didn't hunt. All 
this with low rates no less! 

Switching the ailerons to high rate, the 
rolls became even quicker, and the point 
rolls and snaps violently athletic though 
still very controllable. Finally elevator was 
switched to high rate. Response, obviously 
was quicker and crisper, with only a slight 
tendency to break. Landings were an ab
solute joy. In the calm air, the plane flew a 
steady final with the Webra at its lowest 
idle, and settled on a ll three with only a 
breath of up elevator. 

It's a shame there wasn't more time to fly 
it , and report on different setups, i.e. , 
changing throws, moving the e.g., trying ex
ponential, etc. But just the way it is , this is 
a plane worth having and holding on to for 
a good long time. It helps make a good pilot 
look great, and it is thoroughly responsive. 
Its flying characteristics remind me very 
much of Loudenslager and his Laser. It is as 
crisp and athletic as his style was, and like 
the real plane is capable of flying the way 
you want it. a: 

Mechanical linkage on the ailerons (servo 
arm outer hole, third hole from the surface on 
the horn) was right on for the 5fs inch travel 
required from them. The servos, by the way, 
were JR 90lls. The rudder took a little bit of 
adjustment though, to get equal travel each 
way. The pushrod came off the servo at an 
oblique angle resulting in the unequal throw. 
First the sub trim was used to get a better 90 
degree angle, and then the travel adjust was 
set to give equal throw both ways. The rud
der can be maxed out, to just about bang each 
elevator half at 1% inches. I was a little more 
conservative than that. 

Balance the Laser right on the wing tube 
Model Graphics has the trim scheme for all three versions of the Laser 200, from the early blue paint to the 
two Bud Light versions. They also have Jim Roberts' trim scheme. This is the last Bud Light paint scheme 
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- CF0949 (11/94) • Black Tiger - CF0999 
• Aerobatic Aircobra - CF0960 (04/95) • Ballerina Ill - CD0023 (04/97) 
• Tucker Special- CF0981 (1 2195) • Atom- CD0038 (10/97) 
• Electra - CF0990 (04/96) • Victory- CD0043 (01/98) 

I VISA" I 

BUILDING AND FLYING CONTROL LINE MODEL AIRCRAFT by Dick Sarpolus 
Dick Sarpolus' Building and Flying Control Line Model Aircraft is a com
plete how-to manual on the popular mode of flying developed by the late Jim Walker 
in 1939. A history of control-line fl ying is followed by chapters on control mecha
nisms and hardware , flight train ing, engines for control line, aircraft construction and 
finish ing, kits and scratchbuilding, competitive fl ying, building instructions for four 
1 /2A mode ls and three larger models, and a listing of control line organizations and 
suppliers. Dick Sarpolus is a regu lar contributor to Flying Models magazine and oth-
er publications on a wide variety of model aircraft. C00058 ......... $7.95 + S&H 

BASICS OF RADIO CONTROL SAILPLANES by Alan Gornick Jr. 
Th is is a book about having fun with radio-control gl iders and sailplanes. Whether 
you're just starting out, or are already an accomplished pi lot, for the pure joy of it, or en
joy flying in competition, you'll find plenty of information here to assist and challenge 
you in your pursu it of this fascinating sport and hobby. A 11 078 ......... $12.95 S&H 

INTRODUCING MODEL AERO ENGINES by Mike Billinton 
If you r new to model engines or are ready to increase your knowledge for more practi
cal and intelligent operation of them, this book is for you. The author is a widely 
renowned expert on model engines and has put together nine chapters of text, illustra
tions and specifications about R/C, ringed , ABC, marine, four stroke, two stroke and 
other types of model engines. Plus, all the other important info about glow plugs, fuel , 
starte rs mufflers, tuned pipes, etc. is also all there. This one book may help you turn 
your old clunker into a purring powerhouse. A 11 015 ........ $9.95 + S&H 

BUILDING BIG IS BEAUTIFUL by Dick Phillips 
This was the book that helped launch the giant scale revolution in modeling, and was 
written by one of the major modelers who helped popularize big planes. The informa
tion in th is book covers the special differences between smaller models and the big 
ones, including the larger gas-powered powerplants. There's also lots of information 
about the specialty sources for larger accessories that are used in these planes. If you 
want to go big the smart way, this book is for you . A 11 085 ........ $11.95 + S&H 

YOU CAN NOW ORDER TOLL FREE: 1·800-474-6995 24 HRS. A DAY 
OR FAX YOUR ORDER: 1-973-383-4064 FOR FAST SERVICE! 



F/F RUBBER SCALE 

CF202 BUCKER JUNGMEISTER. 22" span , rubber pow
ered , Semi-Scale biplane. J. Blankenship. FM 2-71. $9.00 
CF217 SPERRY MESSENGER. 20" span, rubber powered, 
Semi-Scale biplane. J. Blankenship. FM 5-71. $7.00 
CF260 CHANCE VOUGHT KINGFISHER. 18" span, rubber 
powered biplane. J. Blankenship. FM 4-72. $4.50 
CF296 FOCKE-WULF 190 D-9. 173/4" span , rubber pow
ered, WWII Scale design. P. Bruning. FM 5-73. $4.50 
CF336 DEHAVILLAND BOA PUSS MOTH. 24" span, rubber 
Scale design. R. Booth. FM 6-74. $7.00 
CF346 STANDARD. Scale bipe for rubber F/F or .020 eng. 
and lightweight R/C. 36" span. H. Bowers. FM 10-74. $7.00 
CF360 AVRO 511 ARROW-SCOUT. 24" span rubber F/F. G. 
Meyer. FM 2-75. $8.00 
CF370 WACO 10 and TAPERWING. 27" span, Two Rubber 
Scale biplanes. G. Meyer. FM 5-75. $8.00 
CF374 AMERICAN EAGLE. Ru bbe r Scale biplane with 
221 /2" span. G. Meyer. FM 7-75. $7.00 
CF384 LUSCOMBE PHANTOM 1. 231 /2" span rubber, clas
sic Scale monoplane. G. Meyer. FM 10-75. $7.00 
CF394 RYAN BLUEBIRD. 27" span, Rubber Scale mono
plane. G. Meyer. FM 1-76. S8.00 
CF436 JUNGSTER II. 20" span, Rubber Scale biplane G 
Meyer. FM 4-77. $7.00 

C/L STUNT 
CF24 SHIEK. Wild looking C/L stunter, featuring inverted g~ 
wing, twin rudders, and "I" beam construction. Spans 53~ a'iO 
uses .35 eng. J. Sheeks. FM 6-65. $8.00 
CF33 SEA VIXEN. A C/L semi-scale stunt version o P:,a 
Navy jet fighter.56" span, and uses .35 eng. J. Shee'<s 
FM 4-66. 58.00 
CF40 EXTENDED GEE BEE. 56 inch span , C/L sere=.;; 
stunt vers ion ol famous 1930's racing plane .. 35 er; :: 
Miller. FM 6-66. $8.00 
CF43 SUPERSONIC STUNTER. Very clean des;
swept-back, 62 inch span wing. For .35 to 45 €" 0 :: ,_ 
FM 7-66. $15.00 
CF49 DEMON. A 54" span , C/L semi-scale sr--· =-=- _ 
the McDonnell Navy fighter, featunng ftacs a-: · =~a
construction. For .35 eng. J. Sheeks. F 8-00 SS.OO 
CF59 CHIZLER. Designed for slow stun:', -; -- : :::- =.
ship uses .35 eng. D. Mathis. FM 11-66 SS.OO 
CF62 TALON. Rakish looking stunt des,gr ' :· :;:; ·: - : a ; 
Features 56" span. J. Kostecky. FM 2~ S9 OC 
CF67 SWINGER. Swep w•ng C stu"! 0"..5 :;- - o.' ' =-
For .35 eng . J. Sheeks. F -67 S8.00 
CF87 RYAN SC. Semo-sca e C _, __ . s-: :'" =-
For .35 eng. J. Sheeks FM --6- SS.OO 

ELECTRIC 
CF402 DEHAVILLAND DH-10. F F Scae 49' z· s:a.- _ 
two 02 electric motors. W. R. Strohman. F ~ "-- 6 57.00 

CF430 LOCKHEED WASP-VEGA 5. Wiley Post 's famed 
Winnie Mae. Model has 31 " span. F/F Scale for Hytork 48 
electric motor. G. Meyer. FM 2-77. $8.00 
CF449 VALKYRIE MODEL A NO. 1. Freeflight Electric-Scale 
for 02 motor. Has 37" span. W. R. Stroman. FM 9-77. $8.00 
CF730 GRANDMA. Semi-Scale R/C bipe performs fine on 
electnc power. Has 54" span, and features a unique battery 
holder. E. Grummer. FM 8-86. $9.00 
CF745 EMF. Grve electric pylon racing a try with this 05 pow
ered machtne. It's easy to build, spans 34" and requires a 3 
channel system. B. Aberte. FM 4-87. $8.00 
CF775 ELECTRIC HAMMER. Build this 58" span mid-wing 
design for geared 05 electric motors. Features light bui lt-up 
construction. B. Peru. FM 5-88. S9.00 
CF808 COLIBRI MB-2. Low wing F/F scale design for rubber 
or electric power. Spans 26". D. Rees . FM 7-89 $8.00 

FLY ING MODELS 

+NEW AIRCRAFT PLANS+ 
CD071 FLEA FLIGHT. It's an electric freeflight tandem 
wing plane , much like Henri Mignet's Pou de Ciel. Takes 
a Hiline Mini 6 motor or equivalent. Spans 23 inches. 
Roy Clough Jr. FM 12-98$7.00 
CD070 LASER 200. With a .60 2-stroke engine this 
sport scale RIC ship is designed for real aerobatic per
formance just like the full size. Spans 66 inches. Plans 
on two sheets. Brad Shepherd. FM 12-98. $22.00 
CD069 DELTA IV & WING DING. Two planes on one plan. 
These small rubber power free flight planes are for fun. The 
Delta IV is a delta pusher while the Wing Ding is a swept 
wing tailless design. John Walker. FM 11 -98. $4.50 
CD068 PROFILE CAVALIER. Use this 59112-inch span 
C/L Stunter for competition or training . Profile construc

tion reduces building time. Takes a .40- .51 engine . Byron 
Ba er and Mike Starrett. FM 11-98. $9.00 
CD067 BOORAY. This little 28Y2-inch R/C ship is one of 

hree pa emed after Formula One racers. With a .15 it's 
g uy: With a . 1 0 is a sport ship. Uses three channels; 

dder op onal. Build this one or all three. Jim Farned. 
M 1 -98. 59.00 

CD066 SHOESTRING. This little 34:Y•·inch span RIC 
is one of three patterned after Formula One racers. With a 
.1 0 or .15 it's great sport ship or a potent little racer. Uses 
3 channels; rudder optional. John Wise. FM 11-98. 59.00 
CD065 SUMP 'N ELSE. This little 34Y2-inch RIC ship is 
one of three patterned after Formula One racers. It's great 
as a racer with a .15 2-stroke, but can be flown as a sport 
ship with a .1 0. Uses three channels; rudder optional. 
Build this one or all three. Jim Wise . FM 11-98. $9.00 
CD064 SKIPPER II. Looking to fly in your backyard? Try this 
smallish 3-channel RIC for some slow flying. Uses the new mi
cro radio gear and a VL HYSO-D 5:1 geared motor for the heav
ier version , or the WES Technik DCS-2.4 11 .8:1 geared motor 
for the ultralight installation. Don Srull. FM 10-98. $7.00 
CD063 SCHIZO. This .25 size tailless RIC plane has a dual per
sonality. It can be gentle as a kitten, or outrageously aerobalic 
when the sticks are to their stops. Uses a standard 4-channel ra
dio, with no mixing required. Tyrone Parker. FM 10-98. $9.00 
CD062 TURBO MUSTANG/PIPER PA-48 ENFORCER. This 
two in one freeflight rubber plan shows everything needed to 
build either or both of these two proposed COIN turboprop 
fighters. Span is 24% inches. Tom Arnold. FM 9-98. $9.00 

To order toll free call: 1-800-474-6995-24 HOURS A DAY 
Or FAX your order: 1-973-383-4064 for fast service 

FLYING MODELS PLAN ORDER FORM 

FLYING MODELS 
PO Box 700 
Newton, New Jersey 07860-0700 

Dept1437 

:: clOsed is my check or money order in US funds. Please send me the plans I have indicat
ea Give plan number and name. If you do not care to cut magazine, type or print legibly on 
seoarate sheet.). 

= ' D ilding instructions refer to the FLYING MODELS issue in which the article originally 
appeared. Issue reference is given with most listings. Our back issue ad lists currently avail
Ell e back issues. If issues are not available we can make copies of construction articles at 

-per page. 

:. prices are in US dollars. 

NAME 

STREET 

CITY STATE ZIP 

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING PLANS: 
Plan and Name $ 
Pran # and Name $ 

~~~---------------------------2----------------------
P,an 4_a_nd _N_a_me ___ _ _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ $_ 

lan # and Name $ 
lan ::! and Name 

POSTAGE AND SPECIAL HANDLING 
,:.. ,•, 4 •;eeks delivery in USA. 

:J "o e gn surface mail add 75¢ per plan . 

..J S • s; class mail: Add 20% of order. 

:J Fo•e gn airmail including Canada and Mexico: Add 50% of order. 

MAILING TUBE (Offer good in USA only) 

$ 

-4 ans'ntube ~v~ia~U~P~S~$~3-~2=5~----------------------~$ ______________________ _ 
5 - 0 plans in tube via U PS $3.75 $ 

NJ Resodents add state sales tax _ _ ---~~- _ _ $~ --~ _ ___ ------~ 
Canadian res idents add 7% G. S. T . $ 

TOTA_L _PAY_M_EfiT __ EN __ CLOSED: _ __ $ _ _ ____ _ 
Charge my 0 Master Charge 0 Visa Card 0 Amex 0 Optima card . 

Card No. 

----- --~ --------------------------------------------

Signature: 
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F/F RUBBER SCALE 

CF202 BUCKER JUNGMEISTER. 22" span, rubber pow
ered, Semi-Scale biplane. J . Blankenship. FM 2-71 . $9.00 
CF21 7 SPERRY MESSENGER. 20" span, rubber powered , 
Semi-Scale biplane. J. Blankenship. FM 5-71. $7.00 
CF260 CHANCE VOUGHT KINGFISHER. 18" span, rubber 
powered biplane. J. Blankenship. FM 4-72. $4.50 
CF296 FOCKE-WULF 190 0 -9. 173/4" span, rubber pow
ered, WWII Scale design. P. Bruning. FM 5-73. $4.50 
CF336 DEHAVILLAND 80A PUSS MOTH. 24" span , rubber 
Scale design. R. Booth. FM 6-74. $7.00 
CF346 STANDARD. Scale bipe for rubber F/F or .020 eng. 
and lightweight RIC. 36" span. H. Bowers. FM 10-74. $7.00 
CF360 AVRO 511 ARROW-SCOUT. 24" span rubber F/F. G. 
Meyer. FM 2-75. $8.00 
CF370 WACO 10 and TAPERWING. 27" span , Two Rubber 
Scale biplanes. G. Meyer. FM 5-75. $8.00 
CF374 AMERICAN EAGLE. Rubber Scale biplane w•th 
221 /2" span. G. Meyer. FM 7-75. $7.00 
CF384 LUSCOMBE PHANTOM 1. 231 /2" span rubber cas
sic Scale monoplane. G. Meyer. FM 10-75. $7.00 
CF394 RYAN BLUEBIRD. 27" span , Rubber Sca•e 
plane. G. Meyer. FM 1-76.$8.00 
CF436 JUNGSTER II. 20" span, Rubber Sea e o•c a~ -
Meyer. FM 4-77. $7.00 

C/L STUNT 
CF24 SHIEK Wild loo<mg C L s:/·e· 'ea,_- ~ - : -=-~ ~ 
wing, twin rudders_ and ·r bea-- ......... -s~ - =- &- s~--~ =.2~ ~

uses .35 eng J_ S~"~ee ' ='.' 5-£5 SO.OO 
CF33 SEA VIXEN. A ~ x- -::.::e.e ::-_-· ?~ : ~ 

avy jEt r.gr~e · ss· s:Ja!"" .;_- :: ..,.se~ :;.: : : - S-a:--..=
FM 4-66 . SS.OO 
CF40 EXTE OED GEE BEE .. 55 -- = ::,_ ~E 
stunt version of ar.ous -~_,._ 5 ..-.=..: -; : ~--=- ;.:: =--- _ 
Miller. FM 6-66. $8.00 
CF43 SUPERSONIC STUNTER. , : - : :e- ;:.-...;o ;

swept-back, 62 inch spa " ng F- 3t ·: - :0 .,..,; =: -
FM 7-66. $15.00 
CF49 DEMON. A 54- span. C L se- -=.: ::< 
the McDonnell Navy fighter, fea t.r..-g '" :.5 
construction. For .35 eng. J . SheeP(S '='' 5--0C 
CF59 CHIZLER. Designed for slow s n:" , 
ship uses .35 eng. D. Mathis. FM 11-66 S8.00 
CF62 TALON. Rakish looking stunt des gr • • 3t '= .:.: ;;,-; 
Features 56" span. J . Kostecky. FM 12-66 S9.00 
CF67 SWINGER. Swept wing C/L stunt des>g- ~- :; - - =
For .35 eng. J . Sheeks. FM 1-67. $8.00 
CF87 RYAN SC. Semi-scale C/L stunt sh1p :. ~ 5- - =
For .35 eng. J. Sheeks. FM 7-67. $8.00 

ELECTRIC 
CF402 DEHAVILLAND DH-10. F/F Scale 491/2- spar •- 
two 02 electric motors. W. R. Strohman. FM 4-76. $7.00 

CF430 LOCKHEED WASP-VEGA 5. Wiley Post's famed 
Winnie Mae. Model has 31 " span. F/F Scale for Hytork 48 
electric motor. G. Meyer. FM 2-77. $8.00 
CF449 VALKYRIE MODEL A NO.1. Freeflight Electric-Scale 
lor 02 motor. Has 37" span . W. R. Stroman. FM 9-77. $8.00 
CF730 GRANDMA. Semi-Scale R/C bipe performs fine on 
electric power. Has 54" span, and features a unique battery 
holder. E. Grummer. FM 8-86 . $9.00 
CF745 EMF. Give electric pylon racing a try with this 05 pow
ered machine. It's easy to build , spans 34" and requires a 3 
channel system. B. Aberle . FM 4-87. $8.00 
CF775 ELECTRIC HAMMER. Build this 58" span mid-wing 
design lor geared 05 electric motors. Features light bui lt-up 
construction. B. Peru. FM 5-88. $9.00 
CF808 COLIBRI MB-2. Low wing F/F scale design for rubber 
or electric power. Spans 26". D. Rees. FM 7-89 $8.00 

FLYING MODELS 

NEW AIRCRAFT PLANS 
FLEA FLIGHT. It's an electric freeflight tandem 

much like Henri Mignet's Pou de Ciel. Takes 
Mini 6 motor or equivalent. Spans 23 inches. 

Jr. FM 12-98 $7.00 
LASER 200. W ith a .60 2-stroke engine this 
I RIC ship is designed for real aerobatic per-
just like the full size. Spans 66 inches. Plans 

sheets. Brad Shepherd. FM 12-98. $22.00 
DELTA IV & WING DING. Two planes on one plan. 

small rubber power freeflight planes are for fun. The 
IS a de a pusher while the Wing Ding is a swept 

des1gn. John Walker. FM 11-98. $4.50 
PROFILE CAVALIER. Use this 59Y2-inch span 

Stunte for competit ion or training . Profile construe
reduces ouild1ng ti me. Takes a .40-.51 engine. Byron 

ano •<e Starrett. FM 11-98. $9.00 
BOORAY. This little 28Y, ·inch R/C ship is one of 

a er Formula One racers. With a .15 it's 

CD066 SHOESTRING. This little 34:Y. -inch span RIC 
is one of three patterned after Formula One racers. 
.1 0 or .15 it's great sport ship or a potent little 
3 channels; rudder optional. John Wise. FM 11-98. 
CD065 SUMP 'N ELSE. This little 34Y,-inch R/C 
one of three patterned after Formula One racers. It's 
as a racer with a .15 2-stroke, but can be flown as a 
ship with a .1 0. Uses three channels; rudder i 
Build this one or all three. Jim Wise. FM 11-98. $9.00 
CD064 SKIPPER II. Looking to fly in your backyard? Try 
smallish 3-channel RIC for some slow flying. Uses the new 
cro radio gear and a VL HY50-D 5:1 geared motor lor the 
ier version, or the WES Technik DC5-2.4 11 .8:1 geared 
for the ultralight installation. Don Srull. FM 10-98. $7.00 
CD063 SCHIZO. This .25 size tailless RIC plane has a dual 
sonality. It can be gentle as a kitten, or outrageously 
when the sticks are to their stops. Uses a stanaE~ra •4-cJ1an,ner 
dio, with no mixing required. Tyrone Parker. FM 10-98. 
CD062 TURBO MUSTANG/PIPER PA-48 EN!FOIRCIER. 
two in one freeflight rubber plan shows everything 
build either or both of these two proposed COIN 

is 24:Y. inches. Tom Arnold. FM -
FLYING MODELS PLAN ORDER FORM 

FLYING MODELS 
PO Box 700 

ewton, New Jersey 07860-0700 

Dept1437 

- ~ sed is my check or money order in US funds. Please send me the plans I have indicat
e-:: G e plan number and name. If you do not care to cut magazine, type or print legibly on 
5€ ara e sheet.). 

=: · ouilding instructions refer to the FLYING MODELS issue in which the article originally 
aopeared. Issue reference is given with most listings. Our back issue ad lists currently avail
aD e back issues. If issues are not available we can make copies of construction articles at 

1

- oer page. 

~ p ces are in US dollars. 

AME 

STREET 
CITY ------------- STATE ZIP 

PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING PLANS: 
0 1an :: and Name $ 

~~~----------------------------~---------------------
:> an = and Name $ 

ian = and Name 
ian = and Name 

P a =and Name 

POSTAGE AND SPECIAL HANDLING 
:. ~ .·, t. v. eeks delivery in USA. 

- =o·e gn surface mai l add 75rt per plan. 

Add 50% of order. 

$ 
$ 
$ 

$ 

~~==~~~~~~~----------~$ - - - --- - ----
=-------------------- 7$ ___ _ 

Canao1an residents a':CdO:d:07'-:
0
:::Yo':-G:=:::. 7s"'. :::T'::. ==--------------~-------------

TOT A_L_P_A_YMEN_T_E_NCLOSED: $ 
Charge my 0 Master Charge 0 Visa Card 0 Amex 0 Optima card. 

Card No. 

Ex pi rat ion : 

Signature : 
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An FM Product Review: By Bob Boswell 

An enduring fan classic gets new life with a makeover. All 
new molds with excellent detail , plus better performance. 

S
ince FM has already reviewed the 
earlier version of the A-4 (see the 
June, 1990 issue), and most of the 
construction is identical , I would 

like to devote most of this review of the re
vised kit to the changes and improvements, 
and their effect on construction and perfor· 
mance. The first change you will notice is a 
new, highly detailed fuselage. The clarity of 

I 

this detail is \·ery good, one of few examples 
whose panel lines are free from ragged 
edges. 

Most of the scale a ir scoops and access 
panels are also detailed, as is a separately 
molded gla s canopy frame. This provides 
better mounting as well as a more rigid as
sembly. Another welcome change is the larg
er engine ha tch cover with an integrally 

A-4 Skyhawk at a glance 
I 
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Wing span 

Fuselage length 

Ai rfoi l 

Wing area 

Stab area 

Weight 

Wing loading 

Engine required 

Fan unit required 

Radio requirements 
(ail , elev, th r, rud, gear; opt. flaps, fuel mix) 

40 inches 

57 inches 

semi-symmetrical 

920 square inches 

178 square inches 

11 .2 pounds 

28.4 ounces per square foot 

.77 to .91 DF two stroke 

J .M.P. Dynamax 

5 channel minimum 
10 servos, standard & mini 

Manufactured by: Yellow Aircraft 
203 Massachusetts Ave., Lexington, MA 02173; Phone 781-674-9898 

molded lip. This helps the hatch to retain 
the proper shape as well as make it easier to 
install a reliable retention system. The 
method described in the instructions works 
well ; just be sure at least 1/ 4 inch of the 
spring loaded locking pin extends through 
the lip in the fuselage. More on this later. 

The last obvious change is the inlet lips 
themselves, which are now molded as part 
of the fuselage . Instead of sliding the inlets 
through an opening you carefully cut the 
fu se gluing the inlets fast and manually 
shaping the lip. You simply butt the front 
edge of the new inlets up to the rear edge of 
the inside of the lip and glue the two to
gether by pouring resin between the inlets 
and fuselage and stand the whole thing nose 
down until cured. 

Well the gluing operation is a piece of 
cake, but the fitting of the inlets to the inlet 
lips is a lot easier said than done. Careful 
trimming with numerous trial fittings in be
tween is necessary to achieve an accurate 
fit . The extra time taken h ere will be saved 
when blending in the joint later. I would like 
to see the manufacturer add a small lip on 
the inlets that would slip behind the inlet 
lips to aid in alignment as they are fitted to
gether. I also recommend the builder paint 
the inside of the inlets before installation as 
this is much easier than trying to work in 
the confines of the fuselage once installed. 

I also elected to install some sound su
pression on the inlets. Acoustic foam was ob
tained from Aeroloft Designs. This foam 
sheet was faced on one side with a fuel proof 
material which was hot stuffed around the 
edges over tiny holes (.062) spaced about a 
V4 inch apart in a cross hatch pattern. This 
noticeably reduced inlet noise in flight. 

Probably the most significant change in 
the kit is to the inlets themselves. The new 
inlets are about 3'12 inches shorter which re
sults in the single heaviest component, the 
power package, being moved the same dis
tance forward of the e.g. The additional 
space created behind the fan permits the use 
of 11-ounce saddle tanks at the e.g. rather 
than the fuel tank between the inlets as be
fore, which required constant trim adjust
ments as fuel was consumed and nose 
weight reduced. 

The splitter plate has also been molded all 
the way back to the face of the fin and the 
spinner is taken out of the airflow to reduce 
turbulence. With the fuel tank now absent 
from between the inlets, the starting probe 
can be inserted through the canopy opening, 
eliminating the need for a special opening or 
utilizing the nose gear opening which was 
somewhat awkward. 

The wings and stabs are identical to the 
earlier kit, pre-sheeted with a high quality 
grade of balsa. Landing gear blocks, leading 
and trailing edges are already installed , 
and the gear and servo cutouts are precise
ly routed to eliminate most of the normal 
wing construction. Yellow Aircraft offers 
two wing sizes, a sport wing with a 44-inch 
span, and a 40-inch scale wing. As with my 
last A-4, I chose to use the 40-inch wing. 
About the only thing left is to mount the ser
vo and retracts of your choice and hinge the 
control surfaces. 

The fin is molded as part of the fuse and 
the rudder is built up as before. The manu
facturer also supplies all the necessary 
wood, precut to proper size to complete the 
airframe. One note here on the bulkheads: 
the instruction manual cautions the builder 
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The size is the same as the original Yellow A-4 and you s ha.e ;re option of choosing the 44-inch span 
sport wing or the 40-inch span scale wing. The graphics on Boos ::: ane were a mix of paint and ProMark. 

to trial fit each bulkhead before gluing, and 
while the fit was generally good, I did find 
some areas where a slight amount of mate
rial had to be removed to achieve a better fit 
or to prevent a bulge in the fuselage or ami
nor gap filled. Ideally they should be fitted 
so there is no more than a very slight resis
tance when placed in position so no distor
tion is created in the fuse. 

Two of the new details , besides the molded-in pan
el lines, are the scale refueling probe (above) and 
the glass canopy frame. Glass work on the kit is very 
good, as are the pre-sheeted foam cores (at right) . 

The method for retaining the canopy is still 
a problem, so here's my method for doing it. 
I used two 'Is dowels protruding from the rear 
of the canopy which slide into mating holes 
in the fuse and a small screw countersunk 
into the foward frame to lock it down. 

the I~ Sky hawk I built, and their addition 
was a welcome sight. 

ince all of the glass components are man
ufac ured with polyester resin, a word of 
caution is appropriate. The instruction man
ual devo;:es a full page to bonding the vari
ous ma-erials together. It should be studied 

Flight performance, especially in the takeoff is 
much better than before with the revised inlet system. 
Noise levels are also less with the addition of the op
tional sound suppression foam fo r the inlets. Inclu
sion of the optional flaps help slow the approach. 

well as certain types of glues will not adhere 
well or at all to polyester, especially if it is 
not prepared properly. My preferred tech
nique of prepping glass parts is to wipe 
down the area to be bonded with acetone, 
and sand well with 40 or 60 grit paper. Then 
just before I apply the adhesive, I wipe it 

If the builder so desires, a plug-in wing 
option is available and the installation is 
detailed in the instruction manual. I was 
also pleased to find a small package of de
t ail parts molded in glass. The talents of 
the mold maker is excellent. These tiny ac
cessories included pitot tubes, position 
lights, AOA indicator, gun gas deflectors 
(referred to as fuselage steps in the in
st ructions), antennae, cockpit floor with 
ej ection seat, and an all glass refueling 
probe. I can tell you I spent many hours 
m anufacturing these scale detail items on 

Chief improvement to the updated Skyhawk kit is the molded-in vertical fin on the fuselage. Inlets have also 
been redesigned and significantly improve ai rf low. Molded-in detail , like panel lines is quite good. 
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Yellow Aircrafts A-4 Slcyhawlc 

Unlike the earlier Skyhawk, the vertical fin (above left) is now molded as part of 
the fuselage, increasing its rigidity immensely. Note some of the detail molded into 

the fin , just above the horizontal stab. The elevator servo is nested at the base of 
the vertical stab {above right) , giving a very short push rod that eliminates flutter. 

once again with acetone. The acetone soft
ens the resin for a few minutes and seems to 
promote better adhesion. 

One adhesive I find works very well for 
a multitude of applications is "Zap-A-Dap
A-Goo" by Pacer Technologies. It grips 
polyester with such tenacity I decided to 
install a ll of the bulkheads including the 
fan mounts by applying a small fillet to 
both sides of each bulkhead, then gently 
pushing the fiberglass away from the bulk
head, allowing some "Goo" to wick in be
tween the two. Once cured I tried to sepa
rate the bond by pulling on the bulkhead, 
but it wouldn't budge . I was satisfied it 
would hold as well as any other method 
I've tried and possibly add some vibration 
dampening in the process. 

The full-size Skyhawk utilizes split flaps 
inboard of the ailerons to improve slow flight 
characteristics. Unfortunately I didn't get 
the opportunity to test them on my first A-4 
so I decided to install them on this airframe 
also. Since their construction is not detailed 
in the manual, I started with three view 
drawings to determine their actual size and 
location. By scaling the drawing, the flap 
outline was transferred to the underside of 
the wing and cut about halfway through the 
thickness of the wing with a sharp X-Acto 
knife. Then working from the trailing edge a 
razor saw was used to separate the flap from 
the wing. A piece of '!64 ply was then glued 
onto the exposed foam of the top of the flap 
and the bottom of the wing. The fl ap was 

hinged along the bottom surface and a con
to! horn was attached on the centerline of the 
landing gear pod. I sunk a mini servo into 
the bottom of the wing under the gear pod 
just aft of the retract unit. This provided a 
totally concealed drive method, yet still ser
vicable when the pod was removed. 

The finish was applied using an automo
tive basecoat-clearcoat system. All balsa 
surfaces were first glassed using %-ounce 
cloth, then primed and sanded. Since the 
fuse already had panel lines, the wings and 
stabs were detailed to match. My favorite 
method is to lay down 1!64 chart tape using a 
three-view for panel line location, then build 
up the surrounding area by lighly spraying 
on several coats of primer. When dry, the 
primer is sanded until the tape shows 
through, then the tape is carefully r emoved. 
I find the tape is easier to remove if it is done 
as soon as possible, otherwise some of the 
tape's adhesive is left behind. 

Next the base color is applied, then the 
trim colors. Finally, the markings are ap
plied. The larger markings such as the stars 
and bars and larger lettering were painted 
on using masks I cut from frisket paper. 

The smaller nomenclature, rescue arrows 
and warning triangles were dry transfers 
done by Jerry Caudle of Pro Mark. I have 
used Jerry's markings on several of my oth
er scale aircraft and have been very pleased 
with the results. I find they transfer from 
the backing sheets much easier than most 
dry transfers and because of the epoxy ad-

hesive he uses, they are fuel proof and re
quire no clearcoat if sealed with a warm
only warm!-covering iron . They can also be 
clearcoated if so desired. 

Once all the markings were finished, I ap
plied rivets using a pencil and a template I 
made to give me the proper size and spacing. 
The panel lines were also highlighted using 
the pencil and an airbrush. Finally the 
clearcoat was applied and left to dry before 
final assembly. 

For power I chose the Jet Model Products' 
Dynamax fan with an O.S .. 91 and a BVM 
pipe. Fuel was delivered via pitot pressure 
and controlled with in-flight mixture valve. 
During assembly, I found one of the Spring 
Air retracts had a slow leak. After inspect
ing it, I found some damage to one of the 
cylinder end caps. I had picked up this set of 
gear in a swap shop and they had apparent
ly been involved in a crash. I called Spring 
Air and explained my problem and inquired 
ifl could get parts. They said send the faulty 
gear back and they would repair it at no 
charge. In two weeks the gear was back and 
in the Skyhawk. I was very impressed by the 
manner in which Spring Air stood behind 
their product and would not hestitate to pur
chase another set of their retracts. 

One deviation I made from the instruc
tions was in servo placement. The manual 
calls for the elevator and rudder servos to 
be mounted to the fuselage sides opposite 
the fan with Nyrod™ installed between the 
sevos and flight surfaces. I installed the 

The underwing retract pod houses the pneumatic retracts , as well as the flap 
servo bay aft of the retract cutout (above left) . Outboard is the servo bay for the 

ailerons. Installation of the optional flaps is very easy. The aft end of the retra 
pod conceals the flap horn (above right) with a straight run to the servo. 
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rudder servo there and used the Nyrod™, 
but moved the elevator servo to the base of 
the fin. It was inverted above the tailpipe 
using a short connection to the supplied el
evator joiner wire. With this setup the ele
vators were absolutely rigid, but as I sus
pected the rudder exhibited % inch of free 
play to either side. 

With everything installed, checked and 
double checked, it was time for the test 
flights. Fueled up and with the mixture set 
slightly on the rich side, I taxied downwind 
for about five hundred feet , turned and 
pointed the nose back into the wind. As I ad
vanced the throttle, I noticed something dif
ferent about this A-4 over the old version I 
had. It was accelerating very rapidly and in 
about three hundred feet appeared to be 
moving fast enough to rotate. I eased back 
on the stick and held the input and watched 
as the wheels broke ground ever so gently 

Holding a shallow rate of climb, I flipped 
the retract switch and cleaned up the gear 
and started a turn. Acceleration was still 
good so I increased the angle of climb, com
pleted the turn, and let the sticks go to cen
ter. I found I needed only two clicks of 
aileron trim to maintain level flight. A few 
passes for the camera and I was ready to 
check the roll and pitch rate. The roll rate is 
incredible. Set on low rate with approxi
mately 5/1s aileron travel in either direction 
the A-4 will roll three revolutions in about a 
second! Although this seems quite fast the 
Skyhawk was still very smooth with small
er inputs with no tendency to over control it. 

Pitch is much less responsive, needing 
about three times the deflection of the 
ailerons to feel comfortable. This Skyhawk 
definitely exhibits more performance than 
the old version as a very respectable loop is 
possible without bleeding off much airspeed. 

With about five minutes of flight time 
elapsed it was time to start setting up for 
some approaches. This landing would be 
with flaps up. I set up with a long down
wind leg carrying about one-third power 
through base. As I turned final I gradual
ly brought the power back to idle main
taining a steady descent. The A-4 does not 
seem to bleed off speed rapidly and was a 
bit hot on this approach so power was 
brought up and a second attempt was set 
up, identical to the first but power reduc
tion taking place a little sooner. 
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This ~i.me - e approach was picture per
fect. a ,·e:·y constant descent rate and at 
about , ·o :ee- from touch down, a little 
ela,·a~or was ad ed to bring her down mains 
first :he:: ±e nose. 

The : nd 'ght was much like the first . 
High :opeed. low passes were impressi\'e as 
the ne rn.Je - ha,·e brought the speed up to 
122 mph as clocked on the JPO speed traps . 
I ha,·e :':own three different examples of the 
ear!Je:- kiL.S including the one pre,iously re
'ien-e<i ;,n FM. and I think anyone who has 
seer; :he earlier ,·ersion fly wi ll agree that its 
speed ..-as not much over 100 mph. Vertical 
was _ackl.n~ unless a cheater hole was em
ploye<i :o g~t more air into the fan. 

.-\bou: half way through the second flight 
±e · :ch CO\'er blew off. I immediately re
·:.. · power and prepared myself for some 

C..-as c rim changes. There were none; it 
was r::· ·he hatch cover was still on. Since I 
::a· no· tried the flaps , I decided to shoot 
.;. · • approach with the flaps deployed. At al
::! de ey were slowly opened until about 
30 egrees of deflection was achieved. I no-

This view of the inlet and fan unit (at left) show the 
sound suppression foam CyA'ed to the inlets. The 
servo shown is the mixture servo. Forward of it, 
though not installed yet is the rudder servo. Head-on 
view (above) shows the minimal cross section of the 
forward fuselage and the inlets mouths. 

ticed the nose pitch down and added a little 
more up elevator and began my approach. 

After turning final and reducing power as 
before, the Skyhawk's descent rate was in
creased with the flaps down. By the time I 
was at three feet I could see I was running 
out of elevator so I added power and climbed 
back to altitude where this time I retrimmed 
for level flight with the flaps down which re
quired almost all of the trim input. The sec
ond attempt was much better, but required 
the addition of a little power to slow the de
scent as the A-4 was fl air ed. Subsequent 
flights demonstrated that with power on, 
flaps down. in a nose high angle of attack, the 
Skyhawk can be landed at very low speeds, 
but seemed to exhibit a little more lateral sta
blity in a flatter approach with no flap. One 
thing is for sure, they will reduce the air
speed in a hurry so if you elect to fly with 
them be sure to have power input ready. 

In summary, I can honestly say the revi
sions in the new kit have greatly increased 
performance as well as enhanced the Sky
hawk's appearance. ~ 

As extra scale detail , Bob added these scale vortex generators, which he machined from some K&S brass an
gle stock. The navigation lights were ground and sanded from colored acrylic plastic stock, then clear coated. 
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By Allen Brickhaus 

N
ow that I have begun using the 
Randy Smith PA-61 instead of the 
PA-40 I was using, I moved up to 
the .018-inch diameter stranded 

lines to follow rule guidelines and safety. I 
was very happy with the 40s of AeroProducts, 
but wanted the greater power of the .61 for 
the larger than normal planes I chose to fly. 

I had used some Sullivan series .018 lines 
but Bill Rich suggested that I try the newer, 
same-sized lines made available by Stellar 
Specialties. Bob Pitkin points out in his cat
alog that the source of the .018-inch lines is 
a company that produces deep sea fishing 
lines. Bob mentions that the bronze color 
(although harder to see in grass in the pit 
area) comes from the commercial fishing in
dustry that demands camouflaged line to 
increase their catch. The Sevenstrand Com
pany caters to that market and has for over 
60 years. They describe their current prod
uct as "Toothy Critter Wire". This is the 
same wire that is provided to the motion pic
ture industry for "stunt" work. This wire is 
usually "painted" out of movie scenes with 
the aid of computer enhancement when used 
in this manner. 

The cables, and the other sizes that are 
available, can be purchased in three config
urations: "Ready to Fly", "U-finish-M" and 
"U-Wrap-M". Prices of course vary according 
to the amount of prefinished work that is 
provided by Bob and his company. For ex
ample, the .018 inch lines in the Ready-to
Fly request cost $12.75 per set. The U-Fin
ish-M version (marked at 68 feet) cost $9.75 
per set and the U-Wrap-M (also marked at 
68 feet) cost $6.75 per set. Shipping costs are 
usually $1.00 per set in the US. They are all 
shipped on a 4-inch red plastic reel. If you de
sire the 5-inch Brodak reel , add $5.75 to the 
cost of each set that you order. 

When ordered in the Ready-to-Fly series 
the ends are wrapped per AMA safety guide
lines. Stellar Specialties claim that these ca
bles are lighter in weight and produce less air 

Jim Tate's Heritage was flown at one of the Lawrenceville, Ill. Nats. Jim is an excellent builder and a good 
friend of the author. The model shown is powered by an OPS .40 but was later changed to a PA-51. 

drag than earlier lines. In most cases the re
sults will be greater line tension and less tip 
weight. Flights on my new Mr. Brickhaus's 
Opus prove out the point of the claims in the 
catalog and I have purchased four sets for 
various planes in my Stunt squadron. These 
lines give excellent "wet weather" service and 
will not bind when clean and slick. 

Any lines can be ordered with staggered 
lengths and the ends can be color coded for the 
"Stunt impaired" and safety conscious flyer. 
Standard eyelets are Vs-inch I.D. but o/16-inch 
are available on request. Write Bob at Stellar 
Specialties, 3101 Sweitzer Street NW, Union
town, Ohio 44685 or phone at 330-699-9295. 
Bob can be e-mailed at stells@aol.com or 

called toll free at 800-995-0182. Bob has many 
other products and those can be gleaned from 
his very nice catalog. Give Bob a call and "has 
he got a line for you". 

Better engine test stand 
We will follow through with a discussion of 

American Hobby Products series offour "Bet
ter" Engine Test/Run-up Stands. In my 
March column I covered the AHP Dyna
Torque dynamometer and they have provided 
me a Mark 2 Deluxe Test/Run-up Stand. 
Model experts including Clarence Lee, Dave 
Gierke and Harry Higley use and recommend 
that a Test/Run-up Stand is a common-sense 
approach in caring for and properly setting up 

Two AHP MK-2 Special test stands are set up (above left) for a %A on the left 
and a .60 engine on the right. This is a safe and efficient way of breaking in or 

running a new engine. Windy Urtnowski's Cardinal kit (above right) includes 
laser-cut parts and many accessories to assist you in building a fine Stunt plane 
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today's precision model airplane engines. 
Experts state that "running up" an engine 

on the ground in an airplane allows it to in
gest dust, sand and loose particles of dirt, 
causing premature wear! I agree with the 
experts and have used the new stand by 
American Hobby Products and have enjoyed 
the working capabilities of the stand. I 
would recommend it to anyone needing a 
new or replacement stand for engine "break
in or run-up" procedures. 

AHP acknowledges that their stand allows 
the modeler free use of his hands and provides 
space to: a) learn about your engine's starting 
temperament; b) adjust and set engine idle 
with freedom of access; c) test which glow 
plugs best operate with each engine type; d) 
measure performance with various prop/pitch 
combinations; e) investigate fuel and oil con
tent effects on engine performance; f) hold en
gines during disassembly which avoids slip
ping screwdrivers and injury; g) check out 
rebuilt or repaired engines or repaired en
gines; and, h ) control break-in of new engines. 

These test stands include superior fea
tures not found on other industry offerings, 
such as: below the mount locking hardware 
(does not interfere with muffler or throttle ). 
vibration isolation, height adjustable tank 
mounting and the infinitely variable "Toggle 
Throttle" control. Their four "sizes'· include 
the MK-2 Standard (. 10 to .90 cubic inch for 
$24.95, their Jumbo Deluxe (. 60 to 2.0 cubic 
inch) at $34.95, the MK-2 Deluxe (. 10 to .90 
cubic inch) for $29.95 and the .Mighty 1. o 
5.0 cubic inch radial gas burners) for 1-!.50. 
All prices are retail. The deluxe units fea 
ture birch ply bases, Sullivan fuel tank.s and 
fittings, pushrods and clevis. 

Units can be ordered direct from an\· hob
by store or write to: American Hobby-Prod
ucts, 12 West Hill Circle, Reading. ~L-\ 
01867 or call 781-944-8316. Their newest of
fering is the MK-2 Special for $21.95 . AHP 
can also be faxed at 781-944-3585. Surely 
any one of these five choices can satisfy your 
engine break-in procedures. 

The father of modern Stunt 
Robin's View Productions has made a new 

tape available to the "Stunt freaks" of the 
world, which is the reason I have one in my 
possession . Bob Hunt has spot-lighted a 
guru of Stunt, George Aldrich, in several in
terview sessions and caught him at work in 
his engine shop. George is probably most 
well known as the designer of the Nobler, 
but his credits also include the AG-1 Duster, 
a full series of Streaks , the Junior Nobler, a 
lesser known .35 powered Magnum (no 
cousin of the Sig version) and other less pub
licized combat and sport models . 

No other Stunt model (Nobler) can come 
close to the competition record of this de
sign, but there is more to this man's story. 
In 1957 George designed the aerobatic pat
tern that we still fly in AMA and FAI com
petition today! The scoring may differ in the 
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Paul Walker' s B-17 Stunter flew at the 1995 Pasco, Washington Nats. The four OS Max 20s really do a fine 
job of pulling the very scale-like pattern plane through the AMA maneuvers. 

two patterns, but the series of maneuvers is 
the same as set up in 1957. George and his 
friend Russ "The Bear" Snyder put on tape 
one of the fi nest "bull sessions" on Stunt 
anywhere on video. 

Bob has caught quite the essence of 
George, his life and his accomplishments. 
This \·ideo is well worth purchasing and 
\iev.ing fo r now and for years to come. The 
first run of 100 videos are autographed by 
George himself. This outer sleeve autograph 
is well worth the effort to be first in line to 
buy this Robin's View Production product. 

This video of George Aldrich, The Father of 
_\fodern S tunt is available through Bob Hunt 
at Robin's View Productions, L.L.C., PO Box 
6 . Stockertown, PA 18083 for $19.95 plus 
53.00 shipping and handling or phone 610-
~-!6-0 106 or fax at 610-746-9638. You will en
joy these 102 minutes over and over again. 

Art Weber price changes 
The prices of Art Weber's plans have 

changed since my June 1998 column. 

Rath er than detail the prices, please give 
Ar t a ca ll at 414-783-4079. You can also 
write him care of 17560 Windemere Road, 
Brookfield, WI 53045. 

Windy's pleasing Cardinal kit 
Windy Urtnowski is offering his 1992 

Cardinal in kit form. I was able to open and 
peek at its contents. The wood was very care
fully selected for its purpose and was pre
cisely cut to fit . Plans are excellent and many 
accessories are provided in this full kit. This 
"Big Jim" Greenaway based design is well 
thought out and has a very successful record 
in the East coast area and wherever it is 
flown. The model is worked out to fit muffled 
.51 to .60 engines and .40 to .61 piped motors. 

The kits are readily available for $179.95 
plus shipping and handling. Write Windy 
Urtnowski, 93 Elliot Place, Rutherford, NJ 
07070 or telephone 201-896-8740. Windy's 
turn-around time is very short. You should 
have one in your hands quickly after placing 
your order with him. a: 

Fox's 50th Anniversary .35 is on sale for $150.00. Fox plans to build only 500 copies, so get your order in 
now. Fox Manufacturing Co., 5305 Towson Ave., Fort Smith, AR 72901 , phone 501-646-1656. 
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bat------------
By Phil Cartier 

F
or the past five years Dick Howe 
has generously sponsored the 
biggest Slow Combat only meet in 
the country. With top prizes of 

$1000 for first place and top of the line en
gines through as many as eight places, it's 
attracted the best flyers from all over the 
country. This year was no exception . 37 of 
the best showed up to fly some hot Slow 
Combat. The r esults were classical , with 
long matches , lots of chasing, and lots of 
wreckage falling everywhere. 

I went to help Roy Glenn and Louis Lopez 
with their pitting. Roy did great, following 
up on his win at the East Coast Super Slow 
Champs with a third place. His only losses 
were to the first place winner, Mike Willcox, 
and second place, the ever present Dick 
Stubblefield. That made us feel pretty good. 
Louis was out of practice and had a good 
time. I had a great time getting some one
flip starts to get our man into the air first. 

A contest like this wouldn't be possible 
without judges. Contest Director Allen Goff 
once again organized the operation flaw
lessly. He was ably assisted by his daughter, 
Jini Helfert, who kept the scoreboard and 
matching up to date and her husband, Don, 
who led the team of judges. Bob Jetmore, 
Mike Abernathy, and Dave Decker counted 
cuts. Mack Henry and Larry Skelley did the 
circle marshalling. Several other people, 
whose names I didn't get, also helped count 
cuts and time at various points during the 
contest. They did a great job trying to keep 
track of some really wild matches and han
dling a number of protests. 

Slow Combat is something else. The first 
5+6 rounds had around 80% midairs. Later, 

Fluker vs. Colombo, with a simultaneous launch. 
About two seconds after this shot they wrapped lines 
and Fluker eventually went in, losing the match. 
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1998 R.W. Howe Slow Championship judges that made it happen appear L toR : Dave Decker, Allen Goff, 
Don Heller!, Jini Heller!, Mack Henry, Bob Jetmore. Not pictured were Larry S elley and Mike Abernathy. 

for a couple of rounds, the matches were 
very clean with few close calls and no 
midairs. Towards the end the midairs 
picked up again. Most often the planes 
would launch nearly simultaneously. The 
pilots would kind of feel each other out for 
about a minute with some open maneuvers, 
feints , and close passes. Then one guy would 
tuck in around a loop and start chasing. The 
guy in front would start some figure eights, 
wingovers, and "S's". 

Depending on the pilots, the lead flyer 
might give a good fake and they'd switch 
places. About a third of the time the lead fly
er would pull a few tight maneuvers, give a 
fake, and pull right in front of the other pi
lot, feeding him the whole streamer. Anoth
er third of the time, the chasing pilot would 
make a great anticipation move and get a 
2-3 foot cut. 

The rest of the time the fake would be too 
good, or the trailing pilot wouldn't even see 
it, and they'd hit. If they didn't hit early, the 
match would continue with the chasing, 
fakes and trading places. This would go on 
until either one pilot had a clear win, usual
ly two cuts to one, or both pilots were going 
for the knot. When that happened they 
would often start chasing closer and closer 
until they finally hit. 

One of the highlights of the contest was 
the match up between Krystal King and 
Skyler Skelley for the Junior-Senior trophy. 
These two young kids-they both are 
around 11 years old-did some great flying. 
In addition to flying each other, Allen Goff 
also put them into the draw with the open 
flyers. They both did a great job, outflying a 
bunch of the older folks. Krystal ended up in 
fifth place overall, beating a number of old
er flyers with some good clean flying and 
nifty cuts. 

Pat Willcox-that mean old man-finally 
put her out in about the tenth round with 
some really wiley old Combat flyer tricks. 
Pat got up first . When Krystal got up about 
15 seconds late, she surprised Pat like she 
did a number of other flyers. She got the 
first cut and went into a whole series of de
fensive eights . Pat's motor started to go lean 
and he had a heck of a time chasing her. 
Everyone thought he'd lost it. His pit crew 
yelled for him to put it in so they could get 
a better setting. 

Finally, he got a good cut, kind of flopping 
his plane over into her streamer and taking 
a couple of feet . Then he tried the run and 
hide routine and managed to keep away for 
another minute with his motor sagging 
more and more. Krystal tried to chase him 
and did a lot of eights, finally snagging a 
kill , putting her ahead again. Pat's plane 
sagged even more while he nursed it around. 
Finally, with over two minutes to go he sur
prised her coming out of a figure eight and 
got a clean, go-ahead kill. Then his motor 
sagged even more, and for the last two min
utes the plane would barely stay in the air. 
They both got a round of applause for a well
flown match. 

Skyler and Krystal had an excellent, five
match flyoff for the Junior trophy. Krystal 
won the first two matches pretty handily 
and things looked grim for Skyler. But he 
came back in the third match with a nice 2-1 
cut win. The fourth match went his way too 
and it looked like Krystal was losing her 
edge. In their fifth match they got off with a 
simultaneous launch. Mter trading cuts . 
Skyler turned the wrong way, and Krystal 
got the go-ahead cut which was followed al
most immediately by a midair. 

A few other matches really caught my eye. 
Late in the game Mike Willcox and Richard 
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Stubblefield flew. They are both wiley flyers 
with great reflexes. Early on Richard gave a 
great fake coming straight down out of a 
wingover and flew into the ground. Michael 
followed him straight in. That does not hap
pen often. Earlier on Ted and Kurt Carlson 
had to fly each other. They flew a very long 
match, very clean, with only a couple of close 
calls . Kurt got a kill early on. Ted came back 
with a cut and a kill. 

Equipment trends 
Engine wise, the Nelson 36 was the only 

engine used. For some reason, speeds were 
distinctly slower than a few years ago. 
Maybe it was the weather or bigger planes, 
maybe lack of practice, or maybe people are 
just getting cheap. 10% nitro fuel is much 
less expensive than 50% and much easier to 
run. George Cleveland turned in a couple of 
flights that were well above average in 
speed. Otherwise, most people seemed to be 
going about 85- 90 mph. 

Planes showed some quite diverse design. 
The most popular by far was the McKinzie 
Slow from Medzlik Modelbau. At times it a l
most looked like a one-design contest. This 
design has about 450 square inches and 
weighs about 14 ounces , less engine and 
tank. Mike Willcox had plenty of his su
perlight design. This ship has about 520 
squares and weighs around 12 ounces. Mike 
uses a fairly low aspect ratio, 48 inches in 
span. The only problem is that it doesn't 
hold up well to hitting the ground . ince 
Mike hardly ever hits the ground by mi -
take, it doesn't matter though for him. Se\·
eral folks used higher aspect foamies with 
about 550 squares and 52-54-inch span 
with weights in the 13-15 ounce range, less 
engine and tank. These would definitely out
turn the ready-built planes. 

Several people came prepared to try and 
make a comeback with balloon tanks and 
didn't make it. Nobody got anywhere using 
the balloons or even a non-standard metal 
tank. The only tanks that worked were the 
wedge tanks with a chicken hopper, mostly 
from GRW. The Minors used similar home
made, sturdier tanks effectively. Lee Liddle 
was able to get decent runs from a balloon 
tank, but had to run short tanks and lost 
several matches due to the time needed to 
refuel and restart. Apparently the balloon 
tank is just too touchy for consistent perfor
mance. Ed Bryzs also tried the small tank 
approach with his big, billboard-sized barn 
door planes. He couldn't make it work ei
ther, losing several matches when he had to 
pit. 

The safety issue of shutoffs came in for a 
lot of discussion. They will be required next 
year . Roy Glenn used a shutoff for every 
match with no problems. Roy's design is a 
\·ery simple. line-pull operated, music wire 
pinch-off. The Mears also used centrifugal, 
swing-weight shutoffs for most matches. 
They had ::orne trouble with the shutoff trip-
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In early action at the R.W. Howe Slow Champs, Ray Kryza (with streamer) got a kill on Dick Stubblefield. 
S came back with two cuts but the match was finally reflown due to a protest over the pit crew. 

ping on launch . Several matches really 
demonsrrated the need for shutoffs. Fortu
na ely no one was hit or injured. The first 
cutaway went all the way across the circle 
and crashed near some of the contestants 
cars. In the second one, the plane went 
s rai ht into the pit crew standing on the 
edge of the ci rcle. That was a close call, al
thou h no one was hurt. 

The weirdest one occurred in a match be
tween Chuck Cline and David Owen. Chuck 
was robbed. He got up first. David got a cut, 
but his plane went slack on the lines and 
started barrel rolling across the circle. 

Chuck managed to keep out of the way un
til David's plane broke off the lines, did a 
loop over the circle, and cut right through 
his lines. The judges gave Owen the match 
due to the cut, but everyone missed this call . 
He should h ave forfeited when his plane 
broke the lines since there was no collision. 

You can put in your two cents worth on 
t hese controversies and other Combat is
sues. Join the Miniature Aircraft Combat 
Association and help build the sport. Dues 
are $15 US (overseas dues are higher). Send 
the dues to MACA, c/o Gene Berry, 4610 
89th Street . Lubbock, TX 79424. C£ 

Here is the standard line up of the winners: Mike Willcox, first ; Richard Stubblefield, second; Roy Glenn (MACA 
President), third; Pat Willcox, fourth ; Andy Minor, fifth; Dennis Cranfill , sixth. Kneeling in front are Junior winners: 
Krystal King , first place (3-2) and Skyler Skelley, second place (2-3). One match made the difference. 
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Choppers 

BASICS OF R/C HELICOPTERS 
(A11044) Trade/ius. Expert advice on all 
the basics ol engines, gyros, tools, installa
tion , adjustments, and flying . Illustrations. 
127 pgs; Sftbd. . . ..... ................ S1 8.95 

Electrics 

CLEAN AND QUIET: The Guide to 
Electric Powered Flight (A 11570). Aberle. 
This new book is a perfect introduction to 
electric powered models and can be used 
by the experienced modeler or beginner. 
It's filled with chapters on batteries,motors, 
kits, conversions of kits, speed controllers, 
gearing mechanisms, props, and more . 
104 pgs. ; Sftbd ... .... .. .... ..... ....... ....... T.O.S. 

ELECTRIC MOTOR HANDBOOK 
(A 11550) Boucher. A good technical treatise 
for those serious about understanding the 
electric systems used today and their appli· 
cations. Includes chapters on basic principles 
and their applications, motor timing, propeller 
selection, speed controls and Astro motors. 
86 pgs.; Sftbd .............. ........... ....... ..... $14.95 

FLY ELECTRIC (A 11 098) Chmnery. An 
up-to-date overview of elec nc flight tech
nology that will benet both the beginner 
and the experienced modeler. Illustrations. 
128 pgs.; Sftbd . . ....... ... S9.95 

Freeflight 

THE BASICS OF AEROMODELLING 
(A11099) Smeed. This boo approches in 
an easy-to-understand way the simple 
materials and requirements necessary to 
master the basics of avtallon modelling. 
Full-size drawing for eac glider included. 
64 pgs. ; sftbd ............... .. $8.95 

FLYING MODELS RUBBER, C02 , 

ELECTRIC & MICRO RADIO CONTROL 
(A 11530) Ross. The companion to Don 
Ross's popular Model Airplanes opens the 
world of electric power. C0 2 , mtcro RIC and 
even compressed rur. to the beginner and 
expert alike. Become a be er than average 
builder, flyer, and compe ttor. 240 pgs .; 
Sftbd. . .... 519.95 

RUBBER POWERED MODEL AIR
PLANES (A11043) Ross. Everything you 
need to know for successfully building or 
flying. almost any kind of rubber powered 
model airplane. One of the best books 
avai lable. Well ill ustrated with appendix . 
168 pgs.; Sftbd. .. ...... ......... $14.95 

Harry Higley Series 

ALL ABOUT ENGINES (A 15808) Higley. 
An expanded book with an extreme amount 
of practical information of just about every
thing to do with model engines, be they 
four-stroke , two stroke, glow, or diesel. 
124 pgs.; Sftbd . .. .......................... $19.95 

BIPES (A15810) Higley. The idea that bi
planes have a character that monoplanes 
do not is wel l illustrated in this book. Full of 
technical information, including step-by
step how to bui ld instructions and photos. 
t 00 pgs; Sftbd ................................ $19.95 

ENTERING ELECTRICS (A15801) Higley. 
A comprehensive book on all aspects of 
electric flight for models. Thirteen chapters 
go through all the basics. Over 500 photos. 
97 pgs.; Sftbd. .. ............................ $15.95 

To Order Call Toll Free 1-800-474-6995- 24 Hours a Day 
(Please have credit card ready) 

Or Fax your order to us: 1-973-383-4064 for Fast Service! 

Carstens Publications, Inc. 
The Book Hangar 

P.O. Box 700 
Newton, NJ 07860-0700 

0 I enclose US $ in check or money order. Please ship me the 
Carstens Hobby Books below. 

TITLE NUMBER PRICE 

0 Please charge my: OMasterCard 0 Visa 0 American Express 0 Discover 

Card No. _ _____ __________ Exp. _ _ ____ _ 

Signature 

NAME 
STREET __________________________________________ ___ 

CITY ________________________ STATE ___ ZIP _______ _ 
Please print clearly or type . NJ residents m ust add state sales tax. Canadians must add 7% GST . Add $2.00 
shipping per book in USA; $2.00 plus 20% for foreign. Avai labi lity and prices subject to change without notice. 5812 

-------------------------------------------------------------------J 
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FLYING AROUND (A15800) Harris. Avery 
complete book about all aspects of control 
line modeling, from construction to flying 
sites, to Combat. Good basic information for 
all C/L modelers. Illustrations and photos. 
66 pgs.; Sftbd. .. ...................... ... $15.95 

GETTING AIRBORNE VOL. I (A15802) 
Higley. Thirteen chapters covering the 
absolute fundamentals from flying to radios 
to equipment installation. Focuses most on 
so-called ARF kits . 370 photograghs. 
89 pgs. ; Sftbd.. . $15.95 

GETTING AIRBORNE VOL. II (A15803) 
Higley. This second book focuses on the 
fundamentals of building, maintaining, and 
repairing models. It fi lls in all the gaps left 
by Volume I. Includes over 800 photos . 
173 pgs , Sftbd ............................... $15.95 

MASTER MODELLING (A15807) Higley. 
Here are all the tips and techniques you 
need to make you r models look like those 
of the pros. An invaluable reference with 
plenty of photos, details and data. 
84 pgs.; Sftbd. . .. ................... $15.95 

MOSTLY MOUNTING (A15809) Higley. 
Here is a unique, fresh approach to model
ling that isn't just about building models. 
It's about everything you need to know to 
set up control horns, servos and more 
92 pgs.; Sftbd .. .. .............................. $19.95 

THERE ARE NO SECRETS (A15805) 
Higley. This is a comprehensive and easy to 
read book about model finishing techniques 
with tips on everthing from paints to iron-on 
coverings. 313 photos help show the way. 
90 pgs. ; Sftbd.. . . $15.95 

TOM'S TECHNIQUES (A15806) Ingram & 
Higley. Every last detail about how to do an 
iron-on covering. Includes photos to take 
you step-by-step thruugh all the phases. 
56 pgs.; Sftbd. ..................... . $15.95 

Powerplants 

INTRODUCING MODEL AERO ENGINES 
(A11015) Billinton. A primary introduction 
to the operation of two cycle and four cycle 
model engines and their accessories. 
112 pgs.; Sftbd. . . ... $9.95 

PROP TALK (A 1171 0) Brooks. This book 
examines many of the factors affecting 
props, and provides the elementary math 
equations to solve some of the common 
problems. Includes a nomogragh calculator. 
96 pgs.; Sftbd.. . ............... $17.95 

2-STROKE GLOW ENGINES FOR R/C 
AIRCRAFT (A11009 ) Gierke. An invalu· 
able guide to understanding the basic 
theory of engine operation . Illustrations 
175 pgs. ; Sftbd.. . .. ........... $19.95 
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Soaring 

BASICS OF MODEL GLIDERS (A11001) 
Gardiner. A great introduction to model 
gliders, covering skills necessary to design, 
build , fly and soar gliders; from hand
launched to R/C models . Illustrations. 
64 pgs.; Sltbd .. .. .. ... ..... $8.95 

BASICS OF RADIO CONTROL SAIL
PLANES (A 11 078) Gornick. This book is a 
good overview for those who want to get 
acquainted with R/C soaring. Deals with 
slope, thermal and aerobatics. Illustrated. 
76 pgs.; Sltbd ....... ... .. .... .... $12.95 

BUILDING AND FLYING RC 
SAILPLANES AND ELECTRIC GLIDERS 
(A11097) Motazedi. Here is an up to date 
guide on flying sailplanes and electric 
gliders with building tips you won't find in 
any other kit instructions. Illustrations . 
88 pgs.; Sltbd. . . .... .. $11.95 

OLD BUZZARD'S SOARING BOOK 
(A 11560) Thornburg. The author passes on 
every flying tip that he has learned from RIC 
glider experts on both sides of the Atlantic. 
Over 1 00 ideas to help you soar longer and 
higher.154 pgs.; Sltbd .. ... ...... ........ .. $16.95 

SAILPLANE DESIGNERS HANDBOOK 
(A11010) Lister. A quick, accurate and 
aerodynamically sound means of designing 
radio control sailplanes. For any modeler 
who has the urge to design but does not 
want to get involved in the higher math. 
50 pgs.; Sltbd. . . ... $11 .95 

SOARTECH #8, AIRFOILS AT LOW 
SPEED (A11501) Selig, Donovan, Fraser. 
All the airfoils and plots that came from 
the three author's landmark wind tunnel 
research project are in this book. A 
book for the serious soaring pi lot only. 
398 pgs.; Sltbd ... ........ ... ................. $20.00 

SOARTECH #9 (A11500) ed. Stokely. A 
collection of six papers on R/C soaring 
topics. Subjects include wind tunnels, 
longitudinal stability, flying wings, wing 
loading , paper airplanes, and sheeting. 
126 pgs. ; Sltbd ........ ...... ....... . $10.00 

SOARTECH #1 0 (A 11502) ed. Stokely. 
Twelve soaring related topics are covered 
in this latest in the series. From all-molded 
fiberglass sailplane construction, to stabili
ty and control calculations, to computer 
programs for structural design of a wing, 
to wing load computation and more. 
226 pgs.; Sltbd ................... ..... ..... .. $16.00 

SUMMARY OF LOW-SPEED AIRFOIL 
DATA, VOL.#1 (A11503) Selig, Guglielmo, 
Broeren, Giguere. This is only the first in 
what should be a se ries of volumes that 
document the ongoing low Reynolds num
ber airfoil tests at the University of Illinois. 
292 pgs.; Sltbnd.. . ...... ...... ..... . $25.00 

SUMMARY OF LOW-SPEED AIRFOIL 
DATA, VOL.#2 (A11504) Selig. After 
three years of effort that was generously 
and widely supported by the hobby's 
soaring community, Michael Selig, et. al. 
plus SoarTech have published Vol.#2 . 
292 pgs.; Sftbd ..... . $25.00 

Tips & Techniques 

ADVANCED GUIDE TO RADIO CON
TROL SPORT FLYING (A11409) Pratt. 
This guide is written as an encyclopedia of 
advanced tips, tricks, and handy things to 
know for the sport model airplane builder 
and er. It includes clearly written instruc
tions that ~T~<U<e rt easy for you to improve 
your s lis. 150 pgs. ; Sftbd .. ...... ...... . $9.95 

AIRBRUSH ING & SPR AY PAINTING 
MANUAL (A 1 t 011 ) Peacock An introduc
tion to equipment, mate - s , and basic 
techniques for spray pa;nu g Includes 
chapters on building oompresso<S. types of 
paints, plus spraying techmques ustrated. 
174 pgs.; Sftbd. 520.95 

FLYING MODELS 

Spotlight FLYING MODELS 
RUBBER•C02•ELECTRIC & MICRO RADIO CONTROL 
by Don Ross 

BASIC RADIO CONTROL FLYING 
(A 11 087) Boddington. ew to RIC flying? 
This book introduces you o selecting the 
proper plane, getting 11 ready, and then 
flying it. Illustrations, te and photos. 63 
pgs.; Sftbnd . ........... ............. ...... ... $12.95 

BASICS OF RADIO CONTROL AIR· 
PLANES (A1 1091) Randolph. Using 
plenty of photos and clear easy-to-read 
text , the author lays e foundation for 
understanding wha s needed, how it's 
used, and what wo radio control. 
82 pgs. ; Sftbd ..... ........................ ... S12.95 

BASICS OF RADIO CONTROL BOAT 
MODELING (A 11 077) " .nell. This book 
covers everthing om gas powered to 
electric boats; RIC elearonlcs, two stroke 
engines, hull cons:rucoon. racing, modify
ing, propellors, d'!Ye sys;ems and more . 
71 pgs.; Sltbd ...... . ....... . $9.95 

BASICS OF RIC OOEL AIRCRAFT DE
SIGN (A 11 000) l e-"'Jon. Practical tech
niques for bUIIOing oe::e• nodels. Choosing 
airfoils, wing loa CG location, basic 
proportions. aerooa:,c Oe51Qn and more. 
72 pgs.; Sltbd. . ... ..... . $19.95 

BUILDING & F1. G CO TROL LINE 
MODEL AIRCRAFT (C00058) Sarpolus. 
There are nunarecs OOOiOS. Illustrations, 

a.--.o snort cuts in this 

..... $7.95 

BUILDING BIG IS BEAUTIFUL (A11085) 
Phillips. Now - -o earuon. th is book is 
the bible on gem '"'><lOe aJ(C(aft. Tips on 
plans, cons ;:>o'Yoerolants, and 
control surface noc -t.'!XS. 163 photos, 80 
pgs.; Sftbnd. . . ........ $9.95 

COMPOSITE CO STRUCnON FOR 
HOMEBUIL T AIRCRAFT (A 11 028) 
Lambie. A comple reviSed and updated 
handbook of compos :e a.rcra aerody
namics, construe on. mam enance and 
repair plus, how-to and deslg tn ormation. 
240 pgs.; Sftbnd ............................ $19.95 

COVERING RIC AIRPLANES (A11 006) 
Stilley.Faye Stilley's exact echniques for 
making an ordinary covenng fOb an award
winning show stopper. Wei Illustrated, 
53 pgs.; Sftbnd.. . ....... $12.95 

CUSTOMIZING RIC AIRPLANES 
(A 11 002) Stilley. Not only noVICe modelers, 
but advanced scratch-builders, wi ll benefit 
from the unique ideas and build ing 
methods presented in this unusual book. 
165 pgs; Sftbd . ....... ............. ...... ... .. $14.95 

DESIGN & BUILD YOUR OWN RIC AIR
CRAFT (A11090) Kenneth L. Smith 
An abbreviated overview of the most 
important factors in model design. This 
book covers planform, th rust li nes, 
dihedral, incidence, and trimming of aircraft. 
86 pgs.; Sftbd.. . .. .. S1 0.95 

DUCTED FANS FOR MODEL JETS 
(A 11 059) James. This book presents an 
excell ent ove rview of ducted fan model· 
ling , with some technical detail plus 
a comprehensive referen ce append ix. 
175 pgs .; Sftbd . ......... .... ............. $20.95 

This book is a tour de force, a real handbook of modeling. While 
its primary focus is freeflight modeling, there's plenty of info for 
those who are getting into small electric RIC. The information is 
practical and concise, with loads of illustrations and some very 
valuable tables of information. There are 15 chapters covering 
topics like props, gears, vacuum forming, sheet foam construc
tion, covering techniques, electric power, tissue covering, rubber 
motors and more. Easily a book for novice or expert. 

Order #All530 $19.95 

FLYING RADIO CONTROL AEROBAT
ICS (A 11 046) Allison/Nicholls. An introduc
tory book, that explains , in easily under
stood terms, how to select, prepare and 
trim an aerobatic model , taking you through 
the different maneuvres, step by step. 
63 pgs.; Sftbd. . . ......... .. $10.95 

400 GREAT RIC MODELING TIPS, Vol I 
(A 11 038) Newman. Here is a wealth of 
practical, at·a·glance tips to solve your 
unique RIC problems . 429 illustrations. 
74 pgs.; Sftbd. ...... ... . .... ...... $12.95 

400 GREAT RIC MODELING TIPS Vol II 
(A11094) Newman. Using his very popular 
method of line-art illustration, Newman 
provides a whole wealth of easy to 
grasp homemade tips and tricks for 
dealing with all phases of R/C flight. 
66 pgs. ; Sftbd .... ... ..... ..... .. ..... .. ... .. $14.95 

GUIDE TO COMPUTER RADIO CON
TROL SYSTEMS (A11726) Edberg. A com
prehensive guide covering all aspects of all 
brands of programmable radio systems. 
Written in plain English for ordinary folks. 
180 pgs.; Sftbd.. . . ........ $18.00 

MODEL AIRCRAFT AERODYNAMICS 
(A 11 007) Simmons. The definitive work on 
model aerodynamics covers the theory of 
flight and stabi lity in modeling, aero
dynamics, in modeling terms. Illustrations,. 
260 pgs. Sftbd. . ....... . $19.95 

MODEL AIRPLANE DESIGN AND PER
FORMANCE FOR THE MODELER 
(A 11525) Chevalier. This is a practical 
"recipe" type book that approaches a specific 
topic, then gives you a few simple steps and 
the easy math to do ij_ Add to that practical 
advice about what numbers work best with 
which models and you have a winner. 
278 pgs.; Sftbd.. . .. ..... $24.95 

MODEL AIRPLANE PROPELLERS 
SELECTION AND PERFORMANCE 
(A 11526) Chevalier. This book is a must for 
every model airplane builder and flyer's 
library. It covers model airplane design and 
performance with the modeler in mind. 
177 pgs.; Sftbd.. . ....... . $29.95 

PROGRAMMING THE FUTABA SUPER 7 
RADIO SYSTEM FOR AIRCRAFT & SAIL
PLANES (A 11725) Edberg. Written in plain 
English, this book covers all aspects of the 
Super 7 system including commands & 
menus, programming techniques, model 
trimming instructions, and setup and 
programs for sport, fun-fly, pattern , etc . 
90 pgs.; Sftbd. ...... .. .... .. .. .. . .. ... $10.00 

RADIO CONTROL AIRCRAFT: QUES
TIONS AND ANSWERS (A11082) 
Smoothy. A unique approach to detailing 
the finer points of modelling. Written 
for those who have some operating 
experience with R/C model planes. 
Illustrated with photos and drawings. 
169 pgs.; Sftbd. .. ........... . ........ $6.95 

RIC AIRPLANE BUILDING TECHNIQUES 
(A 11 047) Randolph. Using the magazine 
illustrat ion format that he conceived, 
Randolph details a battery of skills and 
techniques to make the complete modeller. 
146 pgs.; Sftbd . .. ......... ...... ....... ...... .. $14.95 

R/C PILOT'S HANDBOOK (A11004) 
Compiled by "Model Airplane News". 
Packed with carefully distilled flying tips 
and advice from a host of R/C flying 
pros. There is something here for every 
RIC flier, whatever your skill level may be. 
193 pgs.; Sftbd ... ....... $19.95 

SCRATCH-BUILDING R/C AIRPLANES 
(A11093) Uravitch. To help those who want 
to build that unique plane for which there's 
no kit, the author details the process of 
how to build from just a set of plans. Geared 
for non-technical people. Illustrations. 
66 pgs.; Sftbd . .. . ...... $12.95 

Scale 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF MODERN MILI
TARY AIRCRAFT (A15155) Taylor. 
Contains over 300 entries covering nearly 
500 aircraft currently in service today and 
every entry is illustrated . 300 color photos. 
224 pgs.; Hrdbd. . ...... 15.98 

ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF HELl
COPTERS (A15154) Heatley. This 
dramatic story of the development and em
ployment of the helicopter is accompanied 
by over 100 carefully chosen illustrations. 
112 pgs.; Hrdbd. . .. ... .. .. .... $12.98 

PAUL MATT SCALE AIRPLANE DRAW
INGS VOL. 1 (A 11 018) Matt/Abel. A collec
tion of Paul Matt's clear, concise , highly 
detailed, three-view scale drawings. An 
absolute dream for any scale modeler. 
A-G. Sftbd. . .... . $24.95 

PAUL MATT SCALE AIRPLANE DRAW
INGS VOL. 2 (A11019) Matt/Abe/. More of 
Paul Matt's famous highly detailed three
view scale drawings. Part of the collection 
of the internationally acclaimed and highly 
honored Historical Avia tion Album. 
H-W. Sftbd ........ ................................ $24.95 

WORLD'S GREAT MILITARY HELl
COPTERS (A15152) The development of 
the helicopter as an effective war machine 
has revolutionized land, sea, and air 
warfare. This book examines in detail 18 of 
the most important, most capable , and 
most numerous choppers in service today. 
Illustrations and photos, cutaway diagrams, 
and important performance data included. 
223 pgs.; Hdbd. . ..... . $19.98 
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1------------
By Larry Kruse 

"The bad thing about experience is that it 
teaches you stuff you didn't want to know." 

-ANONYMOUS 

I 
had the television in my shop turned on 
the other evening as I was trying to fin
ish up an Old Time Goldberg Intercep
tor for .020 Replica flying. There I was. 

working on an airplane that had been de
signed, kitted, and flown before I was even 
a gleam in my father 's eye. As I tinkered 
with the a irplane while half-listening to the 
current debacle going on in Washington. 
D.C. , (that well-known island surrounded by 
reality), it occuned to me that I had in my 
hand an object of inestimable value, partic
ularly as I contrasted it with the evening 
tumult spewing from the tube. 

The Interceptor first flew successfully over 
50 years ago and it will continue to fly suc
cessfully as long as anyone cares to build 
one. It will never change, lose percentage 
points in public opinion polls, or be revi led 
for its behavior. It is what it is. Its success
past, present, and future-is attributable to 
the fact that it flies by submitting to laws 
that are not made by man, laws that are not 
subject to the wiles of the "spin doctors", 
laws that are immutable and of such purity 
that they began with creation and will con
tinue to exist as long as the concept of time 
continues to exist. 

Unlike the furor and turmoil that sur
rounds most of our culture's daily activities, 
our models carry aloft on every flight a bit of 
timelessness, a small part of something 
larger and more permanent than them
selves. We, as their creators, are privileged 
to share in that essence. There is some com
fort in that. 

Pete Azure is justifiably proud of his Howard 
DGAB built for FAC Jumbo Scale competition. Pete 
is one of the outstanding flyers in the Cloud Buster 
Model Airplane Club in Royal Oak, Michigan. 
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From our friends "across the pond" in Great Britain, the Rev. "Bill' Bailey, ormer Grumman Wildcat pilot, ad
mires Pete Antram's free flight Wildcat, powered by an Bee DC Merlin diesel. 

News from the kitting world 
The well-traveled Lee Campbell of Camp

bell's Custom Kits, has moved within a 
stone's throw of the Academy of Model Aero
nautics modeling Mecca in Muncie. (Say 
that three times quickly without getting 
your tongue tangled!) By the time this 
reaches you, he should be back in business 
as one of the few high-volume competition 
F/F kit manufacturers left in this country, 
much deserving our patronage for his qual
ity products. His new mailing address is 
Campbell 's Custom Kits, P.O. Box 3104, 
Muncie. IN 47307. We wish him well in his 
new location. 

While this column does not wish to func
tion in the manner of the infamous Internet 
"Drudge Report," there is enough substance 
to the rumor that the Canadian firm , Easy
Built Models , has folded to advise you to 
snare any kits you may have been coveting 
that remain on hobby dealer's shelves. At 
the same time, another rumor (totally un
confirmed, by the way), suggests that the 
EasyBuilt assets have been purchased by 
another prominent modeler or modeler(s). 
We will wait and see what transpires. 

Indoor NoCal Pylon Races 
Indoor NoCal Pylon Racing actually be

gan in Australia a number of years ago and 
has been exported to Japan where it is en
joying a great deal of success in the capable 
hands of the Shonai Peanut club of Nagoya. 
Jiro Sugimoto is one of the more active 
members of the club and is our correspon
dent for the explanation of the event. 

Models are 13-inch :\ oCals of famous rac
ing planes and are set up to fly to the left. 
Since it's a speed event, we'll assume (even 
though Jiro doesn't say so) there is no 
weight minimum, which means that anyone 
can build a competitive model. The course is 
composed of two pylons with fishing rod 
tops, which are about 10 feet high. They are 
set about 15 feet apart with the "Start" line 
placed half way between the pylons. Six to 
seven flyers compete at one time, beginning 
with a mass launch from the "Start" line. 

After the mass launch, each new flight 
has to begin at the "Start" line and only com
plete laps are counted. The total elapsed 
time is 15 minutes for a race. The flyer with 
the most laps wins. Usually, with the hurry
up flight regime of chasing the plane, wind
ing, and re-launching, eight or nine flights 
is the norm. Jiro didn't indicate how many 
laps a re average for a race. 

In addition to the flyer , each team has a 
pit crew of one for counting the laps and 
helping get re-wound and re-launched. One 
can imagine all of the excitement with that 
many colorful planes in the air, all of the 
chasing and maneuvering, and all of the po
tential for humorous calamity and colli
sions. Sounds like great fun! I'd be pleased 
to run any photos anyone has of this in
triguing event. Thanks to Jiro, Tom Hall
man, and Tim Hayward-Brown for provid
ing the details . 

New publications 
The Thirty-First Annual Report of the Na

tional Free Flight Society, popularly known 
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as Symposium 1998, has just been issued 
and is available for purchase from Fred 
Terzian, 4858 Moorpark Avenue, San Jose, 
CA 95129-2132. Checking in at a hefty 196 
pages, the new Sympo covers a broader spec
trum of the technical aspects of freeflight 
than any of its predecessors. And yet, editor 
Dan Tracy has managed to provide relief 
from the typical frenzy of formulas by in
cluding some armchair reading in the form 
of articles such as Henry Nelson's advice on 
engine care and break-in, and Charlie Stiles' 
provocative "Build or Buy". 

Parsed out into six major sections, articles 
are grouped into categories such as "Sci
ence", "Propulsion" , and "Electronics" for 
easy reference. Supplementing the six major 
sections are the traditional NFFS Hall of 
Fame nominations and the "Models of the 
Year" presentations. Worthy of note, MOY 
chair Bob Perkins and his committee elect
ed to honor 14 models, one model compo
nent, and one gadget this year instead of the 
traditional "Ten Models of the Year" format. 

In all, the 1998 Sympo is a watershed edi
tion, worthy of anyone's bookshelf as a com
pendium of useful and interesting free flight 
topics. The price for this year's book is S25 
for NFFS members and $5 more fo r non
members, postpaid to your door. 

Another new publication for your consid
eration this month comes from Bill Hannan 
and the crew (Joan) at Hannan's Runway. 
Box 210, Magalia, CA 95954. Continuing 
Bill's newest series, Models & Modelers \"ol. 
2, follows the popular format of model plans. 
3-views, photos, cartoons, whimsy, and sage 
observations. Included in this softbound 26-
page booklet are a dozen 3-view drawings of 
rare and unusual craft (a Martinsyde Semi· 
quaver?); 75 photos of modeler s and t heir 
models from a ll over the world; four model 
construction plans from noted designers 
such as Ulises Alvarez and Walt Mooney; 

Long-time modeler, Bob Schneider, built this great looking Stinson SR-8 and finished it in Diana Cream and 
Maroon dope. Bob says he can't wait until the weather clears to r its first test-hop. 

and tributes to depart ed aviation personali
ties. their creativity and their craft. 

Priced at 10.95 plus $2.50 surface ship
ping in the USA, Canada, and Mexico, this 
lit le volume is a "must have" companion to 
the classic Peanuts and Pistachios series of . 
the last decade. I should also mention that 
Bill will send you a very nice 16-page illus
tra ed catalog of the products launched from 
his Runway for a buck in this country and 
two dollar overseas, and, should you order 
_ Iodels & :\Iodelers, I'm sure he'll throw in 
a ca alog for fr ee. Heck of a deal, isn't it? 

Barrie's plans 
One of Canada's truly outstanding model

ers. Barrie Taylor, has been laid up with 
;;boulder surgery these past few weeks, but 
has put his down time to very good use. He 
is no" producing two NoCal plans of his de
sign;;. both proven winners in competition, 
and o ~ering them to the modeling public at 
a ,·ery nomjnal cost. 

One of these, constructed as a 5-6.2 gram 
;;hip. is the ubiquitous Lacey M-10, which has 
a ton o "ing area and very simple structure. 
Laid ou using Vis and 1/32-inch balsa structure 
for buildino- ease, the Lacey has flight trim
min_ tips on the plan and should prove to be 
a ,-ery popular ToCal rendition of the design. 

PHOTO: OSCAR SMITH 

The other sample plan Barrie sent me was 
the unusual Heinkel He 119, a German gull
winged fighter of WW II, built as an "un
limited" NoCal, i.e., no weight minimum. 
This ship, too, has a very generous wing 
area and a long fuselage, so it should be a 
threat, even when built to a heavier weight. 
The thing I like about both of these designs 
is that there is nothing esoteric about them. 
The motor sticks, for example, can be lami
nated from two pieces ofS/32-inch square and 
suggested markings for a more reaiistic ap
pearance are right on the plans . 

Barrie indicates that two additional plans, 
one for the Romanian I.A.R. 80, and one for 
a huge Yokosuka MXY-7 Ohka Baka suicide 
aircraft, are both in the offing and should be 
available by the time you read this. Each of 
his plans is $3.00 with $2.00 postage for up 
to five plans in the U.S. and Canada sent to 
Barrie Taylor, 2 Thackeray Ave., Winnepeg, 
Manitoba Canada R3K OHl. 

Once again we've run out of space (and ac
cording to Editor Frank-time!), so we'll 
pick up things up again next month with 
good building tips and a couple of new high 
tech items to help you in your quest for mod
eling perfection. Until then, my address for 
correspondence is 1204 S. Mansfield, Still
water, OK 74074. CE 

Another British diesel powered craft , th is time a semi-scale REP Type L 
(above left), was the choice o Eric Marsden for his 1.5cc DC Sabre engine. Eric 
says the model features closed loop adjustable rudder and elevator for flight trim-

ming. FAC'er Oscar Smith really cranks out some good looking and good flying 
aircraft on a regular basis. His all red Jumbo Scale Citabria (above right) is a good 
example of his craftsmanship and attention to detail. Model spans 36 inches. 
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FLYING MODELS RECOMMENDED HOBBY DEALERS 
DEALERS write FLYING MODElS, P.O. BOX 700, NEWTON, NJ 07860 for full infor mation . 

CALIFORNIA, LAKEWOOD 
We have a complete select ion 

of RIC kits & ARF's, also radio kmotors 
"We are the R/C Special ists!" 

HOBBY WAREHOUSE 
41 18 E. South St. 310·531·8383 

CONNECTICUT, COS COB 
RiC, planes, cars and boats 

Trains and accessories 
9:30 to 5:30 Monday thru Saturday 

HOBBY HOUSE 
405 E. Putnam Ave. 203·869·0969 

CONNECTICUT, NORWALK 
We Fly Radio Control 

Complete line model airplane supplies 
Custom ordering 
AL'S HOBBIES 

327 Main Ave. 203·846·9090 

FLORIDA, ORLANDO 
When at Disney World 

Stop and see a complete line of 
R/C planes, boats, cars, rockets & access. 

BOB'S HOBBY CENTER, INC. 
27333 Lake Underhill Rd. 407·277·1248 

GEORGIA, ATLANTA 
At PDK Airport 

Peanut to Giant scale 
Rubber/C02/Eiec/Gas/glow/soaring 

RICHARDSON RIC AERO 
1915 A irport Rd. Bldg 2d 770-458·5044 

GEORGIA, DULUTH 
Specialize in RIC airplanes 
finneys@mindspring.com 

www.mindspring.com/- finneys 
FINNEY'S HOBBIES 

3455 Peachtree Ind. Blvd. 770-495-8512 

GEORGIA, GRIFFIN 
Airplanes, boats, cars, trains-We have 
elec motor to do any job in the hobby 
Open 1 0-6, EST, Closed Sun & Wed 

THE COUNTRY CLOTH SHOP 
956 Teamon Road, 404-227-6015 

HAWAII, HONOLULU 
Hawaii 's only RIC & U-Contro l Specialists 

Planes, Boats, Cars 
Complete selection of hardware & radio gear 

THE HOBBIETAT 
1413 Tenth Ave. 737-9582 

ILLINOIS, GREENVILLE 
RIC, planes, boats, free fl ight, rockets 

HO trains, Tyco service, X-Acto, Dremel 
Hrs: M,T,W,Th & S 9:30-5, Fri 9:30·8 

WILL-0 ' -TH'WIND 
603 Harris Ave. 618-664-3353 

KENTUCK~FLORENCE 
Remote control airplanes, cars, boats 

Open Mon-Sat 11-8 

NORTHERN KENTUCKY HOBBIES 
7615 Burlington Pike 606-283-111 0 

LOUISIANA, BATON ROUGE 
B.R. comp. hobby shp feat a complline 

of RIC & U/C ai rcraft , gas & elec. RIC cars, 
boats, helicop., rocket & plas. mdls, more 

ANDY'S HOBBY TOWNE 
3112 College 504-928-1534 

LOUISIANA, BATO N ROUGE 
B.R.'s lrgst hobby shop of R C & V •C planes 
boats, RIC cars, gliders 2 & ~ cy engines, 

rocket and hard to nd plast•cs 
HOBBY TOWN 

6996 Airline Hwy 504-356-3874 

MICHIGAN, FARMINGTON 
Radio Control, Plane Eng1nes 

Boats. & Fi 
Dremel, UJlllllaL e c 

JOE'S HOBBY CENTER 
35203 Grand River 248-477-6266 

MISSOURI, ST. CHARLES 
Full line hooey s:ore 

Free 1g tlber 
Control line. R C ooanes.cars 

MARK TWAIN HOBBY CENTER 
2793 W. Clay 31 4-946-281 6 

NEVADA, NO. LAS VEGA S 
One o "" ~as ~gest 

full line hobO'j S.'1<JI>"S 
Daily 10-6, F · - S n l G-4 
IM AGINATIO U I•UTE D 

4934 E. Tropicana 702-434-5696 

NEW JERSEY, GRE.E. BROOK 
Radio Con Qi '€0 ca 'S Olall€S. boats 

Repairs -"" O::E~ - days 
ascar .ICE'lSe<l omducts 

JERRY' S OB BY CENTER 
336 Route 22 West 732-752-6030 

PLAINS 
RIC eaoo......a.-:z:-s 'b' ':!a~ats/ca rs 

Full ne ;:• acc::ess:res 'rom engines 
a:1.-cs ·:. --....~ :JO.-.s & wood 

567 R1 23 

NEW JERSEY. RED 

HOBB 
62 White SL 

NEW YORK, FLUS 

5 3 UT 
973-835-2077 

RS 
908-842-6020 

http:J w"'" 'a- ';:;- - -oooy com 
RIC Planes -cs ~~ adios 
Accesscx-es a- "--e- senvce 

FANTAS 0 38Y WORLD 
171 -69 46 Ave. 718-460-5671 

NEW YORK, KINGSTON 
Complete line of R/C planes/boats/cars 

tanks, Estes & Century rockets & supplies 
Compl.line of bldg sup/Balsa/paints etc. 

J & J 'S HOBBIES, INC. 
37 N. Front 914-338-7174 

NEW YORK, SYRACUSE 
Ri C Planes, Engines, Kits & Radios 

Complete RIC Hobby Shop 
RiC Boats & Cars & Helicopters 

WALT'S HOBBIES 
2 Dwight Park Dr. 315-453-2291 

OHIO, MANSFIELD 
Airplane Supplies 

Model Rockets, Plastic & Wood Models 
Tools & Airbrushes 

JOHN'S HOBBY SHOP 
15 N. Main St. 419-526-4426 

PENNSYLVANIA, CRANBERRY TWSP. 
RIC Cars, Planes, and Boats 

11 :30 to 8 :00 Daily 
Sat 1 0:00 to 5:00, Sun 12:00 to 5:00 

CRANBERRY HOBBY DEPOT 
Rt 19 N. Perry Hwy 41 2-776-3640 

PENNSYLVANIA, LANSDALE 
Large stock of RIC, U/C and F/F 

Airplane Kits - Engines - Hardware 
Radios - Also RIC Boats & Cars 

PENN VALLEY HOBBY CENTER 
837 W. Main St . 215-855-1268 

PENNSYLVANIA, READING 
RIC and C/L Model Planes and Boats 

Your full service Hobby Store 
Pars, accessories, magazines, books 

IRON HORSE HOBBY HOUSE 
60 S. Sixth St. 215-373-6927 

PENNSYLVANIA, WARMINSTER 
RIC Equipment & Supplies 
Boats, Cars, Planes, Trains 

Repairs on all trains & RIC equip. 
JC RIC HOBBIES 

13 York Rd. 215-672-5200 

RHODE ISLAND, APPONAUG 
Aircraft, Boats, U/C RiC 
Technicians on hand til 9 

All supplies carried: Engineering service 
APPONAUG COLOR SHOP 

1364 Greenwich Ave. 401-737-5506 

TENNESSEE, KNOXVILLE 

Hobbies Galore! 

TENNESSEE MODEL HOBBIES, CO. 
8903 Oak Ridge Hwy 615-927-2900 

TEXAS, HOUSTON 
Toys for Big Boys! 

RIC model airplanes & supplies 
M-F 11-7, Sat 10-6 

LARRY'S HOBBIES 
156 F 1960 71 3-443-7373 

RUBBIR PO\VIRID MODEL AIRPLANIS 
By Don Ross. This comprehens ive manual covers rubber pow
er ed m o.d e I a i r p I a n e s f r o m t h e s i m p I est beg i n n e r' s t r a i n e r 
through g~'a·dually moFe complex des igns including winning sc~le 
and durc{Hpn_. liet f ' Ev:en if you have never b1:.1ilt a model beJore,/ 
the simple ~line dtlwin'gs and detail ed photos will give you the 
tools and teach you the techniques that will res1,1lt in".light, 7s'tur
dy 'model airplanes that will surprise and del.ight YQU·*\'Vlth .. tt:Jeir 
sust · ed flights. (A 11 043) $14.95 +S&H ',. ,o·<'· ' ',, ~~: •• ,.,0&, 

. Or please send check or money order. S&H US S2. per book. Outside US $2. 
add sales tax Canadians add 7% G.S.T. 

PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
TO ORDER CALL: 1-800-474-6995 

or FAX your orders to us: 1 -973-383-4064~· 
P.O. Box 700, Newton , N.J. 07860 

=--- 'G MODELS 

TEXAS, HOUSTON 
Complete line of RIC and U-Control 

Planes, Cars, Boats 
All your model needs in one place 

TRAINS & PLANES 
9737 Westheimer 713-977-1420 

TEXAS, SAN ANTONIO 
Specializing in R/C airplanes with 

largest selection in Southwest. Also 
boats, cars & rockets-Open Mon-Sat 10-7 

HOBBY CENTER, INC. 
3439 Frederickburg Rd . 512-735-4218 

VIRGINIA, SPRINGFIELD 
Northern Vi rginia's Newest 

Open 7 days 

GRANDDAD'S HOBBY SHOP 
5260-A Port Royal Rd. 703-426-0700 

How To Reach Us: 

FLYING 
MODELS 

P.O. Box 700 
Newton, N.J. 07860 

Phone: 
(973) 383-3355 

FAX: 
(973) 383 - 4064 

For editorial , advertising or 
subscription information 

contact: 
Editors: 

carstens@ nac. net 

Advertising: 
ads @ flying-models. com 

Subscriptions: 
subs@flying-models.com 
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Flying 
Models 
Classified 
Advertising 

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: 60 Cents per word , minimum 
order $7.20 Count all initia ls, abbreviations (COD, SASE. 
PO, 8mm, 5x7, it's, etc.), numbers as one word . Example: 
Will iam B. Smith, 420 West Main St. , Newton, New Jersey. 
07860. Word count is ten . Fourth consecutive insertion of 
same ad free upon request. Classi fied ads are payable in 
advance, and payment must accompany ad copy. Ads will be 
placed in category deemed most appropriate ; requested cat· 
egories wi ll be considered. Ads using a PO Box number 
must supply a street address for our records Class•~ed ads 
are non -commissionable. CLOSING DATE· 15th of mont 
three months preceding date of issue. i.e. Feb. 10 for lat 
issue. Send all classified ads to: FLYING MODELS CLASSI
FIED AD DEPT. , PO Box 700, Newton. NJ 07860-0700. Ads 
sent to other departments may be delayed or lost. All ads are 
subject to the approval of the publisher. Ads are set 1n stan
dard 6pt type with first word capitalized. Large type class•fied 
ads are available at $1.45 per word, minimum 517.40. 

BOOKS & PUBLICATIONS 

NEW! Volume 2, MODEL & MODELERS, by Bill Hannan' 
Plans, 3-views and unusual articles, $10.95 plus $2.50 First 
Class mail. $1.00 for A to Z catalog (AeroPians to Zaic Year
books) including WWI Datafiles, Phineas Pinkham Scrap
book, and much more. Visa/MasterCard welcome. Hannan's 
Runway, Box 210FM, Magalia, CA 95954. 299 

AEROMODELLER · FOR CONTROL LINE AND FREE 
FLIGHT builders and flyers. Each issue is packed with con
struction articles, kit reviews, engine tests, news, vintage his
tory, and free plans. One year subscription (13 issues) · 
$62.00. Special limited offer- $57.00. Send check payable to 
Wise Owl Worldwide Publications, 4314 W. 238th Suite C, Tor· 
ranee, CA 90505-4509, 31 0-375-6258. 299 

ENGINES 

ENGINES: New and used. List $1.00.T. Crouss, 100 Smyrna, 
West Springfield , MA 01089. 299 

ANTIQUE IGNITION, GLOW PARTS, rubber scale catalog, 
1/2" thick, timers, needle valves, race cars, rubber scale plans, 
515.00 pp. , US, foreign S25.00. Chris Rossbach, 135 Rich
wood Drive, Glovervi lle, NY 12078. 1298 

KITS 

CONTROL LINE ROCKET POWERED JETS Long burn com
posite roc et motors give realistic jet flight and sound. Kits fea
ture prebuilt fuselages, foam core wings, and all sheeting and 
hardware. Write, cal l or visit our web site. Aerojet Model Ai r
era Corp., 11 201 Richmond Ave., Suite A104 , Houston , TX 
n082 WWW.MICROJETS.COM 281-759-4899. 
Catalog 53.00. 1099 

GOLDEN AGE REPRODUCTIONS illustrated catalog of 212 
plans. 32 1ts. canopies. decals, wheels, tissue $3.00. PO Box 
1685. Andover, MA 01810. 1099 

HACKER KITS. Sales benefit Blacksheep Club. Tiger Moth, 
23' span. 529.00, Beaver, 26" span, $25.00. Shipping and 
quant1ty. 55.00. Roy Hanson, 21410 Nashville St. , 
Chatsv.orth, CA 91311 . Or call 818-718-1685 and leave a 

essage. 399 

MISCELLANEOUS 

MODEL RAILROADING is a fun hobby. Send $2.00 for 
recent sample issue of Railroad Model Craftsman maga
zine. Covers all scales and gauges. Please mention FM. 
Railroad Model Craftsman, PO Box 700, Newton, NJ 
07860. TF 

PLANS 

P S RC Sailplane-scale, sport and electric. Old Time Nos
tag.a and FF scale sport powered, rubber and towline. All 
mode s •lustrated. Catalog $2.00. Cirrus Aviation, PO Box 
7093 Dept. 4, Victoria , BC, V9B 4Z2, Canada. 199 

RACERS: Gee Bees, Bulldog, Goon, Firecracker, Mono
couoes Culver Cadet, Rearwin Cloudster, others. Many sizes. 
Plans catalog/newsletter $4.00. Vern Clements, 308 Palo Alto, 
Ca:dv.ell, ID 83605. 208-459-7608. 199 

-' VI EEL PIKE PLANS! www.bikecar.com Bikecar Corpora
or Box 72, Ocala, FL 34478-0072. 299 

WANTED 
WANTED:Cox RC .05 complete engines. G. Mark .06 and .03 
Garbs. and mufflers only or complete engines. Andy, Phone 
705-268-4455 or 705·267-6134. Fax 705-267-1366. 399 

* FLY FOil FUN * 
CD067 BOO RAY. This little 28Y2-inch R/C ship is one 
of th ree patterned after Formula One racers. With a 
.15 it's sprightly; with a .1 0 it's a sport ship. Uses 
three channels; rudder optionaL Build this one or all 
th ree . Jim Farned. 
CD066 SHOESTRING. This little 34¥.-inch span RIC 
ship is one of three patterned after Formula One rac
ers. With a .1 0 or .15 it 's a great sport ship or a 
potent l itt le ra cer. Uses three channels ; rudder 
optional. John Wise. 
CD065 SUMP 'N ELSE. This little 34Y,·inch RIC ship 
is one of three patte rned after Formula One racers. 
It's great as a racer with a .15 2-stroke, but can be 
flown as a sport ship with a .1 0. Uses three channels; 
rudder optionaL Build this one or all three. Jim Wise. 
VISA/MC/AMEX/OPTIMA accepted. Or please send check or money 
order. P&H USA 1st class add 20% of order. $3.25 UPS tube. Foreigh 
add 75c per plan. SOOo of order for airmail. NJ residents add sales 
tax. Canadians add 7°o G ST. 
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• Many products such as: Premium Plans • 'T '-Shirts • Golf Shirts • Hats • Patches • Decals Back Issues 
of "Stunt News" • Rule Books • Member Lists • Article Reprints • Books with Classic and Old Tirne Plans 

• Contest Forms and Score Sheets • Many More Items. 
How much does all this cost? Only $20 per year. This is the best $20 you'll ever spend on the hobby. 

For more information, call or write: 
Shareen Fancher, Secretary •158 Flying Cloud Isle • Foster City, CA 94404 (415)345-0130 

or visit us at our website : http://www.zianet.com/pampaeditor 

YOU, TOO CAN ENJOY R/C AS IT USED TO BE! 
Join these R/C HALL of Fame members of the VINTAGE RADIO CONTROL SOCIETY: 
Bob Aberle, Hal de Bolt, Bob Dunham, The Good Brothers; Bill & Walt, Bill Hershberger, 
Maynard Hill , Phil Kraft , Ed Lorenz, Don Lowe, Fred Marks, George Myers, Jerry Nelson, 

Bob Novak, Doug Spreng, George Steiner, Cliff Weirick, Bill Winter, John Worth , Nick Ziroli , 
and hundreds of others who simply enjoy reading about flying R/C models originally designed 

and built during the 1930's thru the '70's. 

SHARE THE HISTORY AND HERITAGE 
OF R/C VIA THE VR/CS NEWSLETTER 

VR/CS membership provides the newsletter 6 times per year as well as a Red, White & Blue 
sheet of VRICS emblems. The cost is $15.00 per year and $20.00 for members outside the USA. 

Please make your check or money order payable to: VR/CS and mail to: 

G. W. Poythress 
2 Hemlock Court 

Saugerties, NY 12477 

MODELS 
SUBSCRIBE TO 
FM MAGiAZINE 

We've got 
modeling covered! 

FLY~NG MODELS 
Subscription Dept. 
P.O. Box 700, 
Newton, N.J. 07860-0700 

TO SUBSCRIBE, Mail this form 
with the following information: 

o New Subscription 

o Renew Subscription 

Name 

Street 

U.S.A. Subscription Rates: City, State, Zip 

o 1 Year $27.95 0 2 Years $49.95 
o 3 Years $69.95 Payment by: 0 Check 

Canada add $8. postage per year 

All other countries add $10. 
postage per year 

82 

0 Am Ex 0 Optima 

Card Number 

Signature ________________ _ 

$100,000 
ro Be Given AIIIJIIVI 

Revving up your R/C vehicle 
for action could mean big 
cash for your club or reta il 
shop! Alert your local 
newspapers, radio, TV, and 
cab le stations to your next 
R/C event and get paid for 
the positive coverage! The 
Radio Control Hobby Trade 
Association has approved a 
budget of $1 00,000 for the 
1998 MEDIA AWARDS 
PROGRAM awarding cash 
to retai l hobby shops and 
consumer clubs for verified 
coverage appearing outside 
of the model hobby media. 

Cash awards for media coverage 

Newspapers $100.00 
Radio $100.00 
Television $200.00 

Funds will be a11 arded on a first-come, 
first-serve basis. There is a $500 cap per 
club or hobb1 shop per year. RCH TA 
reserves the right to determine eligibility 
on all submissions. "\'o Public Access. 

For an application call 
(847) 526-1222 or write to us: 

The Radio Control Hobby 
Trade Association (RCHTA) 
560 Bonner Rd. 
Wauconda, IL 60084 

Fax : (847) 526-9987 
e-mail: rchta@Lnd .com 

IIIC{.lllllllll1 
RICHTA 

This ad space compliments of 
the publisher of this magazine. 
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Charges rcvr, xmtr, and glow aimultaneously. 
Operates off of + 12V D.C. power 80UI'Git (i.e . a 
car battery) . Peak detect on main chetlnels, 
timed charge on glow booster. Aluminum 
case, fuse and reverse polarity protection. 

FIG. DESCRIPTION 
A SUPER SUB MICRO 
B SUB MICRO BB 
c MICROBB 
D MINI DOUBLE BB 
D STANDARD BRONZE BUSH 
E STANDARD BALL BEARING 
E DBL BB ADD M FOR METAL GEAR 
E DBL BB ADD M FOR METAL GEAR 
F BL BB ADD M FOR METAL G£AR 

RAPID CHARGER!i 

Charges 1 to 12 cell nicad or glow. Operates 
off of + BV to + 15V D.C. power source (i.e. a 
car battery). Peak detect, perfect for electric 
pow e r packs or as a field charger! Aluminum 
case, fuse and reverse polarity protection. 

!iERVD!i 

DIMS. LX H X W WTOZ. 
0.90 X 0.72 X 0.37 
0.85 X 0.78 X 0.43 METAL 
1.06 X 0.97 X 0.50 GEAR 
1.22 X 1.21 X 0.63 VERSION 
1.60 X 1.50 X 0.80 
1.60 X 1.50 X 0.80 1.55 
1 X 1.50X0.80 1.69 
1.60 X 1.70 X 0.80 1.69 
1..60 X 1.70 X 0.80 1.69 

F CORELESS 2BB M FOR METAL GEAR 1.60 X 1.50 X 0.80 
F CORELESS 2BB M FOR METAL GEAR 1.60 X 1.70 X 0.80 
G CORELESS 2BB M FOR METAL GEAR 1.60 X 1.70 X 0.80 
H ANT SCALE DBL BB 2.14 X 2.02 2(; 1.04 
H GIANT SCALE FET AMP 2. 48 X 2.22 X 1.27 
I 2..48 X 2.22 X 1.27 

FLI&HT PACK I - !iUB MICRO RJEiHT PACK~ - MICRO 

FMADireet Iff fOUl LOCAL DEALI Ftm ! CALL FOR FREE 1999 

FC5DD 

19.9 

Timer-controlled rapid charger for glow. 
Affordable and compact, charges at 1.2A for 
15 to 20 minutes . Heavy-duty, all-metal 
enclosure, quick-connect dummy glow plug 
for interconnect. A must-have for any R/ C 
enthusiast running glow-powered engines. 

POWER IN/OZS. TRAN. SEC. 
11.0 0.11 
19.0 0.09 
25.0 0.15 
44.5 0.23 
41 .7 0.14 
4 1.7 0.14 
50.0 0.21 
11 4.0 0.31 
81 0.19 
83.0 0.1 0 
98.0 0.16 
108.0 0.13 
180.5 6.0V 0.20 
298.0 6.0V 0.22 
298.0 6.0V 

FLIGHT PACK 3 - !iPORT 

Affordable, piezo gyro for 
aircraft. 

it is the 

9607 Dr. Perry Road-# 109 
Ijamsville, MD 21754 

Mastercard, VISA, Discover, and C.O.D.s accepted 
$5.00 Shipping and Handl ing C.O.D. Add $5.00. 

WEB SITE: www.fmadirect.com 
EMAIL: sales@fmadirect.com 

Prices subject to change w ithout notice. 

SALES (800) 343 2934 TECH/SERVICE (301) 831 8985 



Now available 
in an expertly covered, 

time-saving ARF! 

• Minimal assembly required-you can enjoy 
its maneuverability and low-speed stability 
within just a few hours. 

• Independently adjustable dual elevator 
yokes and dual aileron servos add control 
precision for crisp performance. 

• Superb styling includes scale, heavy-duty 
aluminum landing gear plus prepainted 
ABS cowl and w heel pants. -

Extra 300S ARF 
Wingspan: 58 in • Wing Area: 594 sq in 
Weight: 5.5-5.75 lb • Wing Loading: 21. 3-22.3 
oz/sq ft • Fu selage Length: 48 in • Requires: 
2-stroke .40-.51 or 4-stroke .48-.80 engine & 
4-channel radio w/5 servos 

©Copyright 1998--3072279 

Accept NO Limitations! 
You can choose from lots of 

sport-scale Extras . But the options 
narrow quickly when you ask the 
tough questions : Can I afford it? 
Can I build it easily? Can l use 
my .40-s ize sport/trainer ·s 
engine? Will I be able, with a 
"hot" engine, to fly nearl y 
unlimited vertical? 

Yes!-with Great Pl anes· 
Extra 300S . .40 kit and 90% 
prebuilt ARF. 

Advanced computer 
engineering and fully symmetrical 
airfoi ls enable these Extras to 
outmuscle other mid-size 
aerobats. They're natura ls for 
MINIMAC competition-and a 
pleasure both in the workshop and 
at the flyi ng field . 

The kit 's fuselage sides come 
as sing le pieces of die-cut lite pl y. 
Its wing leading and trailing 
edges are factory-shaped and 
notched. The ARF version 
features expertly preassembled 
major structures that have also 
been factory-fin ished, using your 
favorite fi lm: genuine Top Flite 

Extra 300S .40 Kit 

MonoKote. You can be flight
ready in just a few evenings ! 

Superbly styled, these Extras 
include an engine-concealing 
ABS cowl and wheel pants (a ll 
pre-pa inted in the ARF version), 
pl us c lear canopy, rugged 
dural uminum landing gear and a 
generous supply of Great Planes 
brand hardware. 

Your fi nished model looks like 
a champion. And it flies like one, 
too ... but so smoothl y that it 's an 
ex ellenr choice to fo llow your 
lO\\ -\\ ing trainer. Get the Extras 
that ombine mid-size ease with 
major musc le-the Great Planes 
Extra ~OOS kit and ARF. For a 
free br hure and the location of 
the dealer nearest you . please call 
1- 00-6 __ 9~ and menrion 
code number0 - 2~V. 

Wingspan : 58 in • W ing Area: 594 sq in • Weight : 5. 75 lb • W ing 
Load in g: 24 oz/sq ft • Len gth: 48 in • Requires: 2-stroke .40-.5 1 or 4-stroke 
.48-.70 engine & 4-channel radio w /4 servos 

"With these exciting .40-size models, we've made it 
much easier for sport pilots to experience the kind 
of that only an Extra can deliver. " 

resident and Founder 
Great Planes Model 

Distributed Exclusively Through 
GREAT PLANES MODEL DISTRIBUTORS COMPANY 

P.O. Box 9021 , Champaign , IL 61826·9021 

www. greatplanes.com 


